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Abstract
Across all forms of life, the majority of metabolic chemical transformations required for biological function are accelerated
and controlled by enzymes. Millions of years of evolution have optimised and transformed these biomacromolecules into
the most diverse class of catalysts known. In addition to achieving enormous rate accelerations and exquisite selectivities,
these catalysts function under mild conditions and are made from renewable materials, making them desirable candidates
for improving the ecological footprint of chemical manufacturing. However, many chemical transformations required by
modern fine chemical production are not found in nature, requiring either the repurposing of natural enzymes to suit our
needs, or the creation of designer enzymes tailored to the reaction of interest.
Despite considerable advances in catalytic antibody technology and enzyme design, state-of-the-art technologies
usually yield tailored biocatalysts that are significantly less active than natural enzymes. While far from ideal, functional
biomacromolecules can be subsequently optimised using directed evolution – the laboratory analogue of Darwinian
evolution – to generate catalysts with efficiencies rivalling those of their natural counterparts. One such example of an
enzyme created in silico and optimised by directed evolution is the artificial retroaldolase RA95.5-8F, which was designed
to catalyse retroaldol cleavage of the abiological substrate methodol. Inspired by natural class I aldolases, RA95.5-8F utilises
a catalytic lysine to activate ketones as Schiff base intermediates, as well as a tyrosine to promote acid/base catalysis.
Optimisation over many rounds of mutagenesis and screening, including ultra high-throughput microfluidics screening, has
created an enzyme with high catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM = 34,000 M-1 s-1) and exacting stereocontrol over C-C bond
formation (>99% enantiomeric excess), serving to address a huge challenge for synthetic chemistry methodology. In this
thesis, we present the chemical promiscuity of RA95.5-8F variants, as well as its synthetic utility for applications outside
of directed evolution methods development.
Catalytic promiscuity is a well known phenomenon in biology, whereby a single enzyme can fortuitously catalyse
a range of transformations other than its main reaction. Often these side reactions occur with much lower catalytic
efficiencies, but can serve as a springboard for diversification and evolutionary optimisation in nature. Artificial enzymes
may be more amenable to promiscuous catalysis due to a lack of evolutionary bias, and here we show that the artificial
retroaldolase RA95.5-8, an evolutionary progenitor of RA95.5-8F, can also catalyse Michael additions of small nucleophiles
9

-unsaturated ketones. This C-C bond forming tranformation utilises the same Schiff base catalytic apparatus as the
native reaction, and creates two adjacent stereocentres around the C-C bond when nucleophiles such as 2-cyanopropanoate
are used. Directed evolution was employed to diversify RA95.5-8 into a set of four stereocomplementary catalysts, each
displaying a high degree of selectivity for their cognate stereoisomers. Notably, this selectivity is also preserved with
alternative Michael nucleophiles. Complete stereodiversification of other designer enzymes should similarly be possible by
extension of these approaches.
In addition to modifying the reaction scope of RA95.5-8, we have explored modifications to the substrate scope of
the currently most efficient designer aldolase, RA95.5-8F. Here we show that the enzymes with high specificity for acetone
as the aldol donor can be reengineered via single active site mutations to accept linear and cyclic aliphatic ketones with high
efficiency, regioselectivity, and stereocontrol. Biochemical and crystallographic data show how the mutated residues
modulate the binding and activation of specific aldol donors, as well as their subsequent reaction with diverse aldehyde
acceptors. Broadening the substrate scope of this evolutionarily naive catalyst proved much easier than previous attempts
to redesign natural aldolases, suggesting that such proteins may be excellent starting points for the development of
customised biocatalysts for diverse practical applications. Understanding the impact of the single mutations was aided by
the structure prediction software Rosetta, which unveiled key protein-ligand interactions that were unobservable by
traditional structural biology methods.
The substrate scope of RA95.5-8F is much broader with respect to the aromatic aldehyde acceptor than the aldol
donors, as demonstrated throughout this thesis.

-ketoesters as aldol acceptors,

resulting in the asymmetric synthesis of tertiary alcohols. Here, we characterise the scope of this reaction, which shows
moderate to excellent yields across a range of acceptors, and high degrees of stereocontrol. Exceptionally, one reaction
showed virtually no enantioinduction with the original artificial aldolase. Attempts to rationalise this observation in silico
using the Rosetta software suite revealed an unusual dual-pocket in the active site of this highly evolved enzyme, each
accomodating one of the two stereoisomers of the problematic reaction. Based on these models, structure-guided directed
evolution was employed to target residues that favor one or the other binding modes, allowing for the stereodivergent
evolution of an artificial carboligase. The mutagenesis results appeared to confirm the dual-pocket model, suggesting that
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in silico structure generation methods can be of huge aid to protein engineering when conventional structure determination
methods are restrictively time-consuming or costly.
Understanding the impact and relationship between primary amino acid sequence and protein function is a longstanding challenge in directed evolution, that dictates how and which residues of an enzyme should be targeted for
mutagenesis. The problem lies in the astronomical size of sequence space, and the far smaller fraction of amino acid
combinations that can be reasonably explored. Leveraging biochemical intuition against structural or evolutionary
information to avoid those combinations that result in a misfolded or catalytically inactive enzyme are, consequntly, of great
interest. Computational methods to assist directed evolution aim to simulate the structures of many orders of magnitude
more mutants than can be studied in the lab, potentially guiding researchers to more productive regions of sequence space.
In this thesis we show how the Rosetta software suite can achieve this by analysing the mutability landscape of the artificial
retroaldoalse RA95.5-8F in complex with a non-“native” ligand. In silico site-saturation mutagenesis was performed around
the new ligand to identify residue hotspots that are amenable to engineering, which favorably matched experimental results.
The wealth of information gained in this experiment could concievably guide future directed evolution campaigns to be
more efficient, by spending less time exploring deleterious or unproductive regions of sequence space. Generalising this
method to other enzyme systems or substrates for truly predictive computational evolution would be of great benefit to the
directed evolution community.
In this thesis we present a range of methods for engineering artificial enzymes with synthetically desirable
properties. High yields of diverse enantioenriched Michael and aldol adducts were obtained under mild conditions using
variations of the retroaldolase RA95.5-8F. The utility of this enzyme for preparing valuable synthons has been demonstrated
across a number of transformations, with the remarkable mutational tolerance playing a crucial role in reaction optimisation.
Combining classical biochemical characterisation methods such as X-ray crystallograpy with modern in silico structure
determination programs greatly enhanced the insight gained from this work, and expansion of these procedures to other
enzymes may prove valuable to the field of biocatalysis.
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Zusammenfassung
Bei allen Lebensformen wird der Grossteil der für die biologische Funktion erforderlichen stoffwechselchemischen
Umwandlungen durch Enzyme beschleunigt und gesteuert. Evolution über Millionen von Jahren hat diese
Biomakromoleküle optimiert und in die vielfältigste uns bekannte Klasse von Katalysatoren verwandelt. Diese erreichen
nicht nur enorme Ratenbeschleunigungen und hervorragende Selektivitäten, sondern funktionieren auch unter milden
Bedingungen und werden aus erneuerbaren Materialien hergestellt, was sie zu begehrten Kandidaten für die Verbesserung
des ökologischen Fussabdrucks in der chemischen Industrie macht. Viele chemische Umwandlungen, die für die moderne
feinchemische Produktion erforderlich sind, sind jedoch in der Natur nicht zu finden, sodass entweder natürliche Enzyme
adaptiert werden müssen, um unseren Bedürfnissen gerecht zu werden, oder Designer-Enzyme geschaffen werden müssen,
die auf die gewünschte Reaktion zugeschnitten sind.
Trotz beträchtlicher Fortschritte in der katalytischen Antikörpertechnologie und im Enzymdesign liefern modernste
Technologien in der Regel zwar massgeschneiderte Biokatalysatoren, allerdings sind diese deutlich weniger aktiv als
natürliche Enzyme. Wo diese den Ansprüchen nicht genügen, können funktionelle Biomakromoleküle nachträglich durch
gerichtete Evolution - das Labor-Equivalent der Darwinschen Evolution - optimiert werden, um Katalysatoren mit einer
Effizienz zu erzeugen, die mit der natürlicher Enzyme konkurriert. Ein solches Beispiel für ein in silico-generiertes und
durch gerichtete Evolution optimiertes Enzym ist die künstliche Retroaldolase RA95.5-8F, die die Retroaldol-Spaltung des
abiologischen Substrats Methodol katalysiert. Inspiriert von natürlichen Aldolasen der Klasse I, verwendet RA95.5-8F ein
katalytisches Lysin zur Aktivierung von Ketonen als Schiffsche Basen-Intermediat, sowie ein Tyrosin zur Säure/BasenKatalyse. Durch Optimierung über mehrere Runden von Mutagenese und Screening, einschließlich eines MikrofluidikScreenings mit sehr hohem Durchsatz, wurde ein Enzym mit hoher katalytischer Effizienz (kcat/KM = 34.000 M-1 s-1) und
einer exakten Stereokontrolle der C-C-Bindungsbildung (>99% Enantiomerenüberschuss) geschaffen, was eine große
Herausforderung in der synthetischen Chemie darstellt. In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir die chemische Promiskuität von
RA95.5-8F-Varianten sowie deren synthetischen Nutzen für Anwendungen außerhalb der Entwicklung von Methoden zur
gerichteten Evolution.
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Katalytische Promiskuität ist ein in der Biologie gut bekanntes Phänomen, bei dem ein einzelnes Enzym neben der
biologisch relevanten Hauptreaktion auch eine Reihe anderer Transformationen katalysieren kann. Häufig weisen diese
Nebenreaktionen viel geringere katalytische Effizienz auf, können aber in der Natur als Sprungbrett für Diversifizierung
und evolutionäre Optimierung dienen. Künstliche Enzyme können aufgrund fehlender evolutionärer Verzerrung für die
promiskuitive Katalyse leichter zugänglich sein, und hier zeigen wir, dass die künstliche Retroaldolase RA95.5-8, ein
Vorgänger von RA95.5-8F, auch Michael-Additionen kleiner Nukleophile an , -ungesättigte Ketone katalysieren kann.
Diese C-C-Bindungs-bildende Umwandlung nutzt den gleichen katalytischen Schiffschen Basenapparat wie die
ursprügliche Reaktion und erzeugt zwei benachbarte Stereozentren um die C-C-Bindung, wenn Nukleophile wie 2Cyanpropanoat verwendet werden. Durch gerichtete Evolution wurde RA95.5-8 in vier stereokomplementäre Katalysatoren
diversifiziert, die jeweils ein hohes Mass an Selektivität für die entsprechenden Stereoisomere aufweisen. Bemerkenswert
ist, dass diese Selektivität auch bei alternativen Michael-Nukleophilen erhalten bleibt. Eine vollständige
Stereodiversifizierung anderer Designer-Enzyme sollte ebenso durch eine Erweiterung dieser Ansätze möglich sein.
Zusätzlich zur Modifizierung des Reaktionsumfangs von RA95.5-8 haben wir Modifikationen des Substratumfangs
der derzeit effizientesten Designer-Aldolase, RA95.5-8F, untersucht. Hier zeigen wir, dass dieses Enzym, das Aceton mit
hoher Spezifität als Aldoldonor verwendet, durch eine einzige Mutation im aktiven Zentrum so umgestaltet werden kann,
dass es lineare und zyklische aliphatische Ketone mit hoher Effizienz, Regioselektivität und Stereokontrolle akzeptiert.
Biochemische und kristallographische Daten zeigen, wie die mutierten Aminosäuren die Bindung und Aktivierung
spezifischer Aldol-Donoren sowie ihre anschliessende Reaktion mit verschiedenen Aldehydakzeptoren modulieren. Die
Erweiterung des Substratumfangs dieses evolutionär naiven Katalysators erwies sich als einfacher als frühere Versuche,
natürliche Aldolasen neu zu gestalten, was darauf hindeutet, dass solche Proteine ausgezeichnete Ausgangspunkte für die
Entwicklung massgeschneiderter Biokatalysatoren für verschiedene praktische Anwendungen sein können. Das Verständnis
der Auswirkungen der einzelnen Mutationen wurde durch die Strukturvorhersage-Software Rosetta unterstützt, die wichtige
Protein-Ligand-Interaktionen enthüllte, die mit traditionellen strukturbiologischen Methoden nicht beobachtet werden
konnten.
Der Substratbereich von RA95.5-8F ist in Bezug auf den aromatischen Aldehyd-Akzeptor viel breiter als
hinsichtlich der Aldol-Donatoren, wie in dieser Arbeit gezeigt wird. Interessanterweise akzeptiert dieses Enzym auch 13

Ketoester als Aldol-Akzeptoren, was zu einer asymmetrischen Synthese tertiärer Alkohole führt. Hier charakterisieren wir
den Umfang dieser Reaktion, die mässige bis ausgezeichnete Ausbeuten bei einem Spektrum mehrerer Akzeptoren, sowie
einen hohen Grad an Stereokontrolle zeigt. Dabei zeigte eine dieser Reaktionen überraschenderweise praktisch keine
Enantioinduktion mit der ursprünglichen künstlichen Aldolase. Versuche, diese Beobachtung in silico mit Hilfe der RosettaSoftware-Suite zu rationalisieren, deuten auf eine ungewöhnliche Doppeltasche im aktiven Zentrum dieses
hochentwickelten Enzyms hin, in der jeweils eines der beiden Stereoisomere der untersuchten Reaktion untergebracht war.
Auf der Grundlage dieser Modelle wurde strukturbasierte gerichtete Evolution eingesetzt, um auf Reste zu zielen, die den
einen oder anderen Bindungsmodus begünstigen, wodurch die stereodivergente Evolution einer künstlichen Carboligase
ermöglicht wurde. Die Mutagenese-Ergebnisse schienen das Doppeltaschen-Modell zu bestätigen, was darauf hindeutet,
dass Methoden zur Strukturvorhersage in silico für das Protein-Engineering von großer Hilfe sein können, wenn
konventionelle Methoden restriktiv zeitaufwändig oder kostspielig sind.
Das Verständnis der Beziehung zwischen primärer Aminosäuresequenz und Proteinfunktion ist eine seit langem
bestehende Herausforderung in der gerichteten Evolution, die bestimmt, wie und welche Reste eines Enzyms für die
Mutagenese ins Visier genommen werden sollten. Das Problem liegt in der astronomischen Größe des Sequenzraumes und
dem weitaus geringeren Anteil an Aminosäurekombinationen, die vernünftigerweise erforscht werden können. Die Nutzung
biochemischer Intuition gegen strukturelle oder evolutionäre Informationen, um jene Kombinationen zu vermeiden, die zu
einem fehlgefalteten oder katalytisch inaktiven Enzym führen, ist daher von großem Interesse. Computergestützte Methoden
zur Unterstützung der gerichteten Evolution zielen darauf ab, Strukturen einer grossen Anzahl Mutanten zu simulieren,
welche die Anzahl derer, die im Labor untersucht werden können, um mehrere Größenordnungen übersteigt, was die
Forscher möglicherweise zu produktiveren Regionen des Sequenzraums führt. In dieser Arbeit zeigen wir, wie die RosettaSoftware-Suite dies erreichen kann, indem wir die Mutabilitätslandschaft der künstlichen Retroaldoalse RA95.5-8F im
Komplex mit einem nicht-"nativen" Liganden analysieren. Um den neuen Liganden herum wurde eine in silicoKassettenmutagenese durchgeführt, um Hotspots zu identifizieren, die zur Mutation geeignet sind und die mit den
experimentellen Ergebnissen gut übereinstimmen. Die Fülle an Informationen, die in diesem Experiment gewonnen wurde,
könnte in Zukunft gezielte Evolutionskampagnen effizienter gestalten, indem weniger Zeit für die Erforschung schädlicher
oder unproduktiver Regionen des Sequenzraums aufgewendet wird. Eine Verallgemeinerung dieser Methode auf andere
14

Enzymsysteme oder Substrate für eine wirklich vorhersagbare, rechnergestützte Evolution wäre für die
Biokatalysegemeinschaft von grossem Nutzen.
In dieser Arbeit stellen wir eine Reihe von Methoden zur Herstellung künstlicher Enzyme mit synthetisch
erwünschten Eigenschaften vor. Hohe Ausbeuten verschiedener enantioangereicherter Michael- und Aldol-Addukte wurden
unter milden Bedingungen mit Variationen der Retroaldolase RA95.5-8F erzielt. Der Nutzen dieses Enzyms für die
Herstellung wertvoller Synthons wurde über eine Reihe von Transformationen nachgewiesen, wobei die bemerkenswerte
Mutationstoleranz eine entscheidende Rolle bei der Reaktionsoptimierung spielte. Die Kombination klassischer
biochemischer

Charakterisierungsmethoden

wie

der

Röntgenkristallographie

mit

modernen

in

silico-

Strukturbestimmungsprogrammen hat die aus dieser Arbeit gewonnenen Erkenntnisse erheblich verbessert, und eine
Ausweitung dieser Verfahren auf andere Enzyme könnte sich für die gerichtete Evolutionsgemeinschaft als wertvoll
erweisen.
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Introduction

1.

Introduction

Parts of this chapter are published in: “Enhancing promiscuous chemistries of a Schiff base forming enzyme by divergent
evolution”, D. S. Macdonald, D. Hilvert (2020) Methods in Enzymology, 644, 95-120

1.1.

General introduction

In the modern world of fine chemicals, synthetic organic chemists need to produce the complex molecules and moieties
demanded by chemical applications. Developing increasingly selective, efficient and “greener” chemical processes
represents an important challenge. Enzymes are attractive in this regard, owing to their inherent chiral nature and exacting
substrate control, and millions of years of evolution have created biocatalysts that excel in their ability to catalyse an
enormous variety of chemical reactions. Nevertheless, industrial and academic settings often require biocatalysts outside of
Nature’s repertoire to produce novel compounds, necessitating a guidance of evolution toward more useful phenotypes. The
process of artificial selection has been used by humans for decades, such as for the selective breeding of crops or animals.1
More recently, protein engineering and directed evolution in the laboratory have proved to be highly effective tools for
optimising or repurposing the activities of individual genes and gene products.2
Advances in molecular biology and macromolecular structure
determination has furthered our understanding of enzyme function, protein
folding and protein-ligand interactions. Since it is not always possible to
predict the precise outcomes of protein mutations, evolutionary algorithms
can be utilised to guide enzyme optimisation in a process akin to Darwinian
evolution. Application of a selective evolutionary pressure allows for the
identification and recombination of amino acid substitutions that improve
a desired fitness criterion, such as altering regio- or stereochemical
outcomes, improving stability, and boosting minor promiscuous activities.

Figure 1 The iterative cycle of directed evolution,
relying on a combination of gene diversification

This process can be used to repurpose natural enzymes for related (mutagenesis), screening for an improvement in the
chemical transformations, or even realise completely novel reactivities.

property of interest, and amplification of the desired
genotype.
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Introduction
However, natural enzymes are biased by millions of years of Darwinian evolution and selection and may not always be
amenable to engineering efforts. In such cases, de novo enzyme design has emerged as a powerful tool to create biocatalysts
from scratch, tailor-made to the desired requirements, and may provide a more effective strategy for producing biocatalysts
for completely arbitrary chemical transformations. Realising “made-to-order” biocatalysts is a long-standing goal of
chemical biologists, with the potential to revolutionise industrial biocatalysis. Moreover, the deliberate generation of new
activities is the most stringent test of our understanding of enzyme function in the context of de novo design.
What can be a daunting challenge to the aspiring protein engineer, however, is the astronomical expanse of sequence
space – the seemingly infinite possible combinations of amino acids that comprise proteins. In directed evolution, we
traverse this space in search of increases in activity, stability or other desirable properties, taking small, deliberate steps
toward the peak of the evolutionary mountain. Computational methods can aid this journey by predicting the outcomes of
amino acid substitutions, whether they be mutational changes from a known structure, or generation of completely ab initio
structures. This methodology has driven the creation of de novo designed enzymes and may be able to aid directed evolution
by performing many orders of magnitude more experiments in silico than the human researcher can in the lab. Broadly
speaking, directed evolution is an arduous task, incurring significant material, time and labour costs. This can be attributed
to the relative inefficiency of directed evolution, whereby a significant fraction of the enzyme variants in a population will
be inactive. Computational methods may help avoid evolutionary pitfalls and increase the speed of directed evolution
overall. This is important because adaption of an enzyme to a new process is considered to be one of the major hurdles
preventing widespread adoption of biocatalysis to industrial purposes.
In this chapter, we conceptualise directed evolution, how it has been applied to biocatalytic transformations, and
review some of the strategies employed in generating artificial enzymes. In the discussion of enzyme engineering, we turn
to the repurposing of natural enzymes to suit societal needs. For artificial enzymes, we discuss catalytic antibody technology
and computational enzyme design, which, to date, are among the most successful methods used to create tailored
biocatalysts. We also highlight the current state of the field in computationally-assisted protein engineering, with a focus on
the Rosetta software suite.
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1.2.

Directed evolution

In analogy to Darwinian evolution, directed evolution is comprised of three steps: creation of diversity, identification of
desired phenotypes, and subsequent amplification of the improved genotypes (Figure 2). These steps are performed
iteratively with the aim being to improve fitness in a “steepest descent”-like optimisation process.
To embark on a directed evolution campaign, whether the starting catalysts come from natural or computational
sources, the choice of mutagenesis strategy is a key consideration. A number of excellent reviews on the topic are
available,3,4 and here we present a brief overview of the practical ramifications of the strategies employed. Carefully
choosing which positions to mutate can lead to greater chances of success, and often requires some sort of structural
information a priori such as X-ray data, homology models or computational predictions. For improving catalytic efficiency
of an enzyme, targeting residues directly involved in ligand binding, catalysis or nearby secondary structure features may
enhance activity. Although mutations distant from the active site can also influence both catalytic rates and selectivities,
their effects are typically more modest.5 Targeting surface residues is more likely to affect protein expression and/or
stability.
After selecting positions to target, deciding how to mutate these residues depends on the problem to be addressed
and the information available. With phylogenetic information or homology models in hand, “semi-rational design” can be
employed, whereby sequence consensus at each position is assessed, and maybe a few choice point mutations made and
tested using standard cloning strategies. In the absence of any structural information, methods such as error-prone PCR6 can
be used to bring chance into the evolutionary process, much like in Nature, and yield unexpected or otherwise unthought of
evolutionary trajectories. Alternative, systematic methods such as site-saturation or cassette mutagenesis can also be used,
where all 20 proteinogenic amino acids are incorporated at a given position at the genetic level during cloning using
degenerate oligonucleotide primers.7,8 These synthetic primers contain a well-defined mixture of degenerate nucleotides for
the base triplet codon. We often employ so-called NNK codons (where N = adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine; and K
= guanine and thymine) which encode all 20 amino acids with only 32 degenerate triplet codons. Other degenerate codons
specify subsets of the proteinogenic amino acids.9 For example, the 6 possible DYT codons (where D = guanine, adenine
and thymine; and Y = cytosine and thymine) encode only hydrophobic residues and have been successfully used to remodel
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apolar binding pockets.10 It is worth noting in passing that low-quality oligonucleotide synthesis can lead to library bias,
potentially omitting key beneficial mutations, so “hand-mixed” oligonucleotides which ensure that all bases are represented
equally can be beneficial. Further quality controls during cloning, including sequencing of representative transformants
before screening, are also good practice.
In a given experiment, deciding how many positions to target and what amino acid identities will be allowed dictates
the library size. With mutagenised DNA in hand, transformation into a host organism for expression and analysis is
inherently stochastic, therefore sufficient “oversampling” is necessary to ensure full library coverage of all mutagenic
possibilities. For a single NNK codon discussed above, 32 degenerate codons should be oversampled at least 3-fold, so a
total of 96 transformants should be typically created11 for subsequent analysis on 96-well plates. Simultaneous
randomisation of two positions using NNK codons becomes tricky, since the library contains 32*32 = 1,024 members and

Figure 2 General cycle of directed evolution. 1) An initial gene of interest is mutagenised using any number of molecular biology methods to
introduce gene diversity. 2) The resulting variants are translated into protein for analysis. 3) Proteins are selected or screened for improvements in
fitness compared to the parental enzyme. 4) Genes encoding improved enzymes are isolated and amplified, then fed back into the iterative cycle
of mutagenesis and screening. 5) Once the desired fitness enhancement has been achieved, proteins are further characterised using more detailed
biochemical and biophysical methods.
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oversampling requires 3,072 transformants and downstream analyses. This is where reduced codon sets such as DYT
discussed above become useful, nevertheless, a note of caution is warranted: perhaps counterintuitively, more mutagenesis
per gene does not necessarily increase chances of success, since most mutations and combinations thereof will be deleterious
or neutral. Analysing large libraries with low- to medium-throughput screening methods incurs a large labour and financial
burden to identify “rare” solutions, increasing the cost-benefit ratio. In our lab, we often employ iterative site-saturation
mutagenesis, and proceed by randomising only one position per experiment, thus limiting the number of mutations per gene
to one. This way, we slowly progress through sequence space one step at a time, and curate incremental improvements in
fitness through single mutations. Once all positions of interest have been optimised individually, combinations of mutations
can be tested to try and uncover synergistic effects, using methods such as DNA shuffling.12,13 If error-prone PCR is used,
we control the error-rate to allow anywhere between 1-5 nucleotide mutations per gene, limiting the library size. “Hits” can
be subsequently subjected to saturation mutagenesis to find the best amino acid at that position.14 Combinations of individual
mutations obtained for various positions usually conclude a “round” of directed evolution, and the resulting best variant can
be used as a template for diversification in subsequent rounds.
When a gene diversification method has been applied, and mutagenic libraries are in hand, the next decision is the
choice of screening or selection strategy, where considerations about applicability and throughput must be contemplated.
Selection assays that directly couple phenotype to host organism survival are capable of screening 108 library variants in a
single experiment. This can be accomplished by restoration of a key metabolic function of the host organism, or by
conferring resistance to a toxic agent.15 Consequently, only the “winners” of the library enable cell growth, facilitating their
identification. However, complementation of natural metabolic pathways also limits the type of reactions that can be
performed. Screening assays, on the other hand, typically rely on a host organism to produce the library members which are
then analysed individually. This represents a significantly higher labour cost compared to selection methods, but imparts
freedom with respect to the choice of reaction or readout that can be employed. Several high-throughput screening methods
have been established, including fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), fluorescence activated droplet sorting (FADS),
and capillary based approaches (µSCALE), that approach the throughput of a classical genetic screen.16,17 However, they
usually require specialised instruments and knowhow. If beneficial mutations are abundant, medium- or low-through
screenings assays can be exploited with great effectiveness. For example, due to their relative simplicity, reliability and
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ease of adaptation to alternative systems, microtiter plate assays have been widely employed in directed evolution
experiments. They allow analysis of up to a few hundred or thousand mutants in a single experiment. Such a screening
capacity easily allows for one NNK-randomised position to be fully sampled in a single experiment, with a possibility for
two positions simultaneously randomised to potentially uncover synergistic effects.
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1.2.1. Directed evolution applied to industrial biocatalysis

The large-scale manufacture of chemical compounds is challenging, and the transition from lab-scale proof-of-concept to
industrial process is far from trivial. In addition to a desire for reactions to run smoothly and cleanly, with maximum yield
and minimal side-product formation, societal pressure calls for the development of increasingly environmentally friendly
processes that minimise energy consumption and waste production.18 Add to this challenge the increasing molecular
complexity of organic molecules, particularly in the pharmaceutical sector, a need for novel, green catalytic processes is
demanded. Biocatalysis is poised to revolutionise the chemical industry,19 but a lack of suitable enzymes for abiological
transformations is hampering widespread adoption. Directed evolution, amongst other techniques, offers a powerful tool to
optimise biocatalysts for the demands of any process.
A particularly successful example of this process being applied to an industrial setting is in the manufacture of
islatravir (4), a nucleoside reverse transcriptase translocation inhibitor used in the treatment of HIV.20,21 Chemical synthesis
of this molecule requires a dozen steps or more.22 As a biocatalytic alternative, Huffman et al., researchers at Merck & Co.,
developed a one-pot cascade reaction by engineering five different enzymes of a bacterial biosynthesis pathway (Scheme
1).23 In bacterial cells, the nucleotide salvage pathway degrades and recycles natural nucleosides like cytidine into their
constituent sugar and heterocycle components. To engineer this pathway to, instead, synthesise the unnatural nucleoside
analogue, the team had to overcome two major obstacles: first, they had to engineer the enzymes in the pathway to accept
the unnatural intermediates and productively cooperate; and second, they had to devise a way to drive the equilibrium of
the overall reaction in favour of product synthesis – the opposite direction of the natural process.
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Scheme 1 Biocatalytic cascade for the synthesis of islatravir 4 starting from the prochiral alkyne-triol 1. Cata = catalase; HRP = horse radish
peroxidase; GOase = galactose oxidase; PanK = pantothenate kinase; AcK = acetate kinase; DERA = deoxy-ribose 5-phosphate aldolase; PNP =
phosphopentomutase; SP = sucrose phosphorylase; PPM = purine nucleoside phosphorylase.
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To address the first challenge, the authors applied directed evolution to a panel of phosphopentomutase (PPM)
mutants, obtained by homology modelling and screened for their ability to transfer the phosphate from the 5’ position to the
desired anomer 6 at the 1’ position (Scheme 2). Mutations enhancing the activity of the enzyme toward the unnatural
substrate were accumulated over multiple rounds of evolution, resulting in a PPM quintuple mutant with a 70-fold
improvement in activity.
The PPM-based reaction could then be coupled to a purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP)-based reaction using
the unnatural fluorinated base 7 and phosphoribose 6. For this transformation, a PNP variant exhibited 350-fold greater
activity than the wild type enzyme when coupled to the engineered PPM enzyme. It also displayed excellent stereoselectivity
(>95.5:0.5 diastereoselectivity). Thermodynamic driving force was increased by the addition of an unmodified sucrose
phosphorylase (SP) to remove the inorganic phosphate byproduct from the reaction (Scheme 2).
With the salvage pathway successfully reengineered, the authors next sought to enzymatically synthesise the
unnatural phosphate from an alkyne-triol precursor 5 (Scheme 3). The first step was to evolve a galactose oxidase (GOase)
to desymmetrise the prochiral triol 8 to the desired diol 9. The resulting aldehyde was subjected to an engineered
pantothenate kinase (PanK) to yield phosphate 10, which was converted to ribose 5 by an engineered deoxy-ribose 5phosphate aldolase (DERA). Interestingly, wild-type DERA catalysed the reaction, but high concentrations of acetaldehyde
were not tolerated – not surprising since acetaldehyde is often used to irreversibly modify lysine residues. To improve the
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productivity of the reaction, DERA was evolved to tolerate concentrations of acetaldehyde greater than 400 mM. Finally,
to improve workup conditions, some of the enzymes were immobilised on solid support material for easy removal from the
reaction media before purification. Overall, the novel one-pot biocatalytic cascade produces enantiopure islatravir (1) in
51% yield, replacing earlier 12-18 step total syntheses with superior atom economy. This example provides a remarkable
demonstration of the capacity of directed evolution to revolutionise the large-scale syntheses of complex chemical products.
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1.3.

Approaches to artificial enzymes

1.3.1. Catalytic antibodies
Enzymes are believed to achieve their remarkable catalytic efficiencies by
selectively binding and stabilising the transition state of the reaction they catalyse,
as postulated by Linus Pauling in 1946.24 Pauling also realised that monoclonal
antibodies share the same desirable properties of high shape and chemical
complementarity, which was recognised by Jencks as a means to exploit the humeral
immune system to generate enzyme-like catalysts. Some 20 years later, Schultz and
Lerner independently raised the first effective antibody catalysts by immunising a
host organism with a stable transition state analogue.25,26
The transition state analogue approach has been used to generate antibody
catalysts for more than 100 different chemical reactions.27 These include acyl
transfers,

eliminations,

isomerisations,

pericyclic

processes

and

aldol

condensations. All these catalysts share desirable features, such as high substrate
specificity, significant reaction acceleration above background, and exacting regioand stereocontrol over their substrates. These catalysts have provided valuable
insights into how enzyme function is achieved, capitalising on the diversity and Figure 3 Schematic workflow for the
generation of catalytic antibodies.

programmable selectivity of the innate immune system to produce recognition
elements.
While valuable from a knowledge standpoint, catalytic antibodies have fallen far short of the practical requirements
for broad implementation in biocatalysis. Specifically, observed rate accelerations are typically 103 to 105 above background,
many orders of magnitude below the 106 to 1026-fold rate accelerations achieved by natural enzymes.28,29 This in part may
be attributed to the use imperfect transition state mimics, structural and mutational limitations arising from the
immunoglobin fold, and selecting for mimic binding rather than catalytic activity.27
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1.3.2. Computational enzyme design
Fueled by increases in processing power and the development of sophisticated optimisation algorithms, advances in
computational enzyme design have enabled the creation of so-called “artificial enzymes” that are customised to the problem
at hand.30,31 Conceptually, the approach is similar to the creation of catalytic antibodies where the enzyme is designed around
the transition state. Contrastingly, instead of using imperfect transition state analogues, the transition state is calculated
explicitly and more sophisticated active sites are explored. In pioneering studies, Baker, Mayo and Houk showed that an
enzyme active site for a reaction of interest could be introduced into any protein scaffold from the Protein Data Bank
(PDB).30 Although these catalysts had activities closer resembling catalytic antibodies than real enzymes, they could be
subsequently optimised by directed evolution. Using this methodology, many artificial enzymes have been generated and
optimised for several different reaction types (Scheme 5).
The in silico design process for a reaction of interest begins by first calculating the transition state of the rate
determining reaction step. Around this transition state, a minimalistic active site (the “theozyme”), consisting of only those
functional groups considered necessary for catalysis, is constructed (Figure 4). Subsequently, computational algorithms are
employed to graft the theozyme into the active site of either known, natural enzymes by substituting geometrically suitable
natural residues with the catalytic groups of the theozyme. This is achieved in programs such as RosettaMatch,32 ORBIT33
or DEZYMER34 (so called “matchers”). Several scaffolds are selected where the theozyme can be geometrically
accommodated, then surrounding residues are optimised by combinatorial computational searches for amino acid
substitutions that could further stabilise the transition state.
From this process, a number of enzyme candidates are suggested which are then chosen for experimental validation.
With the falling costs of DNA synthesis, a large number of computational predictions can be tested upon recombinant
expression in vivo, hopefully yielding a number of enzyme variants with measurable catalytic activity. However, as noted
above, usually the resulting efficiency is low compared to natural enzymes, which can be attributed to modelling
inaccuracies and limitations in computational power. While far from ideal, the ability to create any sort of catalytic activity
from scratch is remarkable, and until improved computational methods yield Nature-like activities out of the box, the activity
of these artificial enzymes requires subsequent optimisation by directed evolution.
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This approach has yielded artificial enzymes for a number of reactions including, but not limited to, ester hydrolysis,
retroaldol cleavage, Kemp elimination, Diels-Alder addition and phosphate hydrolysis (Figure 4). In the following sections
we highlight two examples that illustrate the current state of the field with respect to generating tailor-made enzymes.

Figure 4 Schematic workflow of the generation of artificial enzymes by in silico methods.
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1.4.

Artificial enzymes optimised by directed evolution

1.4.1. The Diels-Alder reaction
The concerted Diels-Alder reaction is a powerful tool in the repertoire of synthetic organic chemistry, allowing rapid access
to complex products through the formation of two new carbon-carbon bonds and up to four chiral centres in a single step.35
The pericyclic [4+2] cycloaddition between (hetereo)dienes and dienophiles to form six-membered rings proceeds
via a highly ordered, entropically disfavoured transition state, and has found broad application in the lab for natural product
synthesis.36,37 Despite its utility in the lab, surprisingly few enzymes have been found in Nature that catalyse Diels-Alder
reactions, with most examples limited to a few intramolecular cycloadditions in polyketide biosynthesis.38–41
In addressing this gap in the biocatalytic toolbox, artificial Diels-Alderases have been created using several
successful strategies. Catalytic antibody technology, as described above, has been one of the first milestones, yielding
proficient biocatalysts for both normal and inverse electron-demand Diels-Alder reactions. The most proficient catalytic
antibody, 1E9, was generated by raising antibodies against the stable hexachloronorbornene derivative 15 (Scheme 4), and
catalysed the reaction between tetrachlorothiophene dioxide (11) and N-ethylmaleimide (12). 1E9 displayed minimal
product inhibition, a catalytic proficiency [1/KTS = [kcat/(Kdiene·Kdienophile)]/kuncat)]28 of 1.4 × 107 M-1 and an effective molarity
[EM = kcat/kuncat] in excess of 1000 M. Structural investigations revealed an active site that binds the transition state analogue
15

-stacking with a tryptophan side chain, and a strategic hydrogen
42

bond between the dienophile and an asparagine side chain. These features resemble those of natural unimolecular DielsAlderases,43,44 and are thought to promote catalysis by preorganisation of the diene and dienophile, as well as enthalpic
stabilisation of the ensuing transition state.
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Artificial Diels-Alderases have also been generated by computational design, for example to catalyse the reaction
between 16 and 17 (Scheme 5).45 Using DFT-methods, a pericyclic transition state for the formation of the 3R,4S endo
product isomer was calculated, and the surrounding theozyme was generated containing a hydrogen-bond donor for the
diene and a hydrogen-bond acceptor for the dienophile, both of which served to productively orient the substrates. The
theozyme was docked into a large number of protein scaffolds

-

propeller scaffold. The design displayed an catalytic efficiency around 500-fold lower than that of the best antibody catalyst
for the same reaction [kcat/(Kdiene·Kdienophile) = 0.06 M-1 M-1 s-1 versus 33 M-1 M-1 s-1 for antibody 7D4],46,47 but it could be
improved by protein engineering efforts. Targeted mutagenesis of the residues lining the active site, installation of a lid
element through the computational crowdsourcing program FoldIt,48 and extensive directed evolution49 improved catalytic
activity almost 10,000-fold to give kcat/(Kdiene·Kdienophile) of 540 M-1 M-1 s-1. The resulting artificial biocatalyst is more
proficient than the natural Diels-Alderases SpnF.50
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Metal ions, which can act as Lewis acids and accelerate diverse reactions, including Diels-Alder cycloadditions,51,52
have been incorporated into protein scaffolds in an attempt to create even more efficient artificial metalloenzymes. Metal
interface design 1 (MID1), a homodimeric peptide containing two interfacial Zn(II)His3 sites, was computationally designed
from a short helix-turn-helix fragment.53 It serendipitously displayed modest esterase activity thanks to a small hydrophobic
binding pocket adjacent to an open metal coordination site.54 The homodimer was fused into a single chain by connecting
the adjacent N and C termini, and one of the two Zn(II) binding sites was removed by computational redesign of the metal
binding residues, yielding MID1sc which bound a single Zn(II) ion and hydrolysed p-nitrophenyl acetate at similar rates to
MID1 (kcat/KM = 14 M-1 s-1). Subsequent laboratory evolution using a combination of cassette mutagenesis, DNA shuffling
and error-prone PCR produced MID1sc10 with a 70,000-fold improved catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM = 980,000 M-1 s-1),
which far outperformed other computationally designed esterases.
To generate an artificial metal-dependent Diels-Alderase that catalysed the transformation between 19 and 20
(Scheme 6), this helical bundle protein was also subjected to computational redesign using Rosetta and DFT-optimised
transition state geometries (Basler et al. in press). Two mutations were predicted to improve substrate binding and transitionstate stabilisation while retaining protein stability and metal binding properties, which when tested afforded the enzyme
DA0 with low but detectable Diels-Alderase activity. Optimisation by laboratory evolution using a spectroscopic cell lysatebased assay gave the highly active variant DA7, which promotes a hetero-Diels-Alder reaction between 19 and 20 to form
a single product with absolute chemo-, diastereo- and enantioselectivity. This catalyst is the most proficient Diels-Alderase
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characterised to date, with a catalytic proficiency of 2.9 x 1010 M-1 and an EM of 380 M. Structural insight into this enzyme
revealed striking similarities to natural Diels-Alderases, where the diene and dienophile are preorganised by numerous van
der Waals interactions and an intricate hydrogen bond network. However, it differs from its natural counterparts by using a
divalent metal ion as a Lewis acid.
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Scheme 6 Hetero-Diels-Alder cycloaddition catalysed by the de novo metalloenzyme DA7.

1.4.2. Retroaldol reactions
The aldol reaction, a methodological keystone of synthetic organic chemistry, enables direct C-C bond formation under
mild conditions, with formation of up to two new stereocentres. The reaction is utilised heavily not only in synthetic organic
chemistry, but also in nature such as, for example, in sugar metabolism. This versatile reaction, while well understood,
remains a challenging target for catalyst design due to the complex multi-step mechanism. Organocatalytic small peptides
and amines have been shown to promote the reaction through the formation of Schiff base intermediates that enhance the
nucleophilicity of the aldol donor, and allow for asymmetric C-C bond formation.55–58 For greater control over
stereospecificity and precise substrate activation, such organocatalysts must be fine-tuned and elaborated into increasingly
more complex structures, hindering their applicability as general tools. Often, however, the optimised catalysts remain
orders of magnitude less efficient than natural aldolases, which can selectively bind and preorganise reactants through
numerous functional groups across the enzyme active site.
Natural aldolases can be broadly divided into two groups. Class I aldolases contain a catalytic lysine residue which
reacts with carbonyl-containing reactants to form a Schiff base intermediate, facilitating stereospecific deprotonation.59–62
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The resulting enamine is nucleophilic and can then attack the aldol acceptor to form the new C-C bond. Subsequent
-hydroxy ketone aldol product. Class II aldolases, on the other hand, contain
an enzyme-bound Zn(II) ion which acts as a Lewis acid cofactor to promote enolization of the donor substrate.63–66 The
zinc-bound enolate intermediate can then attack the acceptor substrate, yielding the aldol adduct directly. Both classes of
aldolase can exist in the same organism, fine-tuned for synergistic metabolic function, such as the class I fructose-6phosphate aldolases and class II fructose-1,6-biphosphate aldolases in E. coli.
In a first attempt to generate artificial (retro)-aldolases for abiological transformations, mechanism-based enzyme
inhibitors were used to generate antibodies containing reactive lysines in the active site, reminiscent of natural class I
aldolases. The use of 1,3-diketones as immunogens (Scheme 7) proved particularly effective. Upon Schiff base formation,
the diketones rearrange to stable vinylogous amides, effectively trapping antibodies containing reactive lysines.67,68
Variations on the antigen design were tested, such as hapten 22 which elicited antibodies 38C-2 and 33F12, and the more
-ketosulfone hapten 23 which elicited the more proficient antibodies 84G3 and 93F3. The lysine-containing
antibodies identified in this way promote retroaldol cleavage with high efficiencies (kcat/KM up to 500 M-1 s-1) and exhibit a
surprisingly broad substrate scope as a result of the large hydrophobic binding pocket. Despite this promiscuity, the abzymes
displayed typically high stereoselectity, resulting in their application in the synthesis of natural products and prodrug
activation in vivo.69–73
For artificial enzyme design, the multi-step retroaldol mechanism represents a significant challenge, as well as a
test of computational design processes (Scheme 8). Using the in silico methodology described above, aldolase activity has
been successfully engineered into an assortment of protein scaffolds. In one design campaign, a theozyme was designed to
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promote the retro-aldol cleavage of methodol (4-hydroxy-4-(6-methoxy-2-napthyl)-2-butanone, 24) to yield 6-methoxy-2napthaldehyde (25) and acetone (26).74 Mimicking class I aldolases, the theozyme consisted of a catalytic lysine in a
hydrophobic pocket, with a proximal catalytic base for proton abstraction. Using the Rosetta software suite, numerous
protein scaffolds were matched and tested, with numerous designs showing aldolase activity above that of free
lysine. One design, RA95, was engineered into a TIM-barrel scaffold and displayed modest, but measurable retroaldolase
activity (kcat/KM = 0.17 M-1 s-1),74 and, as such, was optimised for the cleavage of methodol using directed evolution.
The fluorescent reaction product allowed the use of medium-throughput spectrophotometric activity assays, and
RA95 was subjected to many rounds of site-saturation mutagenesis, error-prone PCR and DNA shuffling, resulting in the
much improved variant RA95.5-8 (kcat/KM = 1,600 M-1 s-1).75 This engineering completely reshaped the retroaldolase relative
to the initial computational design, which called for a catalytic lysine at position 210 and a glutamate base at position 53. In
RA95.5-

8-barrel

early in evolution, and the designed base Glu53

was replaced in later rounds of evolution by Tyr51. The appearance of an asparagine at position 110 was thought to perturb
the apparent pKa of the lysine to 7.6 (pKa free lysine = 10.5), increasing its reactivity with the methodol substrate. Additional
active site mutations refined the substrate binding pockets to be highly shape-complementary to the native substrate, and
also began to impart moderate degrees of stereospecificity for retroaldol cleavage and aldol synthesis.
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RA95.5-8 was engineered further by simultaneous randomisation of multiple active site residues, and larger errorprone PCR libraries, facilitated by the development of an ultra-high throughput microfluidics-based screening method.76
The resulting catalyst, RA95.5-8F, showed an impressive catalytic efficiency of 34,000 M-1 s-1, rivalling that of natural
aldolases, and exquisite stereoselectivity of >99% ee. In addition, while the enzyme was evolved for retroaldol cleavage,
the latter variants became synthetically capable enzymes, with the ability to perform aldol synthesis at preparative scales.
This allowed for the enantioenriched preparation of a diverse panel of aldol adducts, showing that a synthetically useful
enzyme could be engineered in a relatively short timeframe from a computational design. The impressive rate accelerations
and stereoselectivities observed with RA95.5-8F can be attributed to a complex network of catalytic residues, observable in
the crystal structure of RA95.5-8F co-crystallised with a methodol diketone inhibitor (Figure 6). The catalytic lysine, Lys83,
has a further perturbed pKa of 6.2. The addition of Tyr180 in the active site forms a hydrogen-bonded network with Tyr51
and Asn110 around the Schiff base to bind the hydroxyl group of the carbinolamine intermediate, or, in later steps, order a
water molecule/hydroxide ion. Tyr51 is also suitably positioned to promote key, stereoselective proton transfers, explaining
the observed high enantioselectivity of the enzyme.

Figure 5 Evolutionary history of the artificial retroaldolase RA95.5-8F, showing schematic representations of the initial computationally designed
active site (RA95.0), the improved catalyst obtained after evolution using multiwell plates (RA95.5-8) and the final optimised variant obtained
from ultra-high throughput microfluidics based evolution. IGPS = indole-3-glycerolphosphate synthase.
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Figure 6 Active site of RA95.5-8F co-crystallised with a diketone inhibitor shows as yellow sticks. The catalytic residues are highlighted as green
sticks, with an ordered molecule (grey sphere) observed at the site of carbinolamine formation. Observed hydrogen bonds are highlighted as yellow
dashes. PDB ID: 5an7.
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1.5.

Enzyme promiscuity

Enzymes are commonly perceived as being highly specific for their reaction and preferred substrates, and the notion of “one
enzyme – one substrate – one reaction” prevails throughout most biochemistry textbooks. However, it is not uncommon for
enzymes to catalyse other reactions or transform other substrates in what has been termed “catalytic promiscuity”, often
with lower efficiency but still many orders of magnitude higher than the corresponding spontaneous reaction. From an
evolutionary perspective, promiscuity is advantageous since low levels of an alternative activity may quickly foster the
emergence of new enzyme classes.77 From a synthetic perspective, one enzyme that can perform several chemical
transformations can greatly simplify process workflows.
Prof. Frances Arnold, who received the 2018 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, has harnessed the power of directed
evolution to engineer cytochrome P450 metalloenzymes. These enzymes, which can be found in almost all kingdoms of
life,78 contain heme as a cofactor and function as iron-based oxygenases.79 The highly reactive iron-oxo Compound I species
performs a range of complex chemical transformations in nature, such as the transfer of an oxygen atom to organic molecules
to generate specific hydroxylated compounds or epoxides, oxidation of heteroatoms, oxidation and nitrate aromatics and
much more. Arnold recognised the similarity between Compound I and iron carbenoids, used by synthetic chemists to
transfer carbenes and nitrenes to carbon-carbon double bonds, or to participate in X-H insertion reactions to form new
heteroatoms-carbon bonds,80 and has sought to repurpose P450s to catalyse reactions never before seen to Nature.
An early success of this approach came in the form of alkene cyclopropanation. In organic chemistry, this
transformation is routinely performed using transition metal catalysis in organic solvents, but Coelho et al.81 found that the
P450 enzyme could catalyse the reaction between styrene and ethyl diazoacetate in aqueous media, aided only by a reducing
agent and anaerobic conditions to maintain the reactivity of the heme cofactor. Granted, the wild type enzyme offered low
yields, but analysis of the cyclopropanation products revealed a small degree of diastereo- and enantioselectivity, indicating
that the protein scaffold was enforcing selectivity on the heme reaction. A search for P450 variants that could better catalyse
and control this reaction afforded mutations that boosted the yield of the reaction from 1% (P450BM3) up to 65% (P450BM3T268A), diversified cis:trans selectivity from 37:63 to greater than 90% for both stereoisomers, and improved the ee from
2% up to 96% for both sets of diastereomers.
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In a follow up study, Wang et al.82 wished to use this enzyme for the formal synthesis of levomilnacipran, to
outcompete alternative energy intensive chemical routes. To do so required modification of the alkene substrate, which
reacted poorly with the P450BM3-T268A mutant. The authors targeted the cysteine residue coordinating the heme cofactor
at the axial position, in order to modify the redox potential of the enzyme. Mutation from cysteine to histidine (variant
T258A-C400H) significantly enhanced cyclopropanation activity for the reaction of interest, increasing the reaction yield
from 0.8% to 81%, and increasing ee from 0% to 42%. Further rounds of site-saturation mutagenesis and combining
beneficial mutations resulted in a highly active variant (P450BM3 T268A-C400H-L437W-V78M-L181V) that converted the
target alkene in up to 86% yield, a diastereomeric ratio of 2:98, and 92% ee.
Despite the overabundance of silicon as an element, no natural enzyme on Earth is known to catalyse Si-C bond
formation. Kan et al.83 found that free heme weakly catalyses the reaction between phenyldimethylsilane and ethyl 2diazopropanoate to yield organosilicon compounds. Further investigation found that cytochrome c from Rhodothermus
marinus could perform the same reaction with high enantiomeric excess (97%) but only low turnover numbers. Rounds of
structure-guided directed evolution found three mutations, V75T/M100D/M103E, that fine-tuned the environment around
the reactive heme cofactor and improved product formation to >1500 turnovers, and >99% ee. In addition, the variant
displayed a broad substrate scope, catalysing the formation of 20 different organosilicon compounds with variations on both
the silane and ester.
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Promiscuity of natural enzymes can be exploited, but ultimately, millions of years of evolution will restrict the
scope of what is achievable. Artificial enzymes, on the other hand, lack such evolutionary bias and may be susceptible to
promiscuous chemistries. The evolved retroaldolase RA95.5-8 was tested for several activities centred around
enamine/imine catalysis. The Knoevenagel condensation, a modification of the aldol condensation, allows for the addition
of small nucleophiles to carbonyl groups. RA95.5-8 was challenged with a number of Knoevenagel substrates for the ability
to catalyse C-C formation above background reactivity levels,84 and suitable reaction partners were found. Incubation of the
enzyme with 33 and 34 (Scheme 10) resulted in rapid condensation and high yielding reactions, due to the insolubility of
the Knoevenagel product 35 in aqueous solution which helped drive equilibrium to completion. RA95.5-8 was then
subjected to optimisation by directed evolution using site-saturation mutagenesis and error-prone PCR. A medium
throughput screening assay was developed where bacterial colonies expressing the library variants were prepared on large
Petri plates, and then sprayed with a buffered solution of the reaction products. Due to the insolubility and deep red colour
of the Knoevenagel product, active enzymes could be quickly identified and subsequently quantified for improved catalytic
efficiency using a spectrophotometric assay. Using this assay, an improved variant KN.4 showed an approximate 30-fold
improvement in chemical proficiency ([kcat/K1K2a]/kuncat = 1.4 x 1011 M-1).
In search of further preparative applications, RA95.5-

85

nitroketones, which are valuable chiral synthons in the preparation of natural products. Two mechanistic approaches can
be envisioned to yield these products: 1) activation of a ketone as its enamine intermediate, followed by subsequent attack
on a nitroolefin in a Michael fashion; and 2) activation of a Michael acceptor by Schiff base formation, to promote
nucleophilic attack of nitroalkanes (Scheme 11). In the first approach, which is analogous to the mechanism of the parental
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Scheme 10 Knoevenagel condensation catalysed by RA95.5-8 and variant KN.4.
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enzymes, a panel of in-house enzyme variants were tested for Michael-type activity. A diverse set of product profiles was
observed by HPLC dependent on the specific enzyme variant used, indicating how sensitive the promiscuity of the reaction
is. Subsequent optimisation of reaction conditions afforded the -nitroketones in moderate to good yields (up to 84% isolated
yield), and moderate to good stereoselectivity (up to 87% (S)-selectivity). In the second approach, the same enzyme variants
activated the Michael acceptor under differently optimised reaction conditions to afford similar isolated yields, but with
much better kinetic properties and stereospecificity (up to 99.3% (R)-selectivity). This example of promiscuity capitalised
on the different reactivity modes available to the catalytic lysine: 1) make a better nucleophile through formation of an
enamine; and 2) make a better electrophile through formation of an imine.
The diversity of reactions catalysed by RA95.5-8 and variants demonstrate the enormous potential and malleability
of this artificial enzyme. The ability to stereospecifically install C-C bonds serves to address a major challenge in organic
chemistry, and part of this thesis will take this one step further using this promiscuous artificial retroaldolase.
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1.6.

Computationally assisted directed evolution

Protein sequence space is astronomically large: there are more possible combinations of 20 proteinogenic amino acids in a
100 amino acid-long protein than there are atoms in the universe. Clearly, nature has but sampled a small fraction of these
endless possibilities. Understanding and predicting the relationship between primary amino acid sequence and structure –
co-called “sequence space” – is a long-standing goal in biology, and is a challenge encountered by protein engineers on a
near-daily basis who are faced with the task of navigating through sequence space in a productive manner during fitness
optimisation. In addition, the realm of sequence space that can be sufficiently covered by experimental methods is rather
small, running the risk of being trapped in local minima if one is sufficiently unlucky.86,87
To address these challenges, directed evolution needs to harness the ever-increasing power of computation, and/or
structural information88 to help design smart libraries, thereby narrowing down the sequence space that should be searched
to more fruitful areas. This methodology has been applied to the re-engineering of an amine transaminase to meet industrial
process needs for the manufacture of sitagliptin (41, Scheme 12).89 The target transaminase, ATA-117, contained the desired
catalytic machinery for the transformation of interest, but showed no activity toward the prositagliptin diketone 39.
Homology modelling predicted four positions in the 330 amino acid-long protein that should be targeted for site-saturation
and combinatorial mutagenesis, which, when screened, revealed a quintuple mutant with moderate activity toward the target
substrate. Random mutations were then introduced based on statistically analysed sequence-activity relationships,90 finally
resulting in an variant bearing 27 mutations over the parent enzyme. This enzyme has since replaced the rhodium-catalysed
amination step in the manufacture of this top-200 anti-diabetic drug, reducing the ecological footprint of its manufacture
and demonstrating the impressive power of using computational analysis to guide directed evolution.
Harnessing structural information to guide directed evolution is not possible, though, if said structural information
is lacking. The last decades have given rise to a wealth of high-resolution crystallographic structures of biomacromolecules,
and, more recently, advances in cryo-EM imaging are continuing to expand the limits of structural biology,91 but gaps still
remain in our structural databases. Homology modelling can address some parts of this void, by predicting structures from
using closely-related proteins, but can be unreliable when sequence similarity drops below 20%.92 This is particularly
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problematic in the case of artificial enzymes, which have low sequence similarity to anything found in nature, and as such
the structure-guided directed evolution of these novel systems must turn to alternative methods.
Predicting the structure of a protein, knowing only its primary amino acid sequence, would go a long way to aiding
in this problem. Known as the “protein folding problem”, many computational methods have been developed to model this
incredibly complex process with varying approaches. Molecular dynamics simulations can use high-level quantum
mechanical modelling to simulate the interaction of every atom, but due to the high computational cost, simulations are
restricted to small proteins or short-timescale events. Mixed knowledge- and physics-based methods, such as in the Rosetta
software suite, aim to offset computational cost without drastically penalising atomic accuracy. Initially conceived to
perform ab initio structure prediction, Rosetta is an open-source international collaboration project, which is continuously
improved and expanded with respect to functionality. As the gold standard tool for protein design, Rosetta has been used in
the creation of artificial enzymes (including RA95), altering the specificity of protein-peptide,93 protein-DNA,94 and proteinprotein interfaces,95 as well as the design of therapeutic receptor inhibitors.96
Rosetta searches for the lowest energy conformation of a given protein in silico following Anfinsen’s hypothesis,
which states that native-like protein folds correspond to unique, low-energy, thermodynamically stable conformations.97
This is achieved by combining gradient-descent side chain conformation (rotamer) optimisation with Monte Carlo
minimisation.98 This includes sampling random perturbations of backbone torsion angles, rigid body degrees of freedom,
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and rotamer conformations, followed by local minimisation to resolve clashes. Discriminating between native- and nonnative-like atom arrangements is accomplished through scoring of a pose by the internal Rosetta energy function, which is
computed as a weighted sum (Epose) of all local atom interactions with weights (wi) optimised through a series of
benchmarks.99 Each residue, i, is scored as a function of its geometric degrees of freedom ( i) and chemical identity (aai):
=

( ,

)

The energy terms (Ei) of the function are a mix of physics- and knowledge-based potentials, and account for van der Waalslike attractive and repulsive potentials, hydrogen bonding, solvation, electrostatic potentials, rotamer probability and
Ramachandran angles in the protein backbone, as well as many other features. All energy functions are pairwise
decomposable (i.e. they rely on no more than two interacting partners), and interaction energies can be pre-computed and
stored. Both of these design features maximise algorithm speed but come at the cost of accuracy since longer-range
interactions and environmental effects are not considered. This trade-off is mitigated by empirically optimising the energy
function to experimentally validated structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), as well as learning from failed design
predictions. Sequence optimisation can also be conducted by including rotamers sampling for the desired amino acid
identities during Monte Carlo optimisation. Protein-ligand interfaces can also be optimised by providing a rotamer library
of the ligand, usually generated using alternative programs.
To overcome the stochastic nature of Monte Carlo rotamer sampling, multiple cycles of repacking and minimisation
are performed to avoid entrapment in local energy minima. In addition, experiments are repeated many hundreds or
thousands of times, depending on the size of the sampling set, to ensure the global energy minimum is found by convergence
of energies. If sequence optimisation is required (RosettaDesign100), rotamers of the targeted amino acids are supplied at the
sampling stages, increasing calculation complexity but otherwise not affecting the overall process. Ligands and proteinligand interfaces can also be included in minimisation by suppling rotamer libraries of the ligand itself. These abiological
rotamer libraries are usually generated with other software, as Rosetta has no in-built understanding of abiological
molecules.
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The speed of the Rosetta minimisation algorithm allows for the structure of a moderately-sised enzyme variant to
be determined in just a few hours when performed locally on a moderately-powerful desktop PC. When combined with
larger computing resources, such as the ETH supercomputer Euler, Rosetta can simulate the effect of many thousands of
mutations on a given protein-ligand complex in reasonably short timeframes – so called “in silico mutagenesis”. This
information can be used to guide protein engineering, supplying a researcher with structural information to aid in informed
guesses about mutagenic hotspots. This information can help deduce which mutations to introduce while considering
important factors such as protein stability, secondary structure preservation, or maintenance of the catalytic apparatus. This
results in a higher proportion of active variants that are screened when compared to the shotgun approach of directed
evolution, where mutations that may be deleterious to protein structure or function are introduced and screened anyway.
The FuncLib protocol from the Fleishman lab101 is based on Rosetta, and predicts small sets of functionally diverse,
multipoint active-site mutants to enhance enzymatic activity. In this program, active site residues are evaluated against
closely related homologues to generate a set of allowed mutations based on evolutionary considerations. Then,
RosettaDesign is used to exhaustively evaluate all combinations of these mutations to search for repertoires of multipoint
variations that can be ranked and selected for experimental characterisation. The carefully curated library can then be
screened using conventional low-throughput screening methods. This approach has been used to boost the esterase activities
of cholinesterase toward toxic nerve agents up to 4,000-fold. It is notable that no substrate model was necessary for the
predictions. Instead, the protocol aims to produce heavily-mutated, stable and diverse libraries for broad searches of
sequence-space. On the one hand, this is advantageous as the protocol can be, theoretically, generalised to any reaction of
interest. However, for more challenging chemical transformations requiring precise arrangements of many interacting
active-site mutations, the protocol may be too uninformed for reliable predictions. In addition, FuncLib requires a diverse
set of closely-related homologues for the phylogenetic analysis, as well as an accurate molecular structure as a starting
point, limiting its application to the in silico mutagenesis of artificial enzymes.
Generalising computational methods for aiding directed evolution is a broad and difficult challenge, with many
different systems, reactions and requirements to satisfy. Developing methods to assist the evolution of artificial enzymes
that catalyse complex reactions represents a good test of the state of optimisation algorithms, and highlights gaps that may
lie between our understanding of enzyme function and current state of the field. In the following chapters, we highlight how
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Rosetta has aided in the engineering of an artificial retroaldolase. By elucidating key structural features that could otherwise
not be solved by conventional methods. In addition, we showcase a potential application of Rosetta to assist directed
evolution by providing a quantitative analysis of a sequence-energy landscape for an example protein-ligand complex.
Finally, we show how this information can be used to probe more productive evolutionary trajectories.
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1.7.

Aims of this thesis

The diversity of natural enzymes creates a plethora of highly specialised catalysts, optimised by millions of years of
evolution to specifically perform a range of biological functions. Advances in computational methods have enabled creation
of artificial enzymes outside of Nature’s repertoire, capable of catalysing abiological reactions. Subsequent optimisation by
directed evolution has generated artificial enzymes with catalytic activities rivalling, or even surpassing that of natural
biocatalysts, including for complex multi-step reactions such as the aldol reaction.
The lack of evolutionary bias makes such artificial enzymes particularly amenable to directed evolution, allowing
promiscuous activities to be explored and enhanced. This promiscuity enhances the potential synthetic utility of a
biocatalyst, where one protein can serve as a platform that can be diversified into a range of catalysts that synthesise
interesting chemical adducts. By harnessing the exacting selectivities of enzyme catalysts, enantioselective and
regioselective control over C-C bond formation can be realised under mild conditions, reducing the ecological footprint of
chemical synthesis.
In Chapter 2, the promiscuous activity of the artificial carboligase, RA95.5-8, for Michael additions between small
-unsaturated ketones was investigated. The native enzyme could catalyse C-C bond formation and
generate two new stereocentres with moderate enantioinduction. Using directed evolution, a set of four complementary
catalysts were created that could stereospecifically synthesise each of their cognate stereoisomers with good
enantioselectivity and catalytic efficiency. The surprising plasticity of the artificial enzyme across the active site allowed
for the introduction of many mutations, resulting in control over both stereocentres – a feat that is difficult to achieve in the
engineering of natural carboligases. In addition, the resulting biocatalysts tolerate a change in the Michael donor while still
maintaining exquisite enantiocontrol, demonstrating the practical utility of the evolved carboligase.
In Chapter 3, we investigated whether the donor substrate scope of RA95.5-8F, the further optimised version of
RA95.5-8, could be expanded using additional directed evolution. Increases in the steric bulk of the aldol donor were made
possible by single mutations, allowing the use of cyclohexanone and cyclohexanone derivatives to be used with a range of
aromatic aldol acceptors in the preparation of enantioenriched aldol adducts. The engineered enzyme exerts control over
the formation of up to three stereocentres, with high degrees of enantio- and diastereoselectivity. In addition, an alternative
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point mutation was found to facilitate the use of asymmetric linear ketones as aldol donors. This enzyme displays exacting
regio- and stereocontrol in the preparation of a diverse panel of aldol adducts, highlighting the potential synthetic utility of
this platform. Here, we characterise the variants using a range of biochemical methods to try and understand the role of the
uncovered mutations, and thus help guide future engineering efforts. In silico structure prediction using the Rosetta suite
was employed to rationalise key features of the variants that promote exacting regio- and stereocontrol over their substrates,
which traditional methods like X-ray crystallography could not sufficiently explain.
In Chapter 4, the acceptor substrate scope of RA95.5-8F was explored to enable the enantioselective preparation of
chiral tertiary alcohols. Variants of RA95.5-8F could utilise a broad range of acceptors, with high yields and excellent
stereoselectivities. One particular acceptor could even yield a slight enrichment of the stereocomplementary tertiary
alcohols, and was rationalised using the Rosetta software suite. Modelling of this adduct in complex with the enzyme
revealed an unusual dual-pocket binding mode for each stereoisomer. These models were used to guide directed evolution
to enhance the stereoselectivity of this challenging transformation in a divergent fashion. The results once again highlight
the mutational tolerance of even the highly evolved retroaldolase, as well as the utility of in silico structure prediction for
assisting directed evolution.
Throughout this thesis, large swathes of sequence-conformation space were explored using directed evolution to
realise biochemical objectives. Computational methods have, along the way, helped retrospectively rationalise some of the
mutational surprises that have arisen, where otherwise traditional investigations were inconclusive. Chapter 5 describes the
development of a method to calculate the mutability landscape of protein-ligand complexes in order to guide directed
evolution in a systematic manner. This method uses the Rosetta software suite and high-performance computing resources
to calculate the relative stability of many hundreds of point mutations across the enzyme and matched with experimental
observations. Such an analysis may be able to assist directed evolution efforts when attempting to modify the substrate
scope of artificial enzymes, by identifying residues which are critical for protein function or which may be tolerant to
mutation.
The overarching goal of this thesis was to explore the evolvability of an artificial carboligase, and its utility in
catalysing challenging chemical transformations. At all stages we paused to rationalise the effect of each mutation with a
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range of techniques, to help understand sequence-function relationships and guide future studies. These experiments provide
a high level of insight into the mutational tolerance of such systems and will hopefully contribute to ongoing efforts to create
increasingly sophisticated and proficient artificial enzymes for the ultimate goal of tailor-made biocatalysis.
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2.

Stereodivergent evolution of an artificial carboligase

2.1.

Introduction

The stereoconfiguration, or chirality, of a compound can oftentimes be just as defining as the number and types of atoms
that constitute it. The central dogma of life is, in itself, chiral: DNA and RNA have characteristic “handedness”, and the
amino acid building blocks of proteins are chiral around the central carbon atom. If we wish to probe these
biomacromolecules with chemical compounds for therapeutic or diagnostic applications, we must often explicitly target this
stereochemistry to achieve high efficacy.
One of the most infamous examples of the importance of chirality can be found across medicinal chemistry
textbooks. Thalidomide, a pharmaceutical drug, was first prepared as a racemate in 1957 in Germany and marketed as a
remedy for morning sickness. After some time in the public market, thalidomide was linked to increasing numbers of babies
being born with debilitating birth defects as a result of genetic damage during early embryonic growth in the womb.102 One
of the hypotheses for the destructive potential of this drug was in the different biological functions of the (R) and (S)
enantiomer,103 and as such the racemic preparation was swiftly withdrawn from the market. It has since been shown,
however, that thalidomide is racemised by the human body, so prescription of the enantiopure compound would not have
helped.104
While preparation and resolution of racemic mixtures of stereoisomers is commonplace, the method is inherently
wasteful, with a maximum theoretical yield of just 50%. Asymmetric synthesis, i.e. the ability to selectively synthesise only
the stereoisomer of interest, is a key process in modern synthetic chemistry, and is of particular importance in the preparation
of pharmaceutical compounds and natural products. Enzymes are increasingly attractive platforms for the enantioselective
preparation of complex molecules, due to their inherent chiral nature and exacting selectivities.
Previous exploration on the promiscuity of RA95.5-8 had revealed that its catalytic apparatus was capable of
performing transformations involving enamine/imine intermediates other than that of the originally designed retroaldol
reaction.84,85,105 This promiscuity likely arose from the not-yet-optimised active site (which would be significantly improved
in the next generation retroaldolase RA95.5-8F), and lack of evolutionary bias. In a preliminary investigation, it was found
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that RA95.5-8 could catalyse the Michael addition between 42 and nucleophile 43, yielding two new stereocentres around
the C-C bond (45). High stereocontrol was observed at the site of addition (3R/3S = 97:3) but the central atom of the donor
moiety freely epimerised in buffered medium. Changing the nucleophile to 2-cyanopropanoate (44) afforded more stable
Michael adducts (46), which could be stereochemically characterised. In the parental reaction, a strong preference was
observed for two of the four possible stereoisomers, consistent with previously observed catalytic mechanisms, and it was
conceived that this enzyme could be divergently engineered into four stereocomplementary catalysts.
In this chapter, we describe the development and application of a medium-throughput screening assay for the
stereodivergent evolution of RA95.5-8, and the subsequent biochemical characterisation of the resulting biocatalysts. We
evolved the artificial retroaldolase into a set of four stereocomplementary catalysts, each with a stereoselectivity greater
than 80% for its cognate stereoisomer and used some of the biocatalysts for semi-preparative synthesis of enantioenriched
Michael adducts.
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Scheme 13 Michael additions catalysed by RA95.5-8 and variants. The attack of the nucleophile can occur on either the front (black arrow) or back
(grey arrow) face of the alkene.

2.2.

Results

2.2.1. Stereochemical assignment of the stereoisomers

Chemical synthesis of 46 results in a mixture of four stereoisomers, which elute as four separate peaks from a chiral HPLC
column (Figure 7). The diastereomeric pairs of enantiomers, corresponding to peaks “a” & “d” and peaks “b” & “c”, were
isolated by silica column chromatography and used as references for chiral HPLC and NMR analysis.
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Figure 7 Identification of pairs of diastereomers of 46 was achieved by silica gel chromatography separation, followed by chiral HPLC analysis.

After separation of diastereomers, single crystals of a 1:1 mixture of “a” and “d” were grown in a sample of the
racemic compound isolated as an oil and kept at 4 ºC for several months. The relative configuration of this enantiomeric
pair was determined by X-ray crystallography to be (2R,3R)/(2S,3S)-46. By inference, peaks “b” and “c” therefore
correspond to the (2R,3R)/(2S,3S)-46 enantiomers. To assign the absolute stereochemistry of the 46 stereoisomers, we
looked at the known stereoselectivity of RA95.5-8 with other Michael donors. RA95.5-8 was previously shown to catalyse
Michael additions with diverse carbon nucleophiles, with consistent preference for attack of the donor on the re face of the
enzyme-bound Michael acceptor.85,105 For example, in the reaction of ethyl 2-cyanoacetate (43) and 42 to give 45, high
enantiocontrol was observed at the site of addition (C-3 of the product; 3R/3S=97:3), whereas the central carbon atom of
the donor moiety (C-2 in the product) freely epimerised in water (Scheme 14). The major products here correspond to peaks
“a” and “b” on the chiral HPLC chromatogram above. The absolute configuration of C-3 was established by chemical
conversion of the 45 product mixture to a cyclic amine whose stereochemical properties matched that found in literature.105
Assuming that the re face selectivity observed for other nucleophiles holds for the 44 donor, then peaks “a” and “b” must
have the 3R configuration (note that the chemical priority of the 43 and 44 donors are different). Combined with the
information from the small molecule crystal structure, peak “a” can be assigned as the (2R,3R)-46 stereoisomer, and, by
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extension, peak “d” as the (2S,3S)-46 stereoisomer. Peak “b”, the minor product of the RA95.5-8 catalysed reaction, is
presumably the (2S,3R)-46 stereoisomer. By process of elimination, peak “c” must be the (2R,3S)-46 stereoisomer.
These assignments were confirmed by the stereochemical properties of the M-R.S variant (see below) which
preferentially generates the putative (2R,3S)-46 stereoisomer (peak “c”). Like RA95.5-8, this enzyme catalyses the addition
of ethyl 2-cyanoacetate (43) to 42 to give 45 (Scheme 14). However, it consistently shows high and opposite preference for
attack at the si face of the olefin to afford (3R)-configured 45 as a mixture of C-2 epimers. The same trends were observed
for the reaction of nitromethane (47) with 43 (Scheme 15). Assuming that its si face selectivity is maintained with 46, then
the product of the reaction must have the 3S configuration (again, the 43 and 44 donors have different chemical priorities).
Since peak “d” is the (2S,3S)-46 stereoisomer, peak “c” must therefore be the (2R,3S)-46 stereoisomer in agreement with
the analysis above.
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Scheme 14 Michael reactions between 42 and 43 to provide 46 were investigated in a previous study.105 A The four possible stereoisomers of 46, which
were prepared chemically, can be separated using chiral HPLC analysis (see Appendix). Rapid epimerization of C-2 in the solvent mixture results in
poorly resolved peaks for the two C-2 epimeric pairs. B It was previously established that RA95.5-8 catalyses the synthesis of (2R,3S)/(2S,3S)-46 by
selective re face attack of the nucleophile at enzyme-bound Michael acceptor 105. C In contrast, M-R.S selectively affords (2R,3R)/(2S,3R)-46 as a
result of attack of the carbanion at the si-face of the activated electrophile.
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2.2.2. Stereodivergent evolution
To create enzyme variants with altered stereochemical outcome for the preparation of 46, libraries containing one or two
fully randomised amino acid residues were prepared. Targeted positions were chosen by inspection of a crystal structure of
RA95.5-8 bound to a Michael adduct,105 and randomised for all 20 amino acids. These libraries were then screened in 96well plates in a two-stage procedure to reduce the bottleneck of chiral HPLC analysis. In the first step, crude lysate
preparations of the mutants was analysed for Michael activity using a spectrophotometric assay in multi-well plates by
measuring depletion of 42 at 350 nm. Reactions with the variants showing at least 30% of the starting activity were then
incubated at 4°C for 24 hours, and reaction products extracted. The stereochemical outcome of each transformation was
then determined by chiral HPLC.
Numerous mutations were found to alter the ratio between (2R,3R)-46 and (2S,3R)-46, which are the two epimers
resulting from attack of 44 on the re face of the activated electrophile. The most active and selective of these mutations
were separately shuffled using the StEP method106 and beneficial combinations were identified by screening. Enzyme

Figure 8, A Positions randomised using RA95.5-8 as a starting point for evolution are highlighted as spheres, mapped onto the crystal structure
of the related RA95.5 variant. The active site is denoted by the reactive lysine bond to a diketone inhibitor, shown as sticks. Positions mutated in
M-R.R and M-S.R are shown in dark blue and dark orange, respectively; other studied positions are shown in grey. B Positions randomised using
M-Si as starting point are highlighted as spheres. Positions I133G and V134P are shown as green spheres, and the positions additionally mutated
in M-R.S and M-S.S are shown in light orange and light blue, respectively; other studied positions are shown in grey. Multi-coloured spheres in
panels A and B represent residues mutated in both enzyme variants.
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Table 1 Stereoselectivity of enzymatic Michael additions of 42 to 44

(2R,3R)

(2S,3R)

(2R,3S)

(2S,3S)

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

-

59.8

27.8

4.0

8.5

[a]

L9V·T53A·L131V·I133L·K210L·S233A·S234K

82.7

9.4

3.5

4.4

[b]

M-S.R

W8F·T53M·F180Y·K210Y

17.7

80.6

0.9

0.8

M-Si[b]

I133G·V134P

10.9

3.2

23.4

62.5

M-R.S[b]

W8L·I133G·V134P·F180P·M182D

3.8

2.0

84.7

9.5

M-S.S[b]

T53S·I133G·V134P·N135L·F180W·F184L·S234E

5.9

6.1

7.6

80.4

Enzyme
RA95.5-8[a]
M-R.R

Mutations

Reactions were conducted with cell lysate containing M-R.S or 1 µM of the other enzymes, 600 µm 42, 30 mm 44, 25 mm HEPES, 100 mm NaCl
and 3% acetonitrile at pH 7.5. Reported values correspond to the highest selectivity observed when the reactions were incubated at [a] 29°C or [b]
4°C. The best selectivity values for each variant shown in bold. Although the reactions were not optimised, conversions were estimated to be between
40–80% by HPLC.

variants M-R.R and M-S.R (Table 1), which contain six and four changes, respectively, showed high preference for the two
sterereoconfigurations of interest.
In contrast, relatively few enzyme variants in the randomised libraries favoured attack of 44 on the si face of the
iminium intermediate. Among these, I133G RA95.5-8 produced 70% 3S-configured products and was chosen as the starting
point for the evolution of more selective catalysts for this stereoconfiguration. Aiming to buttress the effects of the newly
introduced mutation, we randomised the neighbouring Val134, which points into the hydrophobic core of the protein (Figure
8). The double mutant I133G/V134P RA95.5-8 (M-Si), which exhibited improved si-selectivity (3R/3S = 14:86) and had
activity similar to RA95.5-8, served as a template for the construction of libraries of fourteen active-site residues that were
fully randomised, independently or as pairs (Figure 8B). Screening these variants as before identifiedchanges mutations
afforded variants M-R.S and M-S.S, which have five and seven mutations, respectively, and exhibited the desired
stereoselectivity (Table 1). This set of enzymes attained selectivity values exceeding 80% for each of the four possible
stereoisomers (Table 1 and Figure 9), which is remarkable considering the unsophisticated optimisation procedure employed
and the inherent difficulty in generating a chiral quaternary carbon by selective addition of a small nucleophile like 44.
Notably, the high enantioselectivity of variant M-S.R was also retained in semi-preparative synthetic reactions. After
removal of starting materials and (2R,3R)-46 by silica gel chromatography, (2S,3R)-46 was isolated as the main enzymatic
product in 47% yield and a stereopurity of >98%.
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RA95.5-8 and the selected variants M-R.R, M-S.R, M-Si, and M-S.S were kinetically characterised as pure proteins
for the Michael addition of 42 to 44. The activities of the new enzymes at sub-saturating substrate concentrations (75 µM
42, 2.5 mM 44) are within two-fold of the value measured for RA95.5-8 (Table 2). At substrate concentrations close to the
solubility limit (800 µM 42, 30 mM 44), which are more indicative of practical performance, the catalysts afforded 0.1–0.8
molecules of 46 per minute. In the case of M-R.S, protein purification led to a significant loss of activity, so crude cell
lysates were used for analysis; preliminary investigations of this variant suggest that the F180P mutation at the e

-

strand destabilises the protein (see Section 7.7.9.4).
Enzyme variants that promote the selective addition of 44 to the si face of the activated electrophile are interesting
candidates for catalysing other Michael reactions with stereoselectivity complementary to that of RA95.5-8. In fact, M-R.S
promotes highly enantioselective Michael additions with smaller nucleophiles such as ethyl 2-cyanoacetate (43) or
nitromethane (47) to afford compounds 45 (3R/3S=98:2) and 4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5-nitro-2-pentanone (48, 3S/3R=96:4)
as enantiomers of the enzymatic products previously prepared with RA95.5-8 and other aldolase variants (Scheme 15).105
Although M-R.S suffers fast deactivation upon purification or in the presence of cosolvents, thus limiting its synthetic
utility, it may nonetheless prove to be a good starting point to create si-selective Michael catalysts upon further rounds of
evolution.

Figure 9 Plot showing the observed stereoselectivities and diastereoselectivities of engineered RA95.5-8 variants toward each of the four
stereiosiomers of 46. Points close to the vertices for each stereoisomer represent high selectivity, and points close to the horizontal edge of each
simplex represent facial selectivity.
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Table 2 Activities of RA95.5-8 and variants using different substrate concentrations, for the addition of 42 to 44

Enzyme
RA95.5-8

o

[sub-saturating conditions]
-1

/ min (%)

[a]

0.019 (100)

o

[saturating conditions]
/ min-1 (%)[b]
0.64 (100)

M-R.R

0.010 (52)

0.14 (22)

M-S.R

0.010 (52)

0.75 (118)

M.Si

0.022 (114)

0.61 (96)

M-S.S

0.020 (101)

0.33 (52)

Reactions were carried out at 29 °C in sealed quartz cuvettes containing a buffered solution (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl,
3% acetonitrile, pH 7.5) containing either [a] 42
44 (2.5 mM), or [b] 42
44 (30 mM).

Scheme 15 Stereocomplementary Michael additions of nitromethane 47 to 42, catalysed by RA95.5-8 variants.
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2.3.

Discussion

The stereocomplementarity of the engineered Michael catalysts was attained by introducing mutations that flank the main
cavity of the (

)8-barrel (Figure 8A/B). Many of these substitutions substantially alter the side-chain size, rigidity, or

polarity/charge. A spatially clustered set of mutations in the first -helix (positions 8, 9) and the fourth -strand (residues
133, 134, and 135), which were selected for altering C-3 selectivity, are found within a putative acceptor binding site
identified in crystallographic studies105 (Figure 8B). Among these, residue Ile133 may act as a lever between two productive
conformations of the Schiff base intermediate that lead to opposite facial attacks, for example, the s-cis/s-trans
configurations of the sp2 bond between C-2 and C-3. This hypothesis is supported by the similar ratios of 2S/2R products
observed for most of the mutations at this position for both 3R and 3S configurations (Figure 10). In addition, the ratios of
3R/3S products provided by Ile133 mutants correlate with the size of the amino acid side chain, ranging from 83:17 (I133L)
to 32:68 (I133G). The remaining mutations, selected for altering C-2 selectivity, are distributed over the L1 (position 53),
L6 (180, 182 and 184), and L7 (210) loops and the -helix that contains residues 233 and 234. A binding pocket for 44 may
have been reshaped by changes in these flexible structural elements.
Natural carboligases have been extensively investigated as asymmetric catalysts for the preparation of chiral
compounds.107 Although the stereoselectivity of diverse carboligases has been successfully altered,108–111 these enzymes
generally depend on complex, synergistic arrays of functional residues that limit their evolvability. In contrast, most residues
in the active site of RA95.5-8 can be mutated without drastic activity loss (Figure 10), and only a few positions are essential
for catalysis and consequently irreplaceable. This remarkable tolerance to active-site mutation was crucial for eliciting
changes in stereocontrol of the two chiral centres of the Michael product 46. In contrast, carboligases that install two chiral
centres, such as dihydroxyacetone phosphate or glycine-dependent aldolases, are amenable to alteration of
stereoconfiguration at the electrophilic moiety,112,113 yet their tight control over the nucleophilic stereocentre has so far
resisted all modification attempts.
In summary, our results show that retro-aldolases created by computational design and directed evolution are
amenable to complete stereochemical reprograming through directed evolution. In line with previous studies, our results
attest to the exceptional malleability of these de novo catalysts compared to natural enzymes. Because the reactivity of
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artificial retro-aldolases is broad and tuneable, this strategy should be readily extendable to other asymmetric C-C bond
forming reactions. Although the rates of these promiscuous transformations are still modest, ultrahigh-throughput
microfluidic screening methods, which have facilitated the development of stereoselective RA95.5-8 variants for preparative
aldol additions,85,114 may prove useful for optimising catalytic efficiency. Fostered by computational studies115 and
biochemical insight116 into the mechanism, divergent evolution of RA95.5-8 and other designed and evolved enzymes49,117
promises to be a rich source of efficient and highly selective catalysts for challenging asymmetric reactions. For this purpose,
host–guest systems that enable rapid determination of enantiomeric excess could prove useful for increasing the throughput
of the assay.118 Other emerging analytical technologies based on microfluidics, FACS, or microcapillary chips may also
facilitate the evolution of these asymmetric catalysts.16,119–121
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Figure 10 Simplex plots representing the isomeric composition of 46 obtained with selected variants of RA95.5-8. Circle areas represent normalised
activity as compared to the respective control in a multi-well plate assay. A, B: Hits from libraries prepared using RA95.5-8 as template and control.
C: Hits from libraries prepared using I133G·V134P RA95.5-8 as template and control.
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3.

Expanding the donor substrate scope of an artificial retroaldolase by

directed evolution
3.1.

Introduction

The design and evolution of RA95.5-8F represents a significant milestone for the generation of tailored biocatalysts, and
also attests to the power of directed evolution for optimising enzyme activity. In contrast to the original in silico design,
RA95.5-8F is a synthetically useful enzyme and can be used for the preparation of enantioenriched aldol adducts with
exacting stereocontrol and high turnover numbers. While impressive, the native reaction involving the retroaldol cleavage
of methodol (24) is not useful outside of academic investigations, as this fluorogenic substrate was developed to facilitate
characterisation of catalytic antibodies.122 We envisioned expanding the synthetic utility of RA95.5-8F by extending the
donor substrate scope to include molecules other than acetone.
Natural aldolases have been targeted by protein engineering to broaden or change their substrate specificities,
whereby both the aldehyde acceptor and ketone donor have been successfully modified. The class I pyruvate-dependent 2keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate aldolase (KDPGA) catalyses the aldol synthesis of 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate
(KDPG, 51) from pyruvate (49) and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (50), but has limited utility due to its high specificity for
its natural substrates.123 Directed evolution was used to modify the substrate specificity of this aldolase to accept both Dand L-glyceraldehyde (52) in their non-phosphorylated form,124 greatly simplifying substrate handling and decreasing the
cost of preparing aldol adducts such as 53 (Scheme 16).
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Scheme 16 Engineered pyruvate-dependent aldolases can reduce material costs and simplify handling, by eliminating a dependence on
phosphorylated substrates. KDPGA = 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogluconate aldolase
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Other examples of modified natural aldolases include the dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) dependent
aldolases, which provide an enzymatic catalyst for the synthesis of four vicinal diols in a completely enantioselective
process. DHAP-dependent aldolases isolated from mesophilic organisms have been extensively characterised and studied,125
but the practical utility of the phosphorylated substrate limits the use of this enzyme in further applications. Directed
evolution of these aldolases has sought to move substrate specificity away from phosphorylated compounds, and one
successful example is found for L-rhamnulose 1-phosphate aldolase (RhaD), an aldolase found in the metabolism of E. coli.
In vivo selection assays were used to link organism survival to a decreased dependence on phosphorylated L-rhamnulose as
a substrate for RhaD, and directed evolution of RhaD resulted in a double-mutant RhaD C142Y T158S that could accept
dihydroxyacetone (57) as a substrate in the synthesis of enantioenriched aldol adducts (Scheme 17).126
In this chapter, we describe the development and utilisation of various screening assays to evolve RA95.5-8F to
accept alternative aldol donors, and the biochemical characterisation of the resulting mutants. Single mutations in the
enzyme active site unlocked aldol activity with cyclic ketones as the donor, and afforded control of up to three stereocentres.
Alternative single mutations facilitated the regioselective preparation of enantioenriched aldol adducts using asymmetric
linear ketones. The effects of these mutations were investigated using a range of biochemical, structural and in silico
characterisation methods.
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Scheme 17 Engineering of DHAP-dependent aldolases such as RhaD can broaden substrate scope to use reagents that are more practical, cheaper and
produce more useful products. RhaD = rhamnulose 1-phosphate aldolase
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3.2.

Results

To create RA95.5-8F variants with a broader substrate scope, four
residues lining the binding pocket for the aldol donor (Phe112,
Leu131, Ile133, and Leu159) and three additional residues
(Phe184, Leu210, and Met231) that pack against the catalytic
tetrad

were

targeted

independently

for

site-saturation

mutagenesis (Figure 11). These libraries were then analysed for
acceptance of different aldol donors using different screening
assays, dependent on the substrate of interest.

3.2.1. Use of cyclic ketones as aldol donors
Diastereomeric mixtures of aldol adducts of cyclopentanone and

Figure 11 Structure of RA95.5-8F in complex with a diketone
inhibitor (green). Mechanistically relevant residues are shown in
grey, residues mutated in this chapter in cyan. PDB code: 5an7.

cyclohexanone with 6-methoxy-2-napthaldehyde were prepared chemically (Scheme 18). The RA95.5-8F libraries were
then prepared as crude cell lysates in multi-well plates and screened spectrophotometrically for retroaldol cleavage of these
substrates by monitoring reaction progress at 350 nm. While all the libraries proved inactive toward the cyclopentanone
adduct 59, the F112 library afforded several hits for the cyclohexanone derivative 60. Rapid cleavage of the larger substrate
was made possible by replacement of Phe112 with the smaller aliphatic amino acids valine, leucine or isoleucine.
The F112V, F112L and F112I variants were overproduced and purified. The crystal structure of the apo F112L
variant, which was solved to 2.16 Å resolution, confirmed that the effects of the large-to-small mutation are mostly local.
The protein backbone aligns well with the parent enzyme (c r.m.s. deviation of 0.336 Å) and is only distinct in the
previously unresolved L1 loop (Figure 12). The leucine substitution, combined with subtle repositioning of Phe89, opens
the binding pocket, providing space for sterically more demanding substrates like 60.
Kinetic measurements with aldol adduct (2S,1’R)-60 (Scheme 18B), prepared enzymatically, showed that mutation
of Phe112 improved catalytic efficiency by more than an order of magnitude, largely through improvements in kcat (Table
3). Indeed, the steady-state parameters for this substrate (kcat = 7 to 9 s-1 and kcat/KM = 7 x 104 to 1.1 x 105 M-1 s-1) are
comparable to those for the RA95.5-8F-catalysed cleavage of (R)-methodol76 (kcat = 11 s-1 and kcat/KM = 3.4 x 104 M-1 s-1).
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Scheme 18 A Chemically synthesised aldol adducts used for spectrophotometric screening of RA95.5-8F variants that could accept cyclopentanone
or cyclohexanone as an aldol donor. B enzymatic synthesis of 60 facilitated by RA95.5-8F mutants F112I/L/V.

Table 3 Steady-state parameters for aldol cleavage of (2S,1R)-60.

Catalyst

kcat (s-1)

KM (µM)

kcat/KM (M-1 s-1)

RA95.5-8F

0.8 ± 0.1

187 ± 34

4.3 x 103

RA95.5-8F F112I

9.4 ± 0.3

135 ± 8

7.0 x 104

77 ± 14

1.1 x 105

RA95.5-8F F112L

8.4 ± 0.5

RA95.5-8F F112V

6.7 ± 0.5

99 ± 18

6.8 x 104

RA95.5-8F I133F

0.09 ± 0.01

130 ± 31

6.9 x 102
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Figure 12 Crystal structure of F112L RA95.5-8F apo (PDB: 6TFA) shown in pink, aligned to the crystal structure of the parental enzyme RA95.58F apo (PDB: 5AOU) shown in grey. Nearby residues are highlighted as sticks, the F112L mutation is highlighted as cyan sticks. Mechanistically
relevant positions and the introduced mutation are annotated, showing the highly conserved structure.

In addition to aldol cleavage, all three variants promote aldol synthesis with high stereoselectivity. For example,
F112I RA95.5-8F catalyses the addition of 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde (25) to cyclohexanone (61), the microscopic
reverse of the screening reaction, to produce (2S,1’R)-60 with an anti/syn ratio of 97:3 and an enantiomeric ratio (e.r.) of
98:2. As for the parent enzyme, the observed stereochemistry can be rationalised by attack of the cyclohexanone donor,
activated as an enamine by Lys83, on the re-face of the aldehyde acceptor. Similarly, the reaction of cyclohexanone with 4nitrobenzaldehyde (62) afforded (2S,1’R)-63 as the dominant product stereoisomer. In this case, the anti/syn and
enantiomeric ratios were 83:17 and >99:1, respectively. For the reaction of cyclohexanone and 3-phenylpropanal (64),
depending on the catalyst employed, (2S,1’R)-60 was obtained with anti/syn and enantiomeric ratios up to 91:9 and 98:2.
For comparison, the parental enzyme achieved only modest yields (15%) and diastereoselectivities (85:16) for this
reaction.76 The F112V variant, which has the smallest side chain, even accepts substituted cyclohexanones as aldol donors.
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Scheme 19 Aldol synthesis of diverse aldol adducts facilitated by RA95.5-8F variants. Yields are given as isolated yields. Typical reaction
conditions: 100-300 mM donor, 2-5 mM acceptor, 1 µM enzyme, pH 7.5, 29°C, 16-48 hrs.

Reaction of 4-methyl- (66) and 4- ethylcyclohexanone (68) with 4-nitrobenzaldehyde afforded aldol adducts 67 and 69 with
excellent stereocontrol at three chiral centres (Scheme 19).
Because the engineered aldolases exploit amine catalysis, cyclohexanone should undergo facile deuteration via its
Schiff base and enamine adducts with Lys83 (Scheme 20).116 As expected, the F112I/L/V variants all promote H/D-exchange
in buffered D2O (Figure 13). Isolation of the resulting monodeuterated cyclohexanone (70) and determination of its specific
optical rotation ([ ] = +2.2° (c = 0.41, CDCl3)) revealed that one of the two pro-R -hydrogens exchanges first.127 The
enzyme-bound enamine is thus preferentially deuterated on the same face as the aldehyde acceptors add in the synthetic
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aldol reactions. Unexpectedly, though, the rates of H/D exchange determined by 1H-NMR spectroscopy were at most twofold faster than that observed for the parent enzyme RA95.5-8F, indicating that the enhanced synthetic ability of the variants
derives from a beneficial effect on a later, slower step in the catalytic mechanism, most likely C-C bond formation.116
In addition, incubation of F112V with 4-ethylcyclohexanone (68) in deuteurated buffer under the same conditions
as cyclohexanone showed a relatively slow exchange tending toward a single proton (Figure 14). Inspection of the 13C NMR
of a monodeuteurated sample reveals splitting of the C-2 and C-4 signals due to asymmetry in the molecule, suggesting this
aldol donor is bound regioselectively within the aldolase variants (Figure 15). Incubation of 4-methylcyclohexanone (66)
proceeded much faster, resulting in almost complete exchange of all four protons (Figure 16). Reducing the enzyme
concentration 10-fold allowed for the isolation of a monodeuterated sample, which showed the same

13

C NMR signal

splitting behaviour (Figure 17).
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Figure 13 Plot showing the change in integral area for the -protons of 4-ethylcyclohexanone (68) undergoing H/D exchange in deuterated buffer in
the presence of F112V RA95.5-8F.

Figure 14 13C NMR spectrum of 4-ethylcyclohexanone (68) where one proton has been exchanged for a deuterium atom (t = 7 h), showing a splitting
of NMR resonances due to asymmetry in the molecule.
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Figure 15 Plot showing the change in integral area for the -protons of 4-methylcyclohexanone (66) undergoing H/D exchange in deuterated buffer in
the presence of 1 µM and 0.1 µM F112V RA95.5-8F.

Figure 16 13C NMR spectrum of 4-methylcyclohexanone (66) where one proton has been exchanged for a deuterium atom (t =5 h), showing a
splitting of NMR resonances due to asymmetry in the molecule.
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3.2.2. Extended asymmetric linear ketones as aldol donors
Having successfully engineered RA95.5-8F to accept bulky, cyclic ketones as aldol donors, our attention turned to extended
linear ketones. The regioselective preparation of linear aldol adducts from asymmetric ketones has been described, for
example using stoichiometric amounts of polymer-bound lithium dialkylamides.128 However, simultaneous control over
regio- and stereochemistry remains challenging,57,58,129 requiring costly organocatalysts and high catalyst loading.130,131 We
anticipated that the inexpensive and tailorable enzyme would be selective in both properties at sub-stoichiometric catalyst
loadings. HPLC screening of the seven aldolase libraries directly for the reaction of 2-butanone (72) and 3-phenylpropanal
(64) yielded a single hit, which contained the mutation I133F located at floor of the donor binding pocket. Biocatalytic
transformations with the purified enzyme confirmed that the I133F variant confers complete regiocontrol over the addition
O
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Scheme 20 Aldol synthesis of diverse aldol adducts facilitated by RA95.5-8F variants. Yields are given as isolated yields. Typical reaction conditions:
100-300 mM donor, 2-5 mM acceptor, 1 µM enzyme, pH 7.5, 29°C, 16-48 hrs.
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Table 4 Steady-state parameters for aldol cleavage of (R)-74.

Catalyst

kcat (s-1)

KM (µM)

kcat/KM (M-1 s-1)

RA95.5-8F

6.0 ± 0.1

186 ± 6

3.2 x 104

RA95.5-8F F112I

5.9 ± 0.2

137 ± 13

4.3 x 104

RA95.5-8F I133F

4.8 ± 0.2

224 ± 20

2.1 x 104

of 2-butanone to 3-phenylpropanal, providing exclusively the normally disfavored linear regioisomer, adduct (S)-73, with
an e.r. of 95:5 (Scheme 21). Even higher e.r. values (98:2) were obtained with aromatic aldehydes such as 25 and 62. Again,
only the linear regioisomers 74 and 75 were observed. Notably, the stereoselectivities achieved are like those reported for
acetone using RA95.5-8F as catalyst.76 With larger aldol donors, however, stereoselectivity erodes. 2-Pentanone (76) reacts
with 3-phenylpropanal (64) to afford the linear aldol adduct (S)-77 with an e.r. of 88:12, whereas 2-hexanone (78) showed
no conversion, suggesting that the engineered active site sterically restricts donor chain length.
Steady-state kinetics showed that (R)-74 is efficiently cleaved by I133F RA95.5-8F (kcat = 4.8 s-1, kcat/KM = 3.4 x
104 M-1 s-1). Although the parent enzyme and the F112I variant are both poor catalysts for the synthesis of this aldol adduct,
they unexpectedly promote its cleavage with comparable or even slightly higher catalytic efficiency (Table 4). Consistent
with this observation, deuteration experiments with 2-butanone indicated that both RA95.5-8F and the I133F variant
catalyse H/D-exchange at both C-1 and C-3 (Figure 18 & Table 5). No difference was observed in the rate of deuteration of
C-1 between the two enzymes, so differential enolization cannot explain why I133F is the only variant that is useful for

aldol
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Table 5 Observed initial velocities for H/D-exchange of 2-butanone by enzymes RA95.5-8F and I133F.

C-1 (-CH3)

C-3 (-CH2-)

Vo/[E] (s-1)

Vo/[E] (s-1)

RA95.5-8F

0.46

1.67

I133F

0.65

1.57

Enzyme

aldol synthesis with the extended linear ketones.
To understand the synthetic prowess of this variant, we determined its crystal structure in complex with 2-pentanone
(76) to 1.90 Å resolution. Comparison with the parent enzyme showed how the I133F mutation reshaped the donor binding
pocket (Figure 19B). Although phenylalanine is larger than the original isoleucine at position 133, its sidechain adopts a
rotameric conformation that creates additional space at the bottom of the cavity. Accompanying adjustments in the position
of neighboring residues, particularly Phe184 which shifts by 2.5

.

In the complex, 2-pentanone is bound to Lys83 as a Schiff base, but its propyl group extends toward the mouth of
the pocket where the acceptor aldehyde must bind (Figure 19B & Figure 20B). A water molecule, bound by the catalytic
residues Tyr51, Asn110, and Tyr180, is well placed (3.2 Å) to either hydrolyze the Schiff base or abstract the C-3 pro-R
hydrogen (Figure 20A). However, since we only observed aldol additions at C-1 of this ketone, the enamine resulting from
C-3 deprotonation cannot be productive for C-C bond formation, presumably because the propyl chain sterically blocks
access of the aldehyde acceptor (Figure 20B). To form 76, the bound 2-pentanone would have to flip by ~180° to position
the C-1 methyl for deprotonation and subsequent attack on the incoming 3-phenylpropanal (64). The same applies for the
smaller 2-butanone, where the relative rates of H/D-exchange at C-1 and C-3 (Table 5) indicate that the ratio of productive
to unproductive poses is ~1:3.
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Figure 17 A Possible regioisomeric enamine intermediates that can be generated upon Schiff base formation with 72, and their subsequent
stereoselective deuteration. B Structure of I133F RA95.5-8F (PDB code: 6TF8) covalently bound to 2-pentanone (76, purple) with observed water
molecules (red). The overlaid parental enzyme (grey) is complexed with a diketone inhibor (green).
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Figure 18 A Crystal structure of I133F RA95.5-8F (PDB: 6TF8), with 2-pentanone (76) bound as a Schiff base to the catalytic Lys83. A mechanistically
relevant water molecule is positioned by the catalytic residues Tyr51, Asn110 and Tyr180 (dotted lines) and is poised for attack either at C-2 of the
-R
B Crystal structure of RA95.5-8F I133F (PDB: 6TF8), shown in pink with 2pentanone (green sticks) covalently bound to the catalytic Lys83. This structure is aligned to that of the parental enzyme (PDB: 5AN7), shown in grey.
The diketone inhibitor of the parental enzyme is shown as purple sticks. The solvent accessible surface of I133F (pink) forms a tight access channel.
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3.2.3. Rationalising the effect of mutation I133F using in silico structure prediction
While insightful, this crystal structure raised more questions than answers, primarily because the aldol donor was
observed in a conformation that would not lead to the experimentally observed regioisomer. To gain a deeper understanding
of enzyme function, more sophisticated approaches would need to be undertaken. The Rosetta software suite100 was used to
dock mechanistically-relevant ligands in both the wild-type RA95.5-8F and the variant RA95.5-8F I133F crystal structures,
rather than the bound diketone inhibitor and 2-pentanone respectively, to generate protein-ligand complex models. To ensure
the models accurately recapitulated native-like states, several simulation criteria were established. First, the resulting models
should not deviate strongly from the observed crystallographic atomic coordinates, since previous observations have shown
that ligand binding has little effect on the structure of RA95.5-8F.76 Second, modelling constraints, or biases in the repacking
and minimisation behaviour, should be kept to an absolute minimum and enforced equally across all ligands.
With these criteria in mind, ligand structures were prepared as imine/Schiff base intermediate in CDCC Mercury,
with a lysine stub to account for the Schiff base geometry. Ligand geometries were optimised, and rotamer libraries
generated to sample all probable conformations of rotatable bonds. The ligands were then manually docked into the wildtype and I133F crystal structures using PyMol and aligned to the existing ligands, before subsequently replacing it (Figure
21).
The enzyme design geometric constraint file format132 was used to describe the only constraint imposed during
simulations, namely the geometric connectivity between the catalytic Lys83 and the ligand. Rosetta has a good knowledgebased understanding of natural amino acids and biomolecules but cannot reliably expand this knowledge to unknown
molecules such as ligands. Schiff bases are a particularly challenging case for Rosetta to interpret as they are a fusion of
what it does and does not understand, requiring explicit parameterisation. To describe the covalent Schiff base connection,
a geometric description of a sp2-hydridised carbon-nitrogen bond comprising of an atom-atom distance, angle and two
dihedral angle descriptions between the ligand and lysine. With these 4 parameters, the covalent connection could be
adequately described in conformation space, and a 180° rotation around the C=N bond was allowed.
The most up-to-date Rosetta energy function, REF2015,99 was used to minimise the protein-ligand complex using
only the enzyme design constraint described above. The RosettaScripts interface133 allowed for the fine control of
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minimisation behaviour, whereby a module was added to include a random perturbation of the ligand within a 30 Å3 box
before any protein minimisation was carried out. This was to ensure that human bias during preparation of the input files
was removed and that the ligand could escape local docking energy minima. Backbone movement was turned off during
repacking to minimise deviation from the crystal structure. Simulations were run independently for a total of 500 times, at
which point significant clustering of the best scoring structures was observed, indicating convergence of the Monte Carlo
simulation.
The best scoring structures from the 500 trajectories were then selected for visual inspection. The distance between
-hydroxyl group were
measured. This procedure was repeated for all ligands shown in Table 6. For comparison, some ligands were selected for
docking into the parental RA95.5-8F crystal structure (Table 7).
Table 6 Aldol adducts used in Rosetta modelling with RA95.5-8F I133F. The three-letter residue codes used in the in silico preparations and
calculations are displayed. For the best scoring structures in each experiment, the calculated overall score of the enzyme-ligand complex is displayed,
as well as the observed distance between the ligand hydroxyl and the catalytic base Tyr51

Compound

3-letter code

total_score / REU

Distance Lig( -O) – Tyr51(OH) /

NB1

-646.073

2.7

NB2

-642.059

5.6

PP1

-645.809

2.9

PP2

-642.874

5.4

BUT

-638.223

-

PEN

-640.001

-

Lys

(R)-75

OH HN

O2N

Lys
OH HN

(S)-75
O 2N

Lys
OH HN

(S)-77

Lys
OH HN

(R)-77

Lys

-

HN

Lys

-

HN

77
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Table 7 Aldol adducts used in Rosetta modelling with RA95.5-8F. The three-letter residue codes used in the preparations and calculations are
displayed. For the best scoring structures in each experiment, the calculated overall score of the enzyme-ligand complex is displayed, as well as the
observed distance between the ligand hydroxyl and the catalytic base Tyr51

Compound

3-letter code

total_score / REU

Distance Lig( -O) – Tyr51(OH) /

NB1

-538.756

5.0

PP3

-536.736

4.7

Lys
OH HN

(R)-75
O 2N

Lys

(S)-73

OH HN

Figure 19 Schematic representation of the workflow used to prepare ligand structures for
docking into the crystallographic structure of RA95.5-8F I133F. Structure generation,
minimization and rotamer library generation was performed in CDCC Mercury. Removal
of the lysine stub and docking was performed in PyMol. The same procedure was applied
to other linear ketone-type aldol adducts.
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We first addressed the question of how 2-pentanone might bind in a productive orientation within the enzyme active
site. This was achieved by rotating the ligand 180° around the carbon-nitrogen bond and locking this specific geometry with
enzyme design constraints. What we observe is a very tight fit of the propyl group into a small groove, facilitated by the
preferred mutant phenylalanine rotamer (Figure 22A). These modelling experiments rationalise the observed “ceiling” of
tolerated alkyl chain-length in the enzymatic synthesis of these aldol adducts (Scheme 21, Chapter 3.2.2). From this model,
alkyl chains longer than a propyl group, when projected into the base of the active site, would result in steric clashes with
surrounding residues. Biosynthetically, the use of 2-hexanone does not lead to any product formation with 3phenylpropanal. Symmetric ketones such as 3-hexanone may be able to form a Schiff base in this groove by shifting more
of the alkyl chain out toward the substrate access channel, but such an orientation would not lead to aldol product formation
due to steric clashes with the incoming aldehyde acceptor (see Chapter 3.2.2). In these models, 2-pentanone binds in a
conformation amenable to aldolization, so that the C-1 carbon is well positioned for nucleophilic attack on an incoming
acceptor aldehyde.
The aldol adduct produced by reaction of 2-pentanone with 3-phenylpropanal (77, Chapter 3.2.2) was modelled
using the same procedure to determine a likely binding mode for the entire substrate. Interestingly, modelling of (R)-77, the
favoured stereoisomer, reveals a hydrogen bonding interaction between the -hydroxyl oxygen of the ligand and the catalytic
acid/base Tyr51 (Figure 22C), without explicitly telling Rosetta that this is an important interaction. From a mechanistic
perspective, this interaction is responsible for protonation and deprotonation of the ligand during catalysis, and a significant
increase in this distance was observed when the disfavoured (S)-enantiomer was modelled (Figure 22D). This result provides
a mechanistic explanation for the observed high stereoselectivity of the I133F enzyme (88:12 R/S-77), in that only (R)configured aldol adducts are desirably positioned for proton abstraction and subsequent cleavage. By the principle of
microscopic reversibility, the same should hold true for the synthesis of such adducts, in that only pro-R intermediates can
be subsequently protonated during C-C bond formation.
From the I133F crystal structure of 2-pentanone bound to Lys83, we were able to use Rosetta to model the binding
conformations of 2-butanone in the two states thought to be productive and non-productive for C-C bond formation (Figure
23A,B). Interestingly, the entire Schiff base shifts 0.9 Å deeper into the active site by to fully occupy the I133F groove,
likely better satisfying van der Waals contacts. In the non-productive conformation (Figure 23B) we observe that an
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Figure 20 Rosetta models focusing on 2-pentanone as the aldol donor, with catalytically relevant residues shown as pink sticks, and the mutation
I133F shown as purple sticks. The solvent accessible surface area of the binding pocket is shown as a grey mesh. Ligands are shown in green. A)
2-Pentanone modelled in a conformation where the corresponding enamine is productive for C-C bond formation, shows that the propyl group is
tightly accommodated within the binding pocket (green spheres). B) Crystal structure of I133F with 2-pentanone bound in a non-productive
conformation. C) Model of the enzymatically favored stereo- and regioisomer (R)-77 modelled with mutation I133F, showing a productive
interaction between the ligand hydroxyl and Tyr51. D) Model of the enzymatically disfavored stereoisomer (S)-77, showing no productive
interaction with Tyr51.

incoming acceptor aldehyde would be sterically hindered by the donor ethyl group, which would explain the absolute
regioselectivity of this enzyme for C-1 rather than C-3 addition. Modelling of the aldol adducts (R)- and (S)-75 (Figure
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23C,D), the enzymatic product formed between 2-butanone and nitrobenzaldehyde, shows a similar behaviour in baseligand distance as described above. The favoured (R)-75 adduct (98:2 R/S selectivity) can form a productive hydrogen
bonding interaction to Tyr51, whereas a disconnection is observed for the (S) enantiomer, further rationalising the high
degree of stereoselectivity of this enzyme.
For comparison, some ligands were also modelled into the parental structure of RA95.5-8F using the exact same
preparation, docking and minimisation workflow (Figure 24). Constraints were not modified, as they were designed to be
independent of the protein structure used. The resulting structures should, however, be compared with caution as
crystallisation artefacts may have an influence on the in silico minimisation process – particularly in RA95.5-8F where a
portion of the L1 loop enclosing the active site is not resolved. With that being said, the hypothetically favoured
stereoisomers (R)-75 and (S)-73 – both 2-butanone type aldol adducts, which should experience the least hindrance fitting
into the tight binding pocket – failed to display a productive hydrogen bond with Tyr51. As a result of a steric clash with
the native Ile133 residue, the entire Schiff base is forced to move approximately 1.2 Å toward the substrate entry channel,
potentially disrupting any ability to interact productively with the tyrosine hydroxyl group, thus preventing both aldol
synthesis and retroaldol cleavage.
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Figure 21 Rosetta models focusing on 2-butanone as the aldol donor, with catalytically relevant residues shown as pink and orange sticks, and the
mutation I133F shown as purple sticks. The solvent accessible surface area of the binding pocket is shown in grey mesh. Ligands are shown in green.
A) 2-butanone modelled in a conformation where the corresponding enamine is productive for C-C bond formation, showing the ethyl group is tightly
accommodated within the binding pocket (green spheres). B) 2-butanone modelled in a non-productive conformation, where the ethyl group blocks
approach of the aldehyde acceptor to the corresponding nucleophilic enamine. C) Model of the enzymatically favored stereo- and regioisomer (R)-75
modelled with mutation I133F, showing a productive interaction between the ligand hydroxyl and Tyr51, assumed to be responsible for base-catalysed
proton abstraction in the retro-aldol mechanism of this enzyme.76 D) Model of the enzymatically disfavored stereoisomer (S)-75 showing no productive
interaction with Tyr51.
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Figure 22 A) Model of the enzymatically favored stereo- and regioisomer (R)-75 modelled with the parental enzyme RA95.5-8F, which does not show
retroaldol cleavage activity of this adduct. No productive hydrogen bond to Tyr51 is observed. B) Model of the enzymatically favored stereo- and
regioisomer (S)-73 modelled with the parental enzyme RA95.5-8F, which does not show retroaldol cleavage activity of this adduct. No productive
hydrogen bond to Tyr51 is observed.

3.3.

Discussion

Carboligases are attractive catalysts for preparing chiral building blocks for complex natural products and other
molecules.107,134–138 In practical terms, however, the application of natural aldolases in industrial processes has been limited
relative to other enzyme classes such as hydrolases, oxidoreductases, and transaminases,2 owing in part to their narrow
donor specificity.109,139 Despite some successes,140,141 expanding the substrate scope of these catalysts has proved challenging
because substrate recognition and catalysis are usually entangled in complex networks of polar residues.110,142
The unprecedented promiscuity84,85,143 and mutational tolerance76,144 of artificial aldolases created by design and
evolution offers a potential alternative. In these systems, substrate recognition is largely independent of the catalytic
apparatus, so successful discrimination between different aldol adducts only requires creation of complementary pockets of
appropriate size, shape and polarity for the appended groups, a considerably easier task than redesigning hydrogen bonding
networks. In favorable cases, as shown in the current study, large changes in substrate preference can even be realised by
single active site mutations. The ensuing control over multiple stereocentres and regioselective formation of normally
disfavored linear aldol adducts from linear ketones adds to the repertoire of tools available to synthetic chemists looking for
efficient ways to control C-C bond formation. Although more extensive engineering may be needed to adapt RA95 aldolases
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for other substrates, particularly polar ketones, ultrahigh-throughput screening methods may expedite the search for useful
variants.10,16,76,114
In summary, these modelling experiments have helped shed light on the observed stereo- and regioselectivity of the
I133F enzyme when asymmetric linear ketones are used as aldol donors. While crystallisation of I133F with 2-pentanone
bound was informative, it failed to answer some of the deeper questions. Modelling experiments using a knowledge- and
physics-based biomacromolecular structure determination software have generated meaningful information based on the
obtained crystal structure by modifying the bound ligand. In addition, modelling with the parental RA95.5-8F crystal
structure revealed clear steric limitation for aldol activity, where extended asymmetric ketones cannot be productively
accommodated within the active site of the wild-type enzyme. This limitation is relieved by the I133F mutation. While all
computational results are merely predictions, and should be taken with a grain of salt, if the simulation criteria are set
correctly then the resulting structures should enjoy some degree of confidence. The structures were in line with experimental
observations without explicitly biasing the model or forcing the ligands to adopt specific orientations, suggesting these
results are credible. Expansion of this methodology to other protein-ligand complexes, including known crystal structures,
would be of general interest to the Rosetta community, since lessons learned here can be fed back to programmers and thus
help optimise the minimisation algorithm.
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4.

Biocatalytic synthesis of chiral tertiary alcohols using an engineered

artificial retroaldolase
4.1.

Introduction

Chiral tertiary alcohols are a widely encountered structural motif found in a diversity of natural products and pharmaceutical
compounds. The enantioselective preparation of chiral tertiary alcohols represents a formidable challenge for the modern
synthetic chemist, characterised by the lack of a standard method for the synthesis of bioactive molecules.145 To access these
compounds, their asymmetric synthesis is of particular importance due to the fact that racemic mixtures of tertiary alcohols
are difficult to resolve by chemical means.
The generation of tertiary alcohols is readily achievable through addition of an organometallic nucleophile to a
ketone, but such methods rarely exhibit broad substrate scope with high levels of enantioinduction.146,147 A number of
methods have been developed utilising organocatalysts or transition metals for the enantioselective catalytic preparation of
tertiary alcohols, but such approaches often suffer from the application of highly toxic or precious metal reagents, and the
use of lowered temperatures to maintain specificity or reactivity.148 Such approaches are perfectly suitable for academic and
research applications, but large-scale synthesis requires reactions that have minimal impact on the environment, whether
through waste production, finite resource consumption or energy usage.149 Biocatalytic methods, that utilise mild conditions
and proteins harnessed from renewable sources, would serve to meet these demands,.
Enzymes have found broad application in the kinetic resolution of secondary alcohol racemates. Esterases, lipases,
proteases, halohydrin dehalogenases or epoxide hydrolases are all used for this purpose. Applying this methodology to the
resolution of tertiary alcohols, however, has been hampered by poor enzyme performance and lack of selectivity for the
majority of commercially available enzymes available from suppliers such as Roche and Amano.150–152 Structure-function
studies elucidated the reason behind this incompatibility, which lay in composition of the highly conserved active sites of
lipases which can be used to prepare tertiary alcohols by specific cleavage of the corresponding acetate ester. The increase
in steric bulk from secondary to tertiary alcohols is not well accommodated in the active site of these enzymes, as inferred
from in silico structural investigations,153 except in cases where a specific GGGX amino acid motif could be found lining
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the catalytic apparatus.153 Upon discovery of this productive motif, directed searches for enzymes of this class uncovered
productive biocatalysts for the enantioselective preparation of tertiary alcohols from a number of sources, such as mammals,
fungi and eukaryotes.149
Further investigation found other enzymes lacking the GGGX motif that could resolve chiral tertiary alcohols. One
notable example is lipase A from C. antartica (CAL-A), whose protein sequence and overall structure differ significantly
from the above mentioned lipases.154 CAL-A has been used to synthesise chiral tertiary alcohol esters 75 and 77 by
transesterification with vinyl acetate in organic media (Scheme 22).155–157
Armed with the importance of the GGGX motif, rational protein design has been employed to enhance the activity
and specificity of tertiary alcohol esterases. Bassegoda et al.158 identified an esterase from Paenibacillus barcinonensis
(EstA) with strong sequence similarity to other GGGX esterases known to resolve chiral tertiary alcohols, but found very
low levels of initial activity for resolving 78 (Scheme 22). Lacking any structural information, the authors resorted to
alignment-based studies with other closely related esterases and identified a crucial serine located in the third position of
the GGGX motif. Mutating this serine back to glycine significantly improved activity 26-fold from the wild-type enzyme,
but alternative sequences, such as GGA, AGG and AGA, were also tolerated indicating a degree of plasticity in the highly
conserved motif.
Another enzymatic route to the tertiary alcohol synthon involves ring opening of racemic 2,2-disubstituted epoxides,
catalysed by epoxide hydrolases.150 Kinetic resolution of racemic oxiranes has been reported to proceed in high
enantioselectivity and yield using several different enzymes.159,160 Researchers from Merck161 used this methodology to
prepare enantiopure 1-azido-2-arylpropan-2-ols in excellent optical purity. This compound is an intermediate in the
downstream manufacture of enantioenriched building blocks bearing quaternary chiral centres.
Kinetic resolution, however, has a maximum theoretical yield of 50%. Consequently, methods that directly produce
the desired stereoisomer are desirable. Carboligation strategies for preparing chiral tertiary alcohols are rare in comparison
to resolution, although hydroxynitrile lyases have been used to form tertiary cyanohydrins by the addition of a cyanide
nucleophile to ketones and aldehydes. One such enzyme was employed in the synthesis of 2-hydroxy-2-methylbutyric acid
(84) from 2-butanone (72) which proceeded with excellent yield but poor enantioselectivity (Scheme 23A). To help the
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Scheme 21 Enantioselective estereases used in the resolution of chiral tertiary alcohols. CAL-A = lipase A from C. antartica, EstA = esterase A.
HHDH = halohydrin dehydrogenase

enzyme discriminate between the similar ketone substituents, “thio-disguising” strategies had to be employed to achieve
high degrees of enantioselectivity by in situ Michael addition of benzenethiol (86) to 3-butene-2-one (85). After reduction
to the corresponding cyanohydrin, 87 could be hydrolysed with concentrated HCl and desulphurised with Raney nickel
without loss of enantiopurity, but the complex multi-step procedure leaves room for improvement (Scheme 23B).162
More recently, DHAP-dependent aldolases have been reported to catalyse the formation of chiral tertiary alcohols.
Rhamnulose-1-phosphate aldolase from Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (RhuABthet), for example, catalyses the cross-aldol
addition between dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP, 54) and a range of asymmetric ketones (Scheme 24).163 While the
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proceeds with poor ee to yield 84. B “Thio-masking” strategy used to help the enzyme discriminate between the ketone substituents to increase
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substrate scope of this enzyme is relatively broad, and both conversion and stereospecificity were good, the need for unstable
and expensive phosphorylated substrates limits the utility of this reaction, as noted in previous chapters.
As shown in earlier chapters of this thesis, the artificial retroaldolase, RA95.5-8F, can be used for the synthetic
preparation of diverse enantioenriched adducts. Variations on the transformation of interest have been achieved, as well as
variations with respect to the native aldol donor substrate. The aldol acceptor substrate scope remains relatively unexplored,
although alternative aldehydes have been demonstrated here and in other works.76 In all studies so far, the acceptor contains
an aldehyde at the site of C-C bond formation and a relatively large and aromatic substituent. The use of a highly
electrophilic aldehyde as the acceptor and a ketone as the donor has the advantage of limiting cross-aldol addition side
product formation, since reactants are selectively activated and positioned for coupling. Breaking this dogma may allow for
the synthesis of privileged building blocks.
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In this chapter we investigate the use of RA95.5-8F as a biocatalyst for the direct asymmetric synthesis of chiral
tertiary

-ketoesters as the aldol acceptor allowed for the

preparation of these alcohols in good to excellent stereoselectivities, and moderate to good yields.

The absolute

stereoconfiguration of one of the enantioenriched adducts was determined by small-molecule X-ray crystallography. The
-ketoester acceptor resulted in nearly no enantioinduction from the enzyme, prompting in silico structural
investigations which suggested two possible binding modes for each stereoisomer of this adduct. Based on these models,
directed evolution was employed to enhance the stereoselectivity of this reaction, generating two stereocomplementary
catalysts with good stereoselectivities and yields.
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Scheme 23 Enantioselective synthesis of tertiary alcohols by carboligation using the DHAP-dependent rhamnulose-1-phosphate aldolase from
Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (RhuABthet)
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4.2.

Results

4.2.1. Investigation of reaction conditions and substrate scope
In a preliminary investigation of the RA95.5-8F-catalysed synthesis of chiral tertiary alcohols, the addition of acetone to
ethyl-2-oxo-4-phenylbutyrate (90) was studied (Scheme 25). Reactions were performed in the presence of RA95.5-8F under
conditions similar to those reported for the native reaction with aldehydes as aldol acceptors and monitored by liquidchromatography mass-spectrometry (LC-MS). Unfortunately, the yield of the desired product 91 was significantly
compromised by two major side reactions. First, base-catalysed hydrolysis of the ketoester led to the formation of the
unreactive acid 92; second, aldol dimerization of the ketoester starting material, followed by cyclisation, led to the formation
of the stable lactone-like adduct 94.
Reaction conditions were optimised by varying factors such as pH, temperature, enzyme concentration and substrate
concentration, aiming to maximise yields while minimising side-productformation. Lowering the pH from 7.5 to 6.8 reduced
the amounts of hydrolysis product formed. Further lowering of the pH, however, reduced the overall conversion, likely
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Scheme 24 A
-ketoester and acetone yields chiral tertiary alcohols, catalysed by RA95.5-8F and variants (RA*). B
Two non-enzymatic side reactions compete with the target enzymatic transformation.
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because the reactivity of the catalytic lysine was reduced by protonation. Enzyme concentration was raised from the typical
1 µM to 10 µM, further outcompeting the hydrolysis reaction. Lower reaction temperatures were tested, but only served to
slow conversion of the substrate - the ratio of product to side-products was unaffected. The largest improvement in
productivity came from the use of a biphasic hexane:water solvent system, whereby reactants and products were sequestered
into the organic phase and only slowly diffused into the aqueous phase for catalysis. Reducing the concentration of reactants
in the aqueous phase in this way slowed both the rate of hydrolysis and dimerization side reactions. Moreover, this system
allowed for the use of higher substrate concentrations without significant loss of enzyme activity. Finally, the use of the
aldolase variant RA95.5-8F F112L (Chapter 3.2.1) increased formation of the tertiary alcohol, possibly because this variant
shows higher catalytic efficiency with bulkier aldol donors than the native reaction. While here we have modified the bulk
of the aldol acceptor, the binding pockets have some degree of overlap and so the F112L mutation may still be beneficial.
Overall, the optimisation process significantly enhanced product formation from ~10% to 60% through increases
in yield and suppression of side-product formation. With these conditions in hand, the substrate scope of the RA95.5-8F
-ketoester donors was explored. For most reactions studied, the yields and stereoselectivities
were moderate to excellent. Of particular interest was the stereoselective synthesis of 99, which proceeded in good yield
and high ee. Small molecule X-ray crystallography studies on the material (Figure 25) allowed the determination of the
absolute stereochemistry of the reaction. We were pleased to note that the stereoconfiguration of the newly formed alcohol
matched that of (R)-methodol (25), which is produced preferentially by RA95.5-8F, suggesting that the catalytic apparatus
of the enzyme functions in much the same way for the preparation
of this panel of tertiary alcohol aldol adducts as for the original
substrate.
The poor stereoselectivity observed in the synthesis of 103
by variant F112L prompted us to investigate other enzymes as
catalysts, since the observed stereoselectivity here was the lowest
of all studied reactions (Table 8). Other Phe112 variants perform
similarly with respect to stereoselectivity, whereas the wild-type Figure 23 Molecular structure of (R)-99, showing the atomnumbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 50%
probability level for the non-hydrogen atoms.
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Scheme 25 Aldol synthesis of diverse tertiary alcohol aldol adducts facilitated by RA95.5-8F variant F112L. Yields are given as isolated yields.
Typical reaction conditions: 2M donor, 40 mM acceptor, 10 µM enzyme, 1:1 (v/v) hexane/buffered aqueous, pH 6.8, 29°C, 3-6 hrs. * compound
97 was not separable from other side products, and so the conversion was estimated from 1H NMR analysis of the unpurified reaction mixture.
The enantiomeric excess of 101 is currently unknown. RA = RA95.5-8F.

RA95.5-8F enzyme imparts virtually no enantioinduction (e.r. 52:48 R/S). Interestingly, variant F184V enriched the the
normally-disfavoured (S)-product (e.r. 37:63 R/S), suggesting that it will be possible to engineer the enzyme into two
stereocomplementary catalysts. To rationalise the observed lack of stereopreference, and to gain insight into the unknown
binding mode of the ester moiety, we employed in silico structure preduction methods to model the artificial enzyme in
complex with tertiary alcohol aldol adducts.
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Table 8 Enantiomeric ratios of 103 obtained from the enzyme catalysed reaction between 102 and 26, using several RA95.5-8F
variants.

RA95.5-8F
variants

O
OEt

+

O

O

O2N
102

EtOOC OH O

O2N
26

103

Catalyst

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

RA95.5-8F

52

48

F112I

85

15

F112L

80

20

F112V

85

15

I133F

72

28

L210A

61

39

F184V

37

63

4.2.2. In silico modelling of tertiary alcohols in complex with RA95.5-8F
In the absence of crystallographic data with the tertiary alcohol adducts bound, we turned to Rosetta to model 103 in complex
with RA95.5-8F, and provide structural information that could help guide protein engineering efforts. The workflow
developed for modelling asymmetric ketone-type aldol adducts (Chapter 3.2.3) was employed used to probe the reaction of
acetone with 102 as the aldol acceptor. The workflow was adapted and validated against the observed changes in
stereopreference across different retroaldolase variants.
The same simulation criteria was used as in the modelling of asymmetric linear ketones: minimise deviation from
from the observed crystallographic atomic coordinates; modelling constraints should be kept to an absolute minimum and
enforced equally across all ligands; third, the employed simulation protocol should be kept as generalist as possible. In
addition, the stereopreference experimental data for Phe112 and Phe184 mutants were used to evaluate the accuracy of in
silico models generated by Rosetta. The resulting models for each stereoisomer should be in agreement with the observed
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stereopreference data, whereby suitable point mutations should improve the measured energy score of the protein-ligand
complex when the preferred stereoisomer is used.
For convenience, the RA95.5-8F I133F crystal structure obtained in Chapter 3.2.2 was used for modelling, due to
the completeness of the L1 loop in the electron density. Reversion of the I133F mutation was performed using
RosettaDesign, and the resulting structure was used as a template for subsequent design experiments with all Phe112 and
Phe184 mutants.
In the enzyme-catalysed aldol mechanism, a range of chemical intermediates can be chosen for modelling. In
Chapter 3.2.3, the imine intermediate was chosen to allow direct comparison to the I133F crystal structure in which 2pentanone is bound to the catalytic lysine as a Schiff base. In this case, we wished to model the intermediate that is most
sterically-demanding in the active site of the enzyme to get an accurate representation of the expectedly difficult docking
behaviour. Thus, for both stereoisomers of 103, the carbinolamine intermediate was chosen for all modelling experiments.
We assume that the water molecule generated upon Schiff base formation is released from the same face of the sp2 hybridised
OH
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Scheme 26 The proposed mechanism of aldol synthesis of tertiary alcohol aldol adducts by RA95.5-8F. The highlighted box shows the carbinolamine
intermediate that was used in Rosetta modelling experiments of protein-ligand complexes.
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carbon, meaning an R-configuration was used for the carbinolamine.
Backbone conformation sampling was allowed but with more limited behaviour than the Rosetta default, since
initial tests revealed large deviations from the parental crystal structure particuarly in loop regions. The backbone-movement
behaviour was modified by adding harmonic constraints between all neighboring pairs of C atoms. These constraints could
be fine-tuned to the desired movement behaviour during model optimisation. Ligand docking was achieved using the same
random perturbation strategy as in Chapter 3.2.3. RosettaDesign was used to install the Phe112 and Phe184 mutations in
independent simulations, so that the effect of changing parameters in the RosettaScript could be evaluated across various
structures. Fitness of the obtained models was determined by evaluating Rosetta energies for the wild-type and mutant
structures, as well as the completeness of the hydrogen-bond network in energy-minimised structures. Simulations were run
800 times per mutant-ligand complex to ensure complete convergence to the global sequence-energy minimum.
Initial attempts to adapt the workflow from Chapter 3.2.3 to model chiral tertiary alcohol adducts caused severe
disruptions of the catalytic residue network consisting of Tyr51, Lys83, Asn110 and Tyr180 in the best scoring output
structures. Typically, the adduct would force a major displacement of Tyr51 with a direct knock-on effect to Tyr180,
resulting in a loss of all hydrogen-bond contacts within the network. Crucially, the key interaction between Tyr51 and the
-hydroxyl group of the ligand, which is assumed to be essential for the synthesis of these adducts, was also lost. Therefore,
a more constrained approach was necessary to enforce certain behaviours during minimisation. The connectivity of the
network between participating atoms was described using a nest of built-in HydrogenBondConstraintGenerators, which
included inter-residue interactions and sidechain-ligand interactions. The weight of these constraint generators was adjusted
to the minimum value necessary to maintain the catalytic network during simulations.
We then attempted to optimise the RosettaScript for both stereoisomers of aldol adduct 103 using the mutational
benchmarks in Table 8 as a reference for model quality. We expected that mutations F112ILV would improve the energy
score of structures containing (R)-103, and F184V improve those containing (S)-103, but this was not observed using a
range of approaches. Therefore, the RosettaScript was mostly conserved from the modelling of asymmetric ketones with
the exception of backbone behaviour constraints and hydrogen bond network constraints described above. This procedure
was applied to the parental enzyme RA95.5-8F which showed two unique binding modes for (R)- and (S)-103 with
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comparable, low energy scores (-822.452 and -824.797 REUs, respectively), suggesting that both models are close to nativelike states. Upon closer inspection, (R)-103 docked in a conformation similar to that of methodol (24), with the aromatic
group oriented into the substrate entry channel (Figure 26A). In contrast, (S)-103 adopted a novel binding mode, where the
aromatic group pointed toward residue Phe184. This binding mode appeared to be facilitated by a consistent rotamer shift
of Phe184 and displacement of the L3 loop by 2.9 Å when the ligand was bound (Figure 26B). This shift was not observed
in the apo state, where the same simulation was run without any ligand bound to Lys83, suggesting this state is ligandinduced.

Figure 24 Rosetta models of 103 in complex with RA95.5-8F (grey). A The (R)-configured ligand is shown in orange sticks and overlaid with the
crystal structure of the enzyme with the diketone methodol inhibitor bound (cyan sticks), showing the conserved binding mode. Catalytically relevant
residues are shown as purple sticks (Rosetta model) and light blue sticks (crystal structure). B The (S)-configured ligand is shown as purple sticks, and
the observed rotamer shift of Phe184 is shown in orange sticks. The Rosetta simulations of the apo state show the L3 loop and Phe184 (green) in a
more closed conformation.
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Figure 25 In silico generated models of the protein-ligand complex between RA95.5-8F (grey) and 103, shown from the same perspective for both
stereoisomers. Catalytically-relevant residues are shown as purple sticks. Residues that have been shown in preliminary experiments to have an effect
on stereochemical outcome are shown as green sticks. A the (R) configured aldol adduct, modelled as the carbinolamine intermediate, is shown as
yellow sticks. B the (S) configured aldol adduct, modelled as the carbinolamine intermediate, is shown as magenta sticks.

4.2.3. Directed evolution to improve stereoselective synthesis of tertiary alcohol aldol
adducts
The in silico models were used to evaluate which positions should be targeted for directed evolution to improve the
stereoselective synthesis of 103. In analogy to previous directed evolution strategies discussed in this thesis, several active
site residues were selected for site-saturation mutagenesis on the parental gene. In addition, (R)-103 selective libraries were
prepared using the single mutants F112ILV and L210A as a gene template, meaning each variant of these libraries contained
two mutations over the wild-type RA95.5-8F. (S)-selective libraries were prepared using F184V as template.
The libraries were created and screened in multiwell plates as crude lysates. The optimal reaction conditions for the
synthesis of 91 were not used, as we wished to avoid biphasic solvent systems. Additionally, we hoped to identify variants
that can better compete with side-product formation. Reactions were conducted overnight with the mutagenic libraries, and
conversion was analysed by TLC. Monitoring reaction progress by spectrophotometric analysis was not possible due to the
overlapping absorbance spectra for the reactants and proteins. This method proved to be fast and reliable means of separating
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active from inactive variants. For any reactions that displayed reasonable conversion to the desired aldol product, the product
mixture was extracted using organic solvent, and the stereochemical outcome was determined by chiral HPLC. In general,
the TLC prescreening reduced unnecessary sample analysis by chiral HPLC by 30-80% per library, depending on the overall
activity of the library, thus significantly enhancing the overall efficiency of the screening campaign.
Wells that displayed the largest improvements in stereochemical outcome were sequenced to determine the
responsible genotype. We were surprised by the large diversity of tolerated mutations, not just in terms of spatial distribution
across the active site, but also in the nature of the amino acid substitutions (Table 9 & Supplementary Table 21). Although
the binding pocket is relatively apolar, polar and charged residues sometimes resulted in active enzymes. Mutations across
the active site appeared to have large effects on stereochemical outcome for both stereoisomers. Both single and double
mutations boosted enantioselectivity. The best variants showed 91% selectivity for (R)-103, and 88% for (S)-103.
The beneficial mutations (Table 9) were subsequently pooled for use in a DNA shuffling approach to identify
combinations of beneficial mutations for each stereoselectivity. The shuffled libraries were then screened in multiwell plates
using the same workflow described above. No further improvements in (R) selectivity was observed in the shuffled libraries.
For (S)-103, however, a triple mutant F89H E135P F184V was identified in these libraries that displayed excellent
selectivity (97%). Work is ongoing to further characterise the synthetic capabilities of this mutant.
Table 9 Single and double mutations that alter the stereochemical outcome in the preparation of 103.

(R)-103

(S)-103

Enzyme variant

(R)-103

(S)-103

/%

/%

Enzyme variant
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V12A·F112V

91

9

F89H·F184V

12

88

V12G·F112I

89

11

E135R·F184V

17

83

L9G·F184V
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12

F89Y·F184V
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18

82
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86
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25
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4.3.

Discussion

RA95.5-8F has been successfully employed for the direct asymmetric synthesis of chiral tertiary alcohols, utilising a range
-ketoesters as aldol acceptors. After reaction optimisation, biocatalytic transformations with these substrates generally
proceeded with high to excellent enantioselectivity and moderate to good yields. Of particular interest is the use of
-ketoesters such as 96 and 98 which provide an alkene handle for further downstream modification. The ability
of the enzyme to promote stereospecific carboligation between these challenging substrates is remarkable, even more so
under mild conditions and low catalyst loading. The absolute stereoconfiguration of one the obtained aldol adducts was
determined by small molecule X-ray crystallography. This matched our mechanistic expectations, and other synthesised
adducts were compared with chromatographic data found in literature.
The exception to this trend, when 102 was used as aldol acceptor, was the subject of further investigation due to a
complete lack of enantioinduction with RA95.5-8F. Single mutations were found to enhance the stereospecficity of the
reaction toward both enantiomers, which were then rationalised using Rosetta to predict the structure of both protein-ligand
complexes with each stereoisomer. The adaptability of the Rosetta procedure used for modelling secondary alcohol adducts
greatly simplified setting up these simulations, which were assessed based on single-mutant stereoselectivity data. With
these benchmarks in hand, poor quality models could be rapidly eliminated, and the workflow suitably adjusted until
satisfactory.
The final models of RA95.5-8F in complex with 103 were surprising insofar as two unique binding modes were identified
for each stereoisomer. These models ultimately provided a basis for structure-guided directed evolution, The mutational
tolerance of the highly evolved retroaldolase continues to be surprising, with many active site residues proving amenable to
a wide range of amino acid substitutions. With these directed evolution results, the artificial carboligase could be engineered
into two stereocomplementary catalysts for the preparation of 103. The mutational results appear to give weight to the dualpocket hypothesis found from in silico modelling experiments, as big-to-small single mutations around the putatitive (S)103 binding site such as E135P and F184V boost (S) selectivity from 48% to 75% and 63% respectively. These mutations
may provide a more accomodating groove for the nitro group of 103, allowing for a more favorable binding mode compared
to (R)-103. Combining both of these mutations, along with F89H located at the opposite side of the active site (Figure 28),
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Figure 26 spatial distribution of (S)-103 (purple sticks) selective positions in the artificial retroaldolase RA95.5-8F (grey) shown as green sticks.
The catalytic Lys83 is shown as blue sticks.

results in a hugely additive effect, enhancing (S) selectivity to 97%. The combination of E135P and F184V likely provides
a finely-

of

the L3 loop. The F89H mutation mutation may provide a polar interaction with the ester functionality of (S)-103, further
stabilising this binding mode. These results suggest that steric interactions are mostly responsible for stereospecificity, but
polar interactions within the largely hydrophobic binding pocket may also play a significant role.
The Glu135 position appears to be pivotal for either stereoselectivity, however, dependant on its particular amino
acid substitution. E135W, a small-to-big mutation, shows high preference for the opposing (R)-103 enantiomer (82% (R)),
suggesting steric clashes with the bulky tryptophan mutation may prevent (S)-103 from binding. The significance of this
position can also be seen in the mutant E135F F184V (86% (R), where F184V alone is slightly (S)-selective, but
combinations with bulky neighboring amino acids completely nullify this effect. That being said, small-to-big mutations
appear to be heavily context-dependant, as the E135R F184V double mutant retains an excellent (S)- selectivity of 83%,
possibly through a desire for Arg135 to orient toward solvent (Figure 29).
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In summary, the artificial retroaldolase can be used for the stereoselective preparation of aldol adducts containing
chiral tertiary alcohol functionalities under mild conditions – an otherwise formiddable challenge for classic chemical
methods. Single mutations improve conversion to facilitate preparative scale synthesis, and in silico modelling has revealed
two putatative binding pockets for the two stereoisomers of 103. Based on these models, engineering of RA95.5-8F has
produced two enantiocomplementary catalysts for the preparation of these alcohols, which will be tested for their substrate
scope in due time. The in silico models should be validated with further mutational studies, or structural studies such as Xray crystallography with a suitable ligand mimic. However, the ability to rapidly generate such models in the absence of
other structural information may be of huge benefit to the directed evolution community. Validating the accuracy of these
models using other enzymes or proteins should also be conducted to test the generalisability of such an approach.

Figure 27 PyMol model of the double mutant RA95.5-8F E135R F184V, with mutations shown as orange sticks and the wild-type amino acids shown
as green sticks.
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5.

In silico mutability landscape analysis of an artificial retroaldolase

In the previous chapters of this thesis several examples of directed evolution were presented, showing that an artificial
retroaldolase could be reconfigured to catalyse alternative transformations than that for which it was originally optimised.
What is difficult to represent, however, is the magnitude of resources and time employed to conduct such campaigns. In
even the simplest cases, where single mutations unlock a desired reactivity, many hundreds or even thousands of samples
were analysed to assess whether this was the best possible solution within the range of our variant libraries. From our
analyses, we know that most of the variants in a given library are inactive as a consequence of improper folding, loss of
catalytic activity or other phenomena, but we conduct such large, comprehensive searches in the hopes of encountering rare
and unprecedented genotypes.
When performing directed evolution, we navigate through sequence space, which is a complex landscape populated
by peaks and troughs of evolutionary fitness. Some mutations may improve a desired parameter, such as stereoselectivity
or catalytic activity (the peaks), and others may reduce it (the troughs). Knowing a priori where these features lie in the
landscape of possibilities can enhance the efficiency of directed evolution by avoiding mutagenesis of sensitive residues, or
through productive targeting of tolerant sites.
Mapping the mutability landscape of a protein has been done experimentally, for example by van der Meer et al.
who constructed a collection of genes encoding nearly all possible single variants of the enzyme 4-oxalocrotonate
tautomerase (4-OT).164 Using multiwell plates, each individual gene was cloned and expressed in E. coli. The effects of
each mutation on different fitness parameters were then evaluated by analysing relative soluble protein levels in cleared cell
lysates after overexpression. The results provided a heatmap, or mutability landscape, of mutations and key residues that
-helical regions were generally
deleterious for soluble protein levels, but ch

-sheet regions were better tolerated. The authors also analysed

the 4-OT mutability landscape for promiscuous Michael reactions between acetaldehyde (104

-nitrostyrene (36),

among others (Figure 30). Systematic analysis of all 1,040 variants showed that most substitutions had little effect on
Michael activity, some eliminated promiscuous activities, and four variations at a single position improved activity up to
3.5-fold. This wealth of information allowed for the important discrimination between beneficial, and neutral or deleterious
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Figure 28 Mutability landscape of 4-OT for the promiscuous Michael addition between acealdehyde (104
from van der Meer et al. under the Creative Commons CC BY license.164
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-nitrostyrene (36). Reproduced

mutations and provided detailed insight into structure-function relationships which could help focus future protein
engineering strategies into more productive regions of sequence space. Although the material and labour costs of such an
in vivo analysis is large, 4-OT is only 63 amino acids long. Application of this methodology to larger enzymes may be
prohibitively expensive or time-consuming. In silico methods could, however, systematically search through and map
sequence space in the same manner at a fraction of the time and cost.
Some computational methods to assist directed evolution were presented in the General Introduction of this thesis,
such as the FuncLib protocol. In this approach, small but diverse multi-mutation libraries are generated based on
phylogenetic analysis of structural homologues. While successful, this method does not work for artificial enzymes which
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are unrelated to everything else in sequence data banks. The Rosetta software suite, on the other hand, is capable of
predicting the effects of almost any mutation based purely on the input structure and commands, eliminating the need for
structural relatives or ancestral information. Harnessing its mixed knowledge- and physics-based optimisation algorithms,
any mutant or variations in ligand can be simulated within Rosetta to generate realistic models of protein-ligand complexes,
as already demonstrated in previous chapters of this thesis.
In this chapter, we explore the feasibility of using the Rosetta software suite for predicting mutability landscapes.
By leveraging the power of in silico structure prediction and high performance computing (HPC) resources, we can quantify
the effect of every possible point mutation within the active site of our enzyme for a given protein-ligand complex through
analysis of the energy, or “score”, of the resulting structures. This allows for the visualisation of the mutability landscape
surrounding a protein-ligand complex, highlighting mutational hotspots or regions of sequence space which are beneficial
or detrimental to the stability of the complex. As a test case, we applied this approach to RA95.5-8F in complex with the
aldol adduct (2S,1’R)-60, for which known single mutations unlock retroaldol cleavage activity (Chapter 3.2.1).
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5.1.

Results

To illustrate our approach, we chose to model the aldol adduct obtained by reaction of 6-methoxy-2-napthaldehyde (25) and
cyclohexanone (61), as point mutations enhancing (F112ILV) as well as retarding this reaction (I133F) are known (Figure
31). Both sets of mutations allowed for positive and negative benchmarks of modelling performance to be established, where
favourable decreases in Rosetta Energy Units (REU) should be observed for F112ILV and increases in REU for I133F. To
simplify computational effort, only the experimentally observed stereoisomer was modelled ((2S,1’R)-60).
In general, the same workflow for ligand and protein-ligand complex preparation was followed as described in
Section 4.2.2. The crystal structre of RA95.5-8F was the only relevant structure available at the beginning of this project,
so it was used as a starting point for all simulations. The RosettaScripts interface was used to design the desired mutations,
and minimise all protein-ligand complexes. Limited backbone conformation sampling was allowed, and ligand docking was
achieved
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Figure 29 Catalytic efficiency values for the cleavage of (2S,1’R)-60 using retroaldolase variants.
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Initial simulation efforts failed to capture the full hydrogen bond network interactions between Tyr51, Lys83,
Asn110 and Tyr180 upon incorporation of the cyclohexanone aldol adduct. This resulted in the same disruption that was
described in Section 4.2.2 where Tyr51 failed to make productive interactions with the ligand, and Tyr180 was severely
displaced. Strong enforcement of these interactions during modelling using constraints would perhaps lead to the appearance
of false positive results, but the simulation required some degree of bias to match experimental observations. Therefore, the
simulation was compartmentalised into two phases, making full use of the modular RosettaScripts interface (Figure 32).
In the first phase, the ligand was randomly translated and rotated from its starting point within a 10 Å3 box, then
constraints describing the Schiff base geometry and catalytic hydrogen-bond network were added. Desired mutant rotamers
were sampled, such as the Phe112 to Ile/Val/Leu substitutions, and the ligand and hydrogen bond network was allowed to
repack while the rest of the protein scaffold remained fixed. This was done to achieve near-optimal catalytic geometries,
and was achieved by manipulating the Rosetta scoring function to only evaluate the energy terms of constraints and
sidechain-sidechain hydrogen bonding – all other energy terms such as the repulsive potential and solvation were ignored.
The resulting poses contained ideal catalytic geometry as well as the desired mutations, but were now non-ideal or even
non-realistic structures.
In the second phase of the simulation, the constraints describing the hydrogen bond network were removed, and the
entire protein was allowed to repack and minimise around the only remaining constraint describing the Schiff base.
Backbone movement was allowed using the “semi-flexible” C - C constraint approach described in Chapter 4.2.2. Using
this procedure, modelling of the mutant-ligand complex starts from the desired local energy minima of sequenceconformation space containing the ideal hydrogen-bond network geometry, and attempts to form native-like structures
around it, but if severe energetic penalties – such as steric clashes, unlikely backbone torsion angles etc. – cannot be relieved,
the minimisation algorithm will move out of this local minima in search of more realistic structures. After repacking and
minimisation was completed in the second phase, the constraints describing the hydrogen bond network were, once again,
activated. Activation at this point had no effect on the simulation behaviour and did not move residues, but served as a
readout for whether the catalytic network remained intact. Any deviations from the ideal description would incur an energy
penalty in the Rosetta scoring function, which encodes the overall “fitness” of the mutant-ligand complex as a sum product
of protein stability and catalytic ability. Note that this readout could also be achieved using Rosetta Filters.
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Table 10 Scores obtained during benchmarking runs of the protein-ligand complex simulation workflow. The top three scores are the best total_score
poses found across 300 independent trajectories, which can be averaged to minimize the impact of outlier scores.

Enzyme

Relative catalytic
efficiency for cleavage of
(2S,1’R)-60

Total_scores (REUs)
Top three scores

Average

Difference to wt

wt

1.0

-425.13

-385.681

-381.634

-397.481

-

F112I

16.2

-409.047

-402.354

-400.52

-403.973

-6.492

F112L

16.2

-419.025

-417.319

-412.52

-416.288

-18.806

F112V

15.7

-413.224

-411.09

-408.968

-411.094

-13.612

I133F

0.2

-382.643

-378.624

-378.186

-379.817

17.664

Each mutant-ligand complex was miniminised in 300 independent calculations and the total scores of all results
were evaluated. To minimise the effect of stoichastic or unrealistic outliers, the average of the best three scoring structures
was used to compare across sequences. Using this approach, the beneficial effects of the Phe112 mutations could be captured
in the Rosetta energy function, satisfying the positive benchmark, and the worse-performing I133F mutant also displayed a
significant increase in REUs compared to the wild-type enzyme (Table 10).
With a suitable simulation protocol in hand, the analysis was expanded to include a large portion of the mutability
landscape of the enzyme. Repeating this calculation independently for most amino acids at positions around the active site
of the enzyme should produce a quantitative analysis of the potential tolerance of each position to mutation. To do this, all
positions within 6 Å of the ligand were selected for in silico mutagenesis to all proteinogenic amino acids except glycine
and proline, since these amino acids can have drastic effects on secondary structure that are not permitted by the semiflexible backbone movement constraints. A python script was used to set up compartmentalised directories for each positionmutation, within which the minimisation protocol was executed 300 times per each position-mutation. A total of 129,600
independent simulations were performed, requiring approximately one week to complete on the ETH Euler cluster. Further
python scripts were used to automate score analysis.
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Figure 30 Schematic representation of the computational workflow to simulate the effects of certain mutations on the protein-ligand complex
with 60.
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Results are presented as a heatmap encoding the difference in REU relative to the wild-type energy
a decrease in REU represents an overall increase in protein-ligand complex stabilisation –

, where
G calculations.

8 amino acids, where higher
magnitudes suggest amino acids other than the wild-type residue are preferred at that position. All positions are sorted based
on this average, with positions showing a high-degree of mutability at the top.

Figure 31
-ligand complexes with compound (2S,1’R)-60
Rosetta Energy Units (REU) between the wild-type enzyme RA95.5-8F and a given position-mutation. A negati
proteinblue. The
native identity for each position is shown as purple boxes. The benchmarking mutations used to setup the workflow are highlighted with asterixis.
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5.2.

Discussion

Analysis of the in silico saturation mutagenesis results shows a broad distribution of potential mutability acorss the first and
second shell residues of RA95.5-8F. What is particuarly striking is the prediction that Phe112 is highly tolerant to mutation.
Almost any other amino acid except, methionine and tyrosine, is predicted to improve the total score of the protein ligand
complex. This is in broad agreement with laboratory evolution experiments, where only mutations at position 112 were
discovered during screening for retroaldol cleavage of 60. What is unclear, however, is the in silico prediction that polar or
charged residues (S,T,D and E) at position 112 also would appear to improve protein stability – if this is the case, then one
must ask why they were not uncovered during experimental screening.
Mapping
, however: most first-shell residues,
particuarly Leu210, Ser81 and Leu131, are predicted to be generally intolerant to mutation. Biochemical intuition when
designing a directed evolution experiment would dictate that these residues should be the first to be targeeted, due to their
contact with the ligand. Upon visual inspection, Ser81 can be recognised as important because of its interaction with the
catalytic tetrad. It is proximal to Lys83 and Asn110, so this position may be ranked lower during experimental design.
Leu210 is sandwiched between the two catalytic tyrosines, Tyr51 and Tyr180, likely meaning its role is essential in finetuning the position of both residues. Additionally, Leu131 likely has a similar role due to its direct contact with Asn110.
All three residues are located on the interior of the (

)8-barrel, the hydrophobic core of the enzyme, and so changes here

to large, polar or charged residues would be structurally destabilising.
Amongst the remaining positions, isolated mutations appear to improve protein-ligand energy but this analysis
suggests that screening such libraries would be generally inefficient.
positions is large, suggesting these may be rare phenotypes that may be hugely beneficial for catalysis.
Leu159 is predicted to be the least amenable to engineering within this experiment, with all other amino acid
substitutions destabilising the protein-ligand complex. This is in line with biochemical intuition, due to the location of this
-barrel of the enzyme, and its proximity to the catalytic residue Tyr180. Therefore,
changes in this residue will either have drastic effects on secondary
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Figure 32 Heatmap analysis of position mutability, mapped onto the structure of RA95.5-8F (grey) in complex with (2S,1’R)-60 (shown as the
-ligand complex when
calculated across 18 proteinogenic amino acids, and indicate these positions are amenable for site-saturation mutagenesis. Positions shown in blue
spheres show large destabilization effects when mutated, indicating they should be left untouched during directed evolution.

structure stability, or catalytic apparatus geometry. Curiously, however, the neighboring Met231 residue appears to be more
amenable to engineering. Only bulky amino acid such as phenylalanine or tyrosine are not tolerated. As with Phe112,
however, experimental mutagenesis of this position (Chapter 3.2.1) did not reveal any beneficial mutations. Further
investigation of this discrepancy will be needed, including a thorough examination of what exactly both methods are
screening for, and if they are indeed comparable.
In summary, we have developed a functioning procedure to generate mutability landscapes of protein-ligand
complexes, using artificial enzymes in complex with non-native substrates. This computational experiment was performed
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in parallel with the experimental engineering described in Chapter 3.2.1. Had it been conducted beforehand, we may have
significantly enhanced the efficiency of our screening campaigns by avoiding key residues that should be left untouched.
Further work is ongoing to apply this approach to other aldolases with non-native substrates, such as fructose 6-phosphate
aldolase (FSA), which will determine the generalisability and utility to others within the protein engineering community.
This procedure is, however, not without limitations, requiring a molecular structure as a starting point. We have
used a crystallographic structure, but alternative sources may suffice if penalties in accuracy can be tolerated. In addition, a
thorough understanding of enzyme structure and mechanism was required to carefully choose the molecular intermediate
that should be modelled. While far from optimised, the entire calculation of the sequence-energy landscape would not be
possible without access to high-performance computing resources, such as the ETH Euler cluster. In the current version,
running this locally on a moderately-powerful desktop PC would take approximately 400 days as Rosetta cannot parallelise
and hyperthread each individual simulation – requiring them to be run sequentially, one at a time. This represents a severe
limitation at the core of Rosetta, whereby modern technologies such as GPU acceleration and multithreading would
drastically improve the local performance of this software. The python scripts used for data analysis are far from optimal,
and coded for functionality rather than speed, requiring a few hours to analyse the many thousands of structures produced.
No attempt has yet been made to try and predict multiple-point mutations that improve protein-ligand stability,
primarily due to the combinatorial size of such a calculation (242 residues x 18 amino acids x 300 nstructs = 3,110,400
calculations for exhaustive pairwise combinations). This could be mitigated by combining only those positions or positionmutations that improve REU in a first-pass screening, but would ignore any sort of epistatic effects.
While care has been taken to minimise the effect of human bias in generating this procedure, ultimately the author
is responsible for coding, analysis and fine-tuning of results. As a number of experimental results were available, simulations
were unavoidably biased toward these behaviours. To circumvent this, predictions should be made on a system where no
experimental data is available, and then validated (or rejected).
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6.

Perspectives

The generation of artificial enzymes with catalytic efficiencies rivalling those of their natural counterparts is an impressive
feat of both in silico design and protein engineering. RA95.5-8F was designed and evolved to catalyse non-natural reactions,
and can do so with exquisite stereoselectivity over C-C bond formation under mild conditions, addressing a significant
challenge in both synthetic and green chemistry. The substrates this enzyme was evolved to transform, however, were not
broadly useful.
In this thesis we have explored alternative chemistries and substrates that can be employed with this proficient
enzyme. Our results have demonstrated the remarkable plasticity of this artificial enzyme to catalyse a number of
challenging transformations. RA95.5-8 shows a broad range of promiscuous chemistries, including Michael additions of
-unsaturated ketones, forming two new stereocentres. Directed evolution was used to engineer the
enzyme into a set of four stereocomplementary catalysts that can produce enantioenriched Michael adducts at preparative
scales, and even maintain their stereoselectivities when other Michael substrates are used. In addition, the substrate scope
of the most efficicent artificial aldolase, RA95.5-8F, was expanded for both the aldol donor and acceptor, resulting in a
broad repertoire of enantioenriched aldol adducts that can be prepared under mild conditions. The exacting selectivities of
these enzymes can be of great use in asymmetric synthesis, and in view of potential biocatalytic applications, engineering
toward the production of synthetically valuable synthons is key. Enantiospecific and/or regiospecific formation of C-C
bonds is incredibly challenging, and the exacting selectivities of these enzymes cannot be undervalued.
Of particular importance is the direct asymmetric synthesis of tertiary alcohols upon C-C bond formation, since
robust, alternative synthetic methodology is lacking. These synthons are valuable from a medicinal chemistry perspective
as they can be functionalised into chiral quaternary carbons by downstream modification of the hydroxyl group. Quaternary
carbon centres are found in many of the top 200 selling drugs today,165 mostly as steroid derivatives, but none of these
moieties are chemically synthesised. Rather, they are dervied from natural product precursors, which is reflective of the
longstanding challenges assosciated with construction of such stereocenters.166,167 The scarcity of generally applicable
synthetic methods has restricted access to these molecules for drug discovery, leaving large swathes of chemical space
waiting to be explored.
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Throughout this thesis we have demonstrated the utility of the in silico structure modelling software Rosetta. This
program was used to help rationalise the benefits of single mutations when the donor substrate scope was changed. The
same procedure was applied to try and help understand the lack of enantiospecificity in the synthesis of tertiary alcohol
adducts, leading to a novel structure that proposed a dual-pocket binding mode for this aldol adduct. This model was used
in structure-guided directed evolution to evolve the enantiocomplementary catalyst, avoiding the need for expensive and
time-consuming crystallographic studies. Further work will be needed to truly validate this model, perhaps by crystallisation
of some of the evolved variants in complex with a suitable ligand mimic. For now, however, the additional insights gained
from in silico structural modelling have proven incredibly valuable.
As Rosetta is an open-source community project, refinements and improvements in model accuracy are constantly
being realised through direct feedback between users and developers. The future of Rosetta will depend heavily on adapting
new technologies for improving processing performance, as well as emprically adjusting to the ever expanding databases
of protein structures. In this work we have been fortunate to have access to HPC resources, but this may not be accessible
to all researchers. Fortunately, the Rosetta community maintains the open-access submission server Robetta that can run
Rosetta calculations powered by resources from participating labs and crowdsourcing.168 Crowdsourcing computational
resources involves a massive network of citizen scientist volunteers who donate their idle computers’ CPUs and RAM to
protein analysis tasks. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Robetta helped predict an atomic-scale
structure of the virulent spike protein weeks before it was measured in the lab, giving scientists a crucial headstart in
understanding this virus and developing effective therapies.169 Continued refinement of the accuracy of knowledge-based
in silico structure prediction softwares through user feedback and expansion of protein databases will be criticial for
maintaining this valuable tool for future needs.
The Rosetta modelling procedures were expanded in an attempt to perform in silico cassette mutagenesis by
generating quantitative mutability landscapes for all possible single point mutations in the active site of RA95.5-8F, when
complexed with one of the sterically-demanding cyclohexanone-type aldol adducts. These landscapes can be used to guide
future directed evolution efforts by highlighting key residues that could be targeted for mutagenesis, as well as flagging
residues that should be left untouched. This information can help improve the efficiency of directed evolution by focusing
libraries on productive regions of sequence space, reducing the overall time required to achieve a desired fitness goal.
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Calculating all possible outcomes is challenging due to the computational resources required, however. Machine learning
(ML) algorithms, which are advancing at an impressive rate, may find great use here by learning from the properties of
characterised variants to predict sequences that are likely to exhibit imporved properties.170 Indeed, Arnold and coworkers
have already demonstrated applications of ML to engineer nitric oxide dioxygenase from Rhodothermus marinus (Rma
NOD) for new-to-nature carbene Si-H insertion reactions.171 The falling costs of DNA sequencing should continue to expand
the volume of data that is generated from protein engineering, helping train ML models to assist in directed evolution of
enzymes for synthetically useful reactions.
From many different angles, this thesis takes several steps closer to creating tailor-made biocatalysts for a diversity
of transformations. Artificial enzymes may be priveleged platforms for developing robust synthetic methodologies owing
to their high specificities and mutational tolerance. The increasing pace of enzyme engineering – fuelled by advances in
screening methodology, molecular biology techniques, DNA sequencing and computational modelling – allows biocatalysts
to be optimised for a given reaction in a matter of months, rather than years. To quote Prof. Uwe Bornscheuer: “In the past,
an enzyme-based process was designed around the limitations of the enzyme; today, the enzyme is engineered to fit the
process specification.”2. With this in mind, biocatalysis is poised to revolutionise the chemical manufacturing industry, one
enzyme variant at a time.
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7.

Materials and Methods

Methods which apply to all chapters of this thesis are presented first, such as the preparation of gene libraries and protein
production. Project-specific methods, such as the directed evolution assays employed, and subsequent characterisation
methods, are presented within their own subsections of the Appendix.
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7.1.

Materials

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma, Acros, ABCR, Merck, Aldrich, Fluka or TCI and were used without further
purification. Oligonucleotides were custom-synthesised and purified by Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzerland).

7.2.

General methods

NMR spectra were recorded on an AVIII 400 (1H 400 MHz, 13C 100 MHz) spectrometer. Polymerase chain reactions were
performed using Phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs). Restriction endonucleases and T4 DNA ligase were
purchased from New England Biolabs. PCR reactions were purified by preparative agarose gel electrophoresis in TAE
buffer, and DNA was extracted from agarose using the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery kit (Zymo Research). Restriction
digestions and ligations were purified using the Zymoclean Clean & Concentrator kit (Zymo Research). Plasmids were
isolated for sequencing using a ZR Plasmid Miniprep Classic kit (Zymo Research). Optical rotations were measured on
JASCO P-1010 operating at the sodium D line with a 100 mm path length cell.
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7.3.

Preparation of gene libraries

Cassette mutagenesis libraries were generated by overlap extension PCR172 in a two-step procedure. In a first step, a small
gene fragment was prepared by PCR using a primer pair consisting of a mutagenic primer and a primer annealing to the 3’
end of the gene (pAKZ_rv/T7_rv). A second gene fragment was generated using a primer pair, with one annealing to the 5’
end of the gene (pAKZ_fw/T7_fw), and the other designed to be complementary to the sequence immediately upstream of
the introduced nucleotide mutations. For mutating positions close to the 5’ end of the gene (e.g. Trp8, Leu9) the mutagenic
primers were used as the external flanking primers. The individual fragments were purified by preparative agarose gel
electrophoresis and subsequently assembled by PCR using equimolar amounts of fragments (ca. 200-500 ng) and the two
flanking primers (pAKZ_fw/pAKZ_rv, T7_fw/T7_rv). The PCR product was again purified by preparative gel
electrophoresis. Full-length genes and the destination plasmid pET-29b(+) (Addgene) were subjected to a double restriction
digestion using NdeI and XhoI restriction endonucleases according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA fragments were
then purified using a DNA Clean & Concentrator kit. For ligation, digested insert and vector were mixed in a 3:1 molar
ratio. In total, 40 ng of vector were used per ligation with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, and incubated in a PCR machine for 99 cycles of varying temperature between 16 and 30 °C, 2 min per cycle.
2O.

The resulting plasmid

encodes the retroaldolase as a C-terminally His6-Blue E. coli cells (NEB). The cell mixture was
incubated on ice for 10 min, followed by heat shock at 42 °C for 45 s, followed by incubation on ice for 2 min. Cells were

Dilutions were plated on LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin to check for library size and ensure a minimum 3-1

kanamycin

sulfate and incubated overnight at 37 °C. Plasmids were isolated
H2O, and validated by sequencing. All plasmids were stored at -20 °C.
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Supplementary Table 1 Oligonucleotides used for cloning and mutagenesis in the stereodivergent evolution of RA95.5-8[a]

Residue

Oligonucleotide

Sequence

Trp8

W8X_fw

ATATACATATGCCGCGTTATCTGAAAGGCNNKTTGGAGGACGTAG

Leu9

L9X_fw

ATATACATATGCCGCGTTATCTGAAAGGCTGGNNKGAAGACGTAGTCCAGCTGTC

Thr53

T53X_fw
T53X_rv

GCAATCATCGCGTATTATNNKCGCAAATCGCCGTCAGGTC

Phe89

F89X_fw
F89X_rv

AAGACAGAAGAGAAATACNNKAACGGCAGCTATGAAATGCTGC
GTATTTCTCTTCTGTCTTAA

Phe112

F112X_fw
F112X_rv

CCAATTCTGATGAACGACNNKATCGTGAAAGAA

ATAATACGCGATGATTGCTGT

GTCGTTCATCAGAATTGG
CCTGGGCGCGGATACTGTTNNKCTGATCGTTAA

Leu131

L131X_fw
L131X_rv
L131X_I133G_V13P_fw
L131X_I133G_V134P_rv

AACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGG
CTGGGCGCGGATACTGTGNNKCTCGGTCCGAATATCCTGA
CACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGGTTATAG
CGGATACTGTGCTGCTGNNKGTGAATATCCTGACGGAGCG

Ile133

I133X_fw
I133X_rv

Val134

I133G_V134X_fw

GGATACTGTGCTGCTGGGTNNKAACATCCTGACGGAGCGTGAAC

Asn135

I133G_V134P_N135X_fw

ACTGTGCTGCTGGGTCCGNNKATTCTGACGGAGCGTGAAC

Leu159

L159X_fw
L159X_rv

Asn161

N161X_fw
N161X_rv

Phe180

F180X_fw
F180X_rv

Phe180 /
Met182

F180X_M182X_fw

Lys210

K210X_fw
K210X_rv

Leu231

L231X_fw
L231X_rv

Ser233

S233X_fw
S233X_rv

CAGCAGCACAGTATCCG

GTATGGAACCGCTGATCNNKATCAACGATGAAA
GATCAGCGGTTCCATAC
GAACCGCTGATTCTGATTNNKGACGAAAATGATCTGGATATC
AATCAGAATCAGCGGTTCCA
GCGTTTTATTGTGATCNNKTCTATGAATTTTGAAACGGGTG
GATCACAATAAAACGCGCAC
CGTTTTATTGTGATCNNKTCGNNKAACTTTGAAACGGGTGAAATTAAC
CAAACGTGGTGAAAGTCGCGNNNCTGGACATTAGTGAGCG
CGCGACTTTCACCACGTTTG
GGGGTGAATGCATTTNNKATCTCTTCGTCGCTGATGC
AAATGCATTCACCCCCAG
GTGAATGCATTTCTGATTNNKTCTTCGCTGATGCGCAATCC
AATCAGAAATGCATTCACC
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Ser234
External
primers

S234X_fw

GAATGCATTTCTGATTTCTNNKTCTCTGATGCGCAATCCGG

S234X_rv

AATCAGAAATGCATTCACC

T7_fw
T7_rv

GATCCCGCGAAATTAATACGACTCACTATAGG
GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG

a-

N comprises an equimolar mixture of A, G, C and T, whereas K represents an equimolar mixture of G and T.

Supplementary Table 2 Oligonucleotides used for cloning and mutagenesis in the expansion of donor substrate scopea

Residue

Oligonucleotide

Sequence

Leu159

RA95.5-8 L159X
53
RA95.5-8 L159X
35

GTATGGAACCGCTGATCNNKATCAACGATGAAA
GATCAGCGGTTCCATAC

Phe184

RA95.5-8F F184X
53
RA95.5-8F F184X
35

CCATCTACTCAATGAACNNKGAAACGGGTGAAATTAAC
GTTCATTGAGTAGATGGTAAT

Leu131

RA95.5-8F L131X
53
RA95.5-8F L131X
35

CTGGGCGCGGATACTGTTNNKCTGATCGTTGAAATCCTG
AACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGGTT

Ile133

RA95.5-8F I133X
53
RA95.5-8F I133X
35

CGGATACTGTGCTGCTTNNKGTTGAAATCCTGACGGAGCG
AAGCAGCACAGTATCCGCGCC

Leu131 /
Ile133

RA95.5-8F L131X
I133X 53
RA95.5-8F L131X
35

CTGGGCGCGGATACTGTTNNKCTGNNKGTTGAAATCCTGACGGAGCGTG
AACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGGTT

Leu210

RA95.5-8F L210X
53
RA95.5-8F L210X
35

CAAACGTGGTGAAAGTGCCANNKCTCGATTTTTTTGAGCC
TGGCACTTTCACCACGTTTGAC

Met231

RA95.5-8 M231X
53
RA95.5-8 M231X
35

GGGGTGAATGCATTTNNKATCTCTTCGTCGCTGATGC
AAATGCATTCACCCCCAG

RA95.5-8 F112X
53
RA95.5-8 F112X
35

CCAATTCTGATGAACGACNNKATCGTGAAAGAA

Phe112

External
primers

pAKZ_fw
pAKZ_rv

GATCCCGCGAAATTAATACGACTCACTATAGG
CAGCAGCCAACTCAGCTTCCTTTCG

GTCGTTCATCAGAATTGG

a-

N comprises an equimolar mixture of A, G, C and T, whereas K represents an equimolar mixture of G and T.
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Supplementary Table 3 Oligonucleotides used for cloning and mutagenesis in the optimization of tertiary alcohol productiona

Residue

Oligonucleotide

Sequence

Leu9

RA95.5-8 L9X fw
RA95.5-8 L9X rv

CTGAAAGGCTGGNNKGAGGACGTAG
CCAGCCTTTCAGATAACGCGG

Val12

RA95.5-8F V12X fw
RA95.5-8F V12X rv

AAAGGCTGGTTGGAGGACNNKGTTCAGCTGTCGCTGCGC
GTCCTCCAACCAGCCTTTCAG

Leu53

RA95.5-8F L53X fw
RA95.5-8F L53X rv

GCAATCATCGCGTATTATNNKCGTAAATCGCCGTC
GCGATGATTGCTGTAATATTG

Phe89

RA95.5-8F F89X fw
RA95.5-8F F89X rv

GACAGAAGAGAAATACNNKGATGGCAGCTATGAAATG
GTATTTCTCTTCTGTCTTAATAGACAGGCCAAC

Phe112

RA95.5-8F F112X fw
RA95.5-8F F112X rv

TTCCAATTCTAATGAACGATNNKATCGTGAAAGAAAGTCAG
ATCGTTCATTAGAATTGGAATACTGAC

Leu131

RA95.5-8F L131X fw
RA95.5-8F L131X rv

GCGCGGATACTGTTNNKCTGATCGTTGAAATC
AACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGGTTATATGCATC

Ile133

RA95.5-8 I133X fw
RA95.5-8 I133X rv

CGGATACTGTGCTGCTTNNKGTTGAAATCCTGACGGAGCG
ATTCGTCAACAGTATCCGCGCCCAGGTTATATGC

Glu135

RA95.5-8 E135X fw
RA95.5-8 E135X rv

CTGCTGATCGTTNNKATCCTGACGGAGCGTG
AACGATCAGCAGCACAGTATCCGCGC

Leu159

RA95.5-8F L159X fw
RA95.5-8F L159X rv

AACCGCTGATCNNKATTAACGATGAAAATGATCT
GATCAGCGGTTCCATAC

Phe184

RA95.5-8F F184X fw
RA95.5-8F F184X rv

CTACTCAATGAATNNKGAAACTGAAATTAAC
ATTCATTGAGTAGATGGTAATAAAAC

External
primers

pAKZ_fw
pAKZ_rv

GATCCCGCGAAATTAATACGACTCACTATAGG
CAGCAGCCAACTCAGCTTCCTTTCG

7.4.

Sequences

RA95.5-8
MPRYLKGWLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYTRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLIVNILTERELESLLEYARSYG
MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIFSMNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVAKLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFLI
SSSLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
M-R.R
MPRYLKGWVEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYARKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVVLLVNILTERELESLLEYARSYG
MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIFSMNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVALLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFLI
AKSLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
M-S.R
MPRYLKGFLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYMRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLIVNILTERELESLLEYARSYG
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MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIYSMNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVAYLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFLI
SSSLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
M-Si
MPRYLKGWLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYTRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLGPNILTERELESLLEYARSYG
MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIFSMNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVAKLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFLI
SSSLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
M-R.S
MPRYLKGLLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYTRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERYA
VGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLGPNILTERELESLLEYARSYGM
EPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIPSDNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVAKLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFLISS
SLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
M-S.S
MPRYLKGWLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYSRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMERY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFNGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLGPLILTERELESLLEYARSYG
MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFIVIWSMNLETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVAKLDISERNEIEELRKLGVNAFL
ISESLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH
RA95.5-8F
MPRYLKGWLEDVVQLSLRRPSVHASRQRPIISLNERILEFNKRNITAIIAYYLRKSPSGLDVERDPIEYAKYMEPY
AVGLSIKTEEKYFDGSYEMLRKIASSVSIPILMNDFIVKESQIDDAYNLGADTVLLIVEILTERELESLLEYARGYG
MEPLILINDENDLDIALRIGARFITIYSMNFETGEINKENQRKLISMIPSNVVKVPLLDFFEPNEIEELRKLGVNAFMI
SSSLMRNPEKIKELIEGSLEHHHHHH

7.5.

Protein expression and purification

Proteins were produced in E. coli BL21 Gold (DE3) cells with a C-terminal His6-tag and purified by Ni-NTA affinity
1:1000 with an over-night culture grown from
a single colony and incubated at 37 °C and 250 rpm. At an OD600 of 0.4 protein expression was induced by addition of IPTG
(1 mM final concentration). Cell cultures were incubated for 5 h at 37° C and 250 rpm prior to harvesting by centrifugation.
Cell pellets were stored at -20 °C prior to purification. Upon thawing, the pellets were resuspended in buffer (25 mM
HEPES, 300 mM NaCl pH 7.5 or 50 mM phosphate, 300 mM NaCl pH 75) containing 1 mg mL-1 egg white lysozyme, 0.1
DNAse I and 0.1

RNAse I, and incubated at 4° C for 30 min. Suspensions were sonicated, and cell debris

was removed by centrifugation. The filtered soluble protein fraction was loaded onto Ni-NTA beads (Qiagen, Venlo,
Netherlands) equilibrated with 25 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole pH 7.5 or 50 mM phosphate, 300 mM
NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole pH 7.5, and washed with buffer containing 20 mM and 40 mM imidazole. Protein was eluted with
buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. Purity of the eluted protein was assessed by SDS-PAGE. Pure protein fractions were
pooled and dialyzed against the assay buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl pH 7.5 or 50 mM phosphate, 160 mM NaCl
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pH 7.5) at 4° C. Protein concentration was determined by absorption using calculated extinction coefficients
(http://expasy.org/tools/protparam.html). Protien identity was confirmed by DNA sequencing of the coding genes and
HRMS analysis of the purified proteins.

7.6.

Chromatographic analysis
x 2 mm) was employed for analytical RP-HPLC analysis. The solvent

system used was: A: aqueous TFA 0.1% (v/v); and B: acetonitrile 0.08% (v/v) TFA, gradient elution from 5% to 100% B
in 5 min, flow rate 0.75 mL min-1, detection 220 nm. Individual enzymatic

an HPLC glass inlet that was subsequently placed in a vial. Samples were analysed using the method detailed in X.
Table S2 HPLC method used for plate screening and individual sample analysis

Flow (mL min-1)

No.

Time (min)

% ACN

1

0

2

0.2

0.750

20.0

3

2.5

0.750

100.0

4

3.0

0.750

100.0

5

3.1

0.750

20.0

6

4.0

Start of Run

End of Run
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7.7.
7.7.1.

Stereodivergent Evolution
Synthesis and analysis of substrates
O

O

O

42

107

106
O

Me2N

O

MeO

108
O

O

110

O

O

109
O

O

O 2N

111

NC

O

CF3

113

112
O

MeOOC

114

Supplementary Scheme 1 Unsaturated ketones or aldehydes 42, 106-114 were assayed as Michael acceptors. Compounds 107-109 were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. The unsaturated ketones 42, 106 were prepared as previously described105

-methyl substituted ketones 110-114 were

prepared as described below.
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O

O
Me

O
CN

NO2

O
CN

43

44
O

AcHN

O
O

CN

115

47

Ph

O

NO2

CN

116

117

Supplementary Scheme 2 Compounds 43-47, 115-117 assayed as donors for the Michael reaction.

7.7.2.

Preparation of 110-114: general procedure

The -substituted ketones 110-114 were prepared according a reported procedure 173. Aldehydes (5.0 mmol) were dissolved
in 2-butanone (1.0 mL), to which acetic acid (4.0 mL) and sulfuric acid (250 µL) were added. The reaction mixture was
stirred in a sealed vial at r.t. and monitored by HPLC. After 44 h reaction time, the reaction was quenched by addition of
saturated NaHCO3 solution (50 mL) and extracted with EtOAc (3 x 50 mL). The combined organic layer was dried over
sodium sulfate and concentrated in vacuo. The products thus obtained were pure as determined by NMR analysis (see below)
and were used for reactivity screens without further purification.
(E)-4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-3-methylbut-3-en-2-one (110): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.50 – 7.46 (m, 1H), 7.45 –

7.37 (m, 2H), 7.05 – 6.87 (m, 2H), 3.85 (s, 3H), 2.45 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)

= 200.37, 160.04, 139.73,

135.97, 131.70, 128.56, 114.09, 55.46, 25.92, 13.05. HRMS (EI, M+): calc. 190.0989, found 190.0991.
methyl (E)-4-(2-methyl-3-oxobut-1-en-1-yl)benzoate (111): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 8.10 – 8.01 (m, 2H), 7.51

(s, 1H), 7.51 – 7.43 (m, 2H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 2.47 (s, 3H), 2.04 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 200.17,
166.72, 140.56, 139.50, 138.32, 129.96, 129.78, 129.63, 52.39, 26.05, 13.22. HRMS (EI, M+): calc. 218.0938, found
218.0933.
(E)-3-methyl-4-(4-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)but-3-en-2-one (112): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.70 – 7.63 (m, 2H),
7.53 – 7.49 (m, 3H), 2.48 (s, 3H), 2.04 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 3H) .13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 200.17, 139.69, 139.60, 137.81,
130.68, 129.87, 13C NMR 125.53 (q, J CF= 3.8 Hz)., 26.06, 13.16. = HRMS (EI, M+): calc. 228.0757, found 228.0759.
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(E)-3-methyl-4-(4-nitrophenyl)but-3-en-2-one (113): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.60 – 7.53 (m, 1H), 7.53 – 7.50

13

(m, 0H), 2.48 (s, 1H), 2.05 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H). C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 199.61, 147.31, 142.48, 140.65, 136.45,
130.23, 123.71, 26.00, 13.22. HRMS (EI, M+): calc. 205.0734, found 205.0733.
(E)-4-(2-methyl-3-oxobut-1-en-1-yl)benzonitrile (114): 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.76 – 7.69 (m, 1H), 7.55 – 7.48
(m, 1H), 2.50 (s, 1H), 2.06 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 199.58, 140.43, 140.12, 136.81, 132.10,
129.93, 118.41, 111.83, 25.87, 13.05. HRMS (EI, M+): calc. 185.0836, found 185.0837.

7.7.3.

Analytical scale reactions

Analytical scale reactions (100 µL total volume) were conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes incubated in a water bath
thermostated at 29 ºC. The ketone acceptors 42, 106-114 (0.5 µmol, 5 mM final concentration) and the selected donors 4347, 115-117 (2.5 µmol, 25 mM final concentration) were dissolved in acetonitrile (3.0 µL), and buffer solution (93 µL, 25
mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing the enzyme (0.5-1.0 nmol, 5-10 µM final concentration) was added.
Conversions were measured at 3 h and 24 h reaction time. Reaction monitoring was as follows: aliquots (5 µL) were
withdrawn, diluted with methanol (95 µL) and analysed by HPLC under the conditions described above. Catalytic formation
of small amounts of products was observed for several donor/acceptor combinations. Among those that afford Michael
adducts with two chiral centres, the pair 42-44 provided the highest conversion and was therefore chosen for subsequent
studies.

7.7.4.

Chiral analysis

Analysis of 45, 46 and 48 was performed with a Waters 717plus Autosampler (Waters Corporation) equipped with two
Waters 515 HPLC Pumps (Waters Corporation) and a Waters 996 Photodiode Array Detector (Waters Corporation).
Separations of 45 mixtures were performed on a Reprosil 100 Chiralwith a flow rate of 800 µL·min-1 (37.5% isopropanol in n-hexane), = 228.6 nm. Separations of 46 mixtures were performed
on a Chiralpak AS column (15 x 2.1 mm, ø =10 µm, Chiral Technologies Europe), isocratic elution with a flow rate of 150
µL·min-1 (13.3% isopropanol in n-hexane),

= 228.6 nm. Separations of 48 mixtures were performed on a Chiralpak AS
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column (15 x 2.1 mm, ø =10 µm, Chiral Technologies Europe), isocratic elution with a flow rate of 570 µL·min-1 (12.3%
isopropanol in n-hexane),

7.7.5.

= 223.9 nm.

Spectrophotometric/chiral HPLC screening assay

Plasmids were transformed in BL21-Gold (DE3) cells, plated on Petri plates (LB media, 30 mg·L-1 kanamycin) and
incubated overnight at 37 ºC. Ninety-six well micro titer plates, containing 150 µL of LB media with 30 mg·L-1 kanamycin
per well, were inoculated with single colonies using sterile tooth picks. Two wells were inoculated with clean toothpicks as
blank controls, and four wells were inoculated with a single colony of the template variant as a reference of 100% of activity.
The plates were covered with air permeable membranes (Breathe Easy, Diversified Biotech) and incubated overnight at 30
ºC and 900 rpm. Pre-warmed (37 ºC) 96 deep-well plates (Deepwell plate 96/2000 µL, Eppendorf) containing 1.5 mL LBmedium (30 mg·L-1 kanamycin) per well were inoculated with the pre-culture (24 µL per well), covered with an air
permeable membrane, and incubated at 37 ºC and 600 rpm After 135 min, protein expression was induced with an IPTG
solution (30 µL 5 mM, final concentration 0.1 mM), and the plates were incubated for additional 5 h at 37 ºC and 600 rpm
The cells were harvested by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 4 ºC, 15 min) and the supernatant was completely discarded. The
pellets were suspended in 400 µL of assay buffer (25 mM HEPES 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) supplemented with 1 mg·mL-1
lysozyme from chicken egg. The plate was incubated (600 rpm, room temperature) for 1 h and stored overnight at -20 ºC.
The plates were thawed and incubated (600 rpm, room temperature) for 1 h, and the suspensions were cleared by
centrifugation (4000 rpm, 20 ºC, 20 min). For the assay, 128 µL of the cleared lysates were transferred to a 96-well microtiter
plate containing in each well 66 µL of assay buffer (25 mM HEPES 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) and 6 µL of an acetonitrile
solution of (E)-4-(4-methoxyphenyl)but-3-en-2-one (42) (0.06 µmol, 10.57 µg, final concentration 300 µM) and ethyl 2cyanopropanoate (44) (6.0 µmol, 0.75 µL, final concentration 30 mM). Enzymatic activity was measured during 2 h in a
UV plate reader (Thermofisher Scientific Varioscan or Molecular Devices SpectraMax M2) by monitoring the absorbance
decrease at 350 nm. Subsequently, the plates were incubated for 48 h at 4-6 ºC. The crude reactions were transferred to
polypropylene multi-well plates (Deepwell plate 96/2000 µL, Eppendorf) and extracted by addition of 300 µL methyl tertbutyl ether and vigorous shaking for 2 min. After centrifugation (3 min, 12 ºC, 2500 x g) a fraction of the organic phase
(200 µL) was transferred to a fresh multi-well plate (MicroWell, Nunc). The solvent was evaporated under a flow of air,
and traces of ethyl 2-cyanopropanoate (44) were removed under reduced pressure (1-2 mbar) for 30 min. The crude products
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were resuspended in 150 µL of a 9:1 heptane/isopropanol mixture. The solutions were transferred to a 96-well filter plate
(0.2 µm pore-size PTFE membranes, AcroPrep, Pall Corporation) and centrifuged (2 min, 12 ºC, 2500 x g) into 96-well
polypropylene plates (MicroWell, Nunc). The filtered solutions were transferred into glass vials and 30 µL samples were
injected and analysed by chiral HPLC as described in section 1.4. Approximately 1500 enzyme variants were analysed in
total.

7.7.6.

Round 1

Saturation mutagenesis libraries individually targeting residues W8X, L9X, T53X, F89X, F112X, L131X, I133X, N135X,
L159X, N161X, V178X, F180X, F184X, K210X, L231X, S233X, S234X, and the pair F180X·M182X were prepared using
RA95.5-8 as template and the primers listed in Supplementary Table 4. Ninety clones of each library were screened for
single mutant libraries, and 1080 clones were screened for the library F180X·M182X RA95.5-8. Variants with >30%
activity of RA95.5-8 in the photometric plate assay were subsequently analysed for altered stereochemical outcome using
chiral HPLC analysis. Mutants with interesting activity or selectivity were sequenced.
Supplementary Table 4 Libraries of retro-aldolase variants prepared and analyzed in the first round of directed evolution.

Entry

Template

Randomised position(s)

Mutagenic primers

1

RA95.5-8

W8

W8X fw, W8X rev

2

RA95.5-8

L9

L9X fw, L9X rev

3

RA95.5-8

T53

T53X fw, T53X rev

4

RA95.5-8

F89

F89X fw, F89X rev

5

RA95.5-8

F112

F112X fw, F112 rev

6

RA95.5-8

L131

F131X fw, F131X rev

7

RA95.5-8

I133

I133X fw, I133X rev

8

RA95.5-8

N135

N135X fw, N135X rev

9

RA95.5-8

L159

L159X fw, L159X rev

10

RA95.5-8

N161

N161X fw, N161X rev

11

RA95.5-8

V178

V178X fw, V178X rev

12

RA95.5-8

F180

F180X fw, F180X rev

13

RA95.5-8

F180, M182

F180X·M182X fw, F180X rv
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14

RA95.5-8

F184

F184X fw, F184X rev

15

RA95.5-8

K210

K210X fw, K210X rev

16

RA95.5-8

L231

L231X fw, L231X rev

17

RA95.5-8

S233

S233X fw, S233X rev

18

RA95.5-8

S234

S234X fw, S234X rev

Round 2

The library I133G·V134X was prepared using I133G RA95.5-8 as template and the primers listed in Supplementary Table
5, and screened as described above. The most selective and active variant in this library, I133G·V134P RA95.5-8, was used
as template to prepare saturation mutagenesis libraries individually targeting W8X, L9X, T53X, L131X, N135X, L159X,
V178X, F180X, F184X, K210X, L231X, S233X, S234X and the pair F180X·M182X, using the primers listed in
Supplementary Table 5. Ninety clones of each library were screened for single mutant libraries, and 1080 clones were
screened for the library F180X·M182X RA95.5-8. Variants with >30% activity of RA95.5-8 in the photometric plate assay
were subsequently analysed for altered stereochemical outcome using chiral HPLC analysis. Mutants with outstanding
activity or selectivity were sequenced.
Supplementary Table 5 Libraries of retro-aldolase variants prepared and analysed in the second round of directed
evolution.

Entry

Template

Randomised
position(s)

Mutagenic primers

1

I133G RA95.5-8

V134

I133G·V134X fw, I133G·V134X rev

2

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

W8

W8X fw, W8X rev

3

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

L9

L9X fw, L9X rev

4

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

T53

T53X fw, T53X rev

5

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

L131

L131X·I133G·V134P fw, L131X
·I133G·V134P rev

6

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

N135

N135X fw, N135X rev

7

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

L159

L159X fw, L159X rev

8

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

V178

V178X fw, V178X rev
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9

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

F180

F180X fw, F180X rev

10

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

F180, M182

F180X·M182X fw, F180X·M182X rv

11

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

F184

F184X fw, F184X rev

12

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

K210

K210X fw, K210X rev

13

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

L231

L231X fw, L231X rev

14

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

S233

S233X fw, S233X rev

15

I133G·V134P RA95.5-8

S234

S234X fw, S234X rev

Shuffling of mutations

Mutations that provided enhanced selectivity for one of the four stereoconfigurations, listed below in tables S4-S7, were
subsequently combined using a staggered-extension PCR protocol (StEP),106 and the libraries thus created were screened
using the previously described method. The mutations selected for each shuffling experiment are described in the list below.
In order to minimise the library size, the frequency of the mutations within the library members was controlled using suitable
primers or template mixtures.
Supplementary Table 6 The following retro-aldolase variants were selected for their enhanced selectivity towards (2R,3R)-46. The reported relative
activities of cell lysates were determined using the assay described in section 4.2. Typical data for RA95.5-8 is included for comparison.

Variant

(2R,3R)
/%

Stereoselectivity%
(2S,3R) (2R,3S) (2S,3S) /
/%
/%
%

Normalised activity

RA95.5-8

53

28

6

13

1.0

L9V

60

24

5

11

0.9

T53A

65

15

5

15

0.9

L131V

70

16

5

10

1.0

I133L

70

16

5

19

1.0

L159W

68

25

5

2

0.7

F184Y

60

24

6

9

0.8

K210L

65

27

4

5

1.1

S233A

64

23

4

8

0.8

S234K

65

28

3

4

1.0
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Supplementary Table 7 The following retro-aldolase variants were selected for their enhanced selectivity towards (2S,3R)-46. The reported relative
activities of cell lysates were determined using the assay described in section 4.2. Typical data for RA95.5-8 is included for comparison.

Variant

(2R,3R)
/%

Stereoselectivity %
(2S,3R) (2R,3S) (2S,3S) /
/%
/%
%

Normalised activity

RA95.5-8

53

28

6

13

1.0

W8F

54

36

4

7

0.9

T53M

37

47

5

11

1.4

V178W

41

51

4

4

0.9

F180Y

39

53

5

4

0.5

F184W

52

34

5

9

1.0

K210Y

44

43

4

9

1.3

L231W

46

42

5

8

0.9

S233Y

40

49

4

7

1.0

Supplementary Table 8 The following retro-aldolase variants were selected for their enhanced selectivity towards (2R,3S)-46. The reported relative
activities of cell lysates were determined using the assay described in section 4.2. Typical data for I133G·V134P RA95.5-8 is included for
comparison.

Variant

(2R,3R)
/%

Stereoselectivity %
(2S,3R) (2R,3S) (2S,3S) /
/%
/%
%

Normalised activity

I133G·V134P

13

4

27

57

1.0

W8L·I133G·V134P

10

2

44

44

1.1

L131V·I133G·V134P

16

4

47

33

0.7

I133G·V134P·V178G

9

3

46

41

0.8

I133G·V134P·F180S

6

3

58

33

1.8

I133G·V134P·F180S·M182C

4

2

63

32

1.0

I133G·V134P·F180D·M182T

6

3

64

27

0.8

I133G·V134P·F180P·M182D

2

1

73

24

1.3

I133G·V134P·K210T

13

3

43

41

1.4

I133G·V134P·S233T

7

2

35

56

0.8

Supplementary Table 9 The following retro-aldolase variants were selected for their enhanced selectivity towards (2S,3S)-46. The reported relative
activities of cell lysates were determined using the assay described in section 4.2. Typical data for I133G·V134P RA95.5-8 is included for
comparison.

Variant

Stereoselectivity%
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I133G·V134P

7.7.9.
7.7.9.1.

(2R,3R)
/%

(2S,3R)
/%

(2R,3S)
/%

(2S,3S) /
%

Normalised activity

13

4

27

57

1.0

T53S·I133G·V134P

7

2

16

75

1.0

I133G·V134P·N135L

14

3

12

71

0.6

I133G·V134P·F180W

7

6

19

68

1.4

I133G·V134P·F184L

11

4

27

58

0.5

I133G·V134P·L231W

10

14

15

61

1.1

I133G·V134P·S234E

5

1

29

65

2.1

Characterisation of selected enzymes variants
Steady state kinetics

Michael additions between 42 and 44 catalysed by RA95.5-8 were monitored

= 1858.5 M

1

cm 1) using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrometer equipped with a Peltier system for temperature control.
Reactions were carried out at 29 °C in aqueous buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) in sealed quartz cuvettes (l
= 1.0 cm for [42

= 0.5 cm for [42

Acetonitrile at a final concentration of 3.0% was included as

co-solvent to facilitate substrate solubility. Apparent steady-state kinetic parameters were derived by fitting the experimental
data to the Michaelis-Menten equation: v0/[E] = kcat · [S]/(KM + [S]) with the program KaleidaGraph, where v0 is the initial
rate, [E] is the enzyme concentration, and [S] is the substrate concentration. Steady-state kinetic parameters (kcat = 2.2 min1

, KM,19 = 475 µM, KM,21 = 22 mM) were derived by fitting the experimental data to the equation:

v0/[E] = kcat · [42]·[44]/(KM,19· KM,2b + KM,19·[44] + KM,21·[42] + [42]·[44]) using the R statistics package 174.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Kinetic characterization of the Michael addition between 42 and 44 catalysed by RA95.5-8. Double-reciprocal plot
showing the dependence of reaction velocity on 42 concentration at different fixed 44 concentrations.

7.7.9.2.

Relative activities

Michael reactions between 42 and 44 catalysed by RA95.5-8 and the variants presented in Table 1 were monitored using
the assay described above with 75 µM 42 and 2.5 mM 44, which are sub-saturating for RA95.5-8 (KM,1a = 475 µM, KM,2b =
22 mM), or 800 µM 42 and 30 mM 44, which are close to the respective solubility limits. The results (Supplementary Table
10 & Supplementary Table 11) are average values of triplicate experiments with a standard deviation < 15%. Variant MR.S, which was almost inactive after purification, showed an activity comparable to RA95.5-8 using crude cell lysates.
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Supplementary Table 10 Activities of RA95.5-8 and variants created in this study using sub-saturating substrate concentrations.[a]

/ min-1 (%)

Enzyme

Mutations

RA95.5-8

-

0.019 (100)

M-R.R

L9V·T53A·L131V·I133L·K210L·S233A·S234K

0.010 (52)

M-S.R

W8F·T53M·F180Y·K210Y

0.010 (50)

M.Si

I133G·V134P

0.022 (114)

M-S.S

T53S·I133G·V134P·N135L·F180W·F184L·S234E

0.020 (101)

o

[a]: Reactions were carried out at 29 °C in sealed quartz cuvettes containing a buffered solution (25 mM HEPES,
100 mM NaCl, 3% acetonitrile, pH 7.5) of 42 (75 µM) and 44 (2.5 mM).

Supplementary Table 11 Activities of RA95.5-8 and variants created in this study using substrate concentrations close to their solubility limits.[a]

/ min-1 (%)

Enzyme

Mutations

RA95.5-8

-

0.64 (100)

M-R.R

L9V·T53A·L131V·I133L·K210L·S233A·S234K

0.14 (22)

M-S.R

W8F·T53M·F180Y·K210Y

0.75 (118)

M.Si

I133G·V134P

0.61 (96)

M-S.S

T53S·I133G·V134P·N135L·F180W·F184L·S234E

0.33 (52)

o

[a]: Reactions were carried out at 29 °C in sealed quartz cuvettes containing a buffered solution (25 mM HEPES,
100 mM NaCl, 3% acetonitrile, pH 7.5) of 42 (800 µM) and 44 (30 mM).
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7.7.9.3.

Stereoselectivity
NC

COOEt
O

45

O

The composition of the stereoisomeric mixtures of 45 obtained using RA95.5-8 and selected variants as catalysts was
studied. Reactions (500 µL total volume) were conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes, containing 1 µM enzyme, 600 µM 42,
30 mM 43, 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 3% acetonitrile at pH 7.5. In the case of variant M-R.S, the enzyme was
found to lose most of its activity upon purification, and stereochemistry was therefore determined using cell lysates (300
µL) prepared from cultures grown in plates as described in section 4.2. The reactions were incubated in a water bath
thermostated at 29 ºC or 4ºC for 48 h and subsequently extracted by addition of 600 µL methyl tert-butyl ether and vigorous
shaking for 2 min. After centrifugation (3 min, 12 ºC, 2500 x g) a fraction of the organic phase (500 µL) was transferred to
a fresh centrifuge tube. The solvent was evaporated under a flow of air, and traces of ethyl 2-cyanopropanoate (43) were
removed under reduced pressure (1-2 mbar) for 30 min. The crude products were resuspended in 150 µL of a 9:1
heptane/isopropanol mixture. The solutions were transferred to a 96-well filter plate (0.2 µm pore-size PTFE membranes,
AcroPrep, Pall Corporation) and centrifuged (2 min, 12 ºC, 2500 x g) into 96-well polypropylene plates (MicroWell, Nunc).
The filtered solutions were then transferred into glass vials and 30 µL samples were injected and analysed by chiral HPLC
as described in Section 7.7.4.
NC

O

COOEt
O

46

The stereoselectivity of the addition of 42 to 44 catalysed by M-R.S was studied. Reactions (500 µL total volume) were
conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes, containing 300 µL of cell lysates containing M-R.S, which were prepared from
cultures grown in plates as described in section 4.2, 600 µM 42, 25 mM 44, 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 3%
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acetonitrile at pH 7.5. The reactions were incubated in a water bath thermostated at 4ºC for 48 h, and the reaction products
were extracted and prepared for chiral HPLC analysis (see Section 7.7.4) following the procedure described for 45.
O2N

O

O

48

The stereoselectivity of the addition of 42 to 47 catalysed by M-R.S was studied. Reactions (500 µL total volume) were
conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes, containing 300 µL of cell lysates containing M-R.S, which were prepared from
cultures grown in plates as described in section 4.2, 600 µM 42, 50 mM 48, 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 3%
acetonitrile at pH 7.5. The reactions were incubated in a water bath thermostated at 4ºC for 48 h, and the reaction products
were extracted and prepared for chiral HPLC analysis (see Section 7.7.4) following the procedure described for 45.
Supplementary Table 12 Stereochemical outcome of the Michael addition of 42 and 44 to afford 46 catalysed by RA95.5-8 and the variants created
in this work. Reactions were incubated at 4 ºC for 48 h.

Enzyme

Mutations

(2R,3R)
/%

(2S,3R) (2R,3S) (2S,3S)
/%
/%
/%

RA95.5-8

-

57.0

21.8

5.3

15.9

M-R.R

L9V·T53A·L131V·I133L·K210L
·S233A·S234K

77.3

12.7

4.9

5.1

M-S.R

W8F·T53M·180Y·K210Y

17.7

80.6

0.9

0.8

M-Si

I133G·V134P

10.9

3.2

23.4

62.5

M-R.S

W8L·I133G·V134P·F180P·M182D

3.8

2.0

84.7

9.5

M-S.S

T53S·I133G·V134P·N135L
·F180W·F184L·S234E

5.9

6.1

7.6

80.4
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Supplementary Table 13 Stereochemical outcome of the Michael addition of 42 and 43 to afford 45 catalysed by RA95.5–8 and the variants created
in this work. Reactions were incubated at 29 ºC during 48 h.

7.7.9.4.

(2R,3R) (2S,3R) (2R,3S) (2S,3S)
/%
/%
/%
/%

Enzyme

Mutations

RA95.5-8

-

59.8

27.8

4.0

8.5

M-R.R

L9V·T53A·L131V·I133L·K210L
·S233A·S234K

82.7

9.4

3.5

4.4

M-S.R

W8F·T53M·180Y·K210Y

28.8

68.8

1.4

1.0

M-Si

I133G·V134P

15.8

6.5

27.4

50.4

M-R.S

W8L·I133G·V134P·F180P·M182D

6.3

4.5

79.5

9.7

M-S.S

T53S·I133G·V134P·N135L
·F180W·F184L·S234E

8.0

8.1

9.0

74.9

Characterisation of M-R.S

The M-R.S variant (W8L·I133G·V134P·F180P·M182D RA95.5-8) was expressed and purified as described in Section 7.5.
Its identity was confirmed by DNA sequencing of the encoding gene and MS analysis of the purified protein. Kinetics
analysis of the Michael reaction catalysed by the purified protein revealed a substantial loss in activity (>80%) and a
reduction in

-sheet

content compared to RA95.5-8, inferred from the lower signal at 220 nm (see Supplementary Figure 2). Since the triple
mutant W8L·I133G·V134P RA95.5-8 is well behaved, these data indicate that either the F180P or M182D mutations
destabilise the protein. Several experiments were performed to understand and solve this apparent misfolding problem:
1. Protein expression was carried out under conditions mimicking the crowded, low-oxygen environment of the plate assays.
An Erlenmeyer flask containing 800 mL LB medium supplemented with 30 mg·L-1 kanamycin was inoculated with a preculture of M-R.S. Incubation was performed for 3 h at 37 °C and 70 rpm to reduce oxygenation, after which protein
production was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG. The culture was incubated for an additional 5 h under these conditions.
The cell suspension was subsequently allowed to cool to room temperature and harvested at 25 °C, as in the case of plate
screening. Lysis and purification were carried out directly as previously described, and the eluent from the Ni-NTA column
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was immediately desalted on a PD-10 column (GE Healthcare) to minimize time-dependent degradation. Despite these
precautions, only largely inactivated M-R.S was recovered.
2. To investigate whether Ni-NTA chromatography was deleterious for the protein, M-R.S was purified using FPLC. Protein
expression and lysis were carried out as described for other variants. The lysate
(Whatman) and separated via ion-exchange chromatography (IE) on a Biologic Duoflow chromatography system (BioRad)
using a HiLoad 16/10 Q Sepharose column (GE Healthcare). An isocratic gradient from 25 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.5 to
25 mM HEPES 1M NaCl pH 7.5 buffer was employed, with a flow rate of 1.2 mL·min-1. Fractions containing the pure
enzyme (elution volume ~120 mL) were pooled and concentrated with an Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter unit with a 30
kDa cut-off (Merck Millipore). Kinetics analysis of the purified protein showed the same loss of activity as previously
observed for the protein purified by affinity chromatography.
3. Other sources of deactivation were investigated, including sonication during lysis and the use of protease inhibitor
cocktails. Additionally, we tested whether elimination of DNase/RNase from the lysis buffer, or addition of crude lysates
(to identify potentially beneficial additives) or bovine serum S22 albumin (to simulate crowded lysate conditions) to the
reaction mixtures, afforded a more active biocatalyst. Unfortunately, all methods failed. Reengineering attempts revealed
that I133G·V134P·F180P RA95.5-8, which lacks the M182D mutation, also suffered from the same loss in activity
following purification, leading to the hypothesis that the introduction of Pro180 at the end

-strand has irreversible,

deleterious effects on protein stability.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Circular dichroism analysis of RA95.5-8 and M-R.S, both purified by affinity chromatography, indicates significant folding
differences.

7.7.10. Chemical synthesis of Michael adducts
NC

O

+
O

NC

COOEt
Me

Me

COOEt

NaEtO / EtOH
O

O

Synthesis of ethyl 2-cyano-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoate (46)
In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask equipped with a condenser, (3E)-4-(4-methoxyphenyl)-3-buten-2-one (60.58 mg, 0.34
mmol, 1 eq.), ethyl 2-cyanopropanoate (86 µL, 0.69 mmol, 2 eq.), and sodium ethanoate (6.08 mg, 0.09 mmol, 0.26 eq.)
were dissolved in 10 mL of ethanol. The mixture was stirred at 50 ºC and changes were monitored by TLC (EtOAc/hexane
1:4). After 130 h reaction time, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, the crude neutralised with an aqueous
NaH2PO4 solution (5%, 100 mL) and the product extracted with EtOAc (3 x 60 mL). The combined organic fractions were
dried with sodium sulfate, filtered and concentrated in vacuo. The product was purified by flash chromatography
(EtOAc/hexane 1:4), providing partial separation of the two pairs of enantiomers. Pure fractions were pooled and
concentrated under vacuum to give a colorless oil (45.4 mg, 0.15 mmol, 44% overall isolated yield).
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(2R,3S)/(2S,3R)-46: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.24 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 6.81 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 3.96 (q, J = 7.1

Hz, 2H), 3.76 (s, 3H), 3.64 (dd, J = 10.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H), 3.17 (dd, J = 17.0, 10.0 Hz, 1H), 2.94 (dd, J = 17.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H), 2.06
(s, 3H), 1.64 (s, 3H), 1.02 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)

= 205.27, 168.34, 159.44, 130.11, 129.77,

119.47, 114.02, 62.72, 55.34, 49.66, 46.04, 45.04, 30.93, 22.67, 13.80. HRMS (EI, M+): calc.303.1465, found 303.1457.
(2R,3R)/(2S,3S)-46: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.28 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 6.86 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 4.27 (qd, J = 7.1,

1.7 Hz, 2H), 3.78 (s, 3H), 3.67 (dd, J = 9.8, 4.1 Hz, 1H), 3.19 (dd, J = 17.0, 9.9 Hz, 1H), 2.82 (dd, J = 17.0, 4.1 Hz, 1H),
2.04 (s, 3H), 1.39 1.28 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 204.90, 169.34, 159.53, 130.03, 129.16, 119.26, 114.26,
63.27, 55.35, 49.04, 46.38, 45.32, 30.63, 22.62, 14.12. HRMS (EI, M+): calc.303.1465, found 303.1460.

7.7.11. Crystallisation and X-ray analysis of (2R,3R)/(2S,3S)-46
Single crystals of a 1:1 mixture of (2R,3R)-46 and (2S,3S)-46 were grown in a sample of the racemic compound isolated as
an oil and kept at 4 ºC for months. A suitable crystal was selected and mounted on a Bruker Apex2 Duo (Mo) diffractometer.
The crystal was kept at 100 K during data collection. Using Olex2175, the structure was solved with the ShelXS structure
solution program using Direct Methods and refined with the XL176 refinement package using Least Squares misnimisation.

Supplementary Figure 3 Molecular structure of (2S,3S)-46, showing the atom-numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 50%
probability level for the non-hydrogen atoms.
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Supplementary Table 14 Crystal data and structure refinement for (2R,3R)/(2S,3S)-46.

Empirical formula

C17H21NO4

Formula weight

303.25

Temperature/K

100.0(1)

Crystal system

Triclinic

Space group

P-1

a/Å

9.0326(10)

b/Å

9.7453(11)

c/Å

10.5645(12)

/°

105.307(3)

/°

90.050(3)

/°

115.543(3)
3

Volume/Å

802.23(16)

Z

2

calcg/cm

3

1.256

/mm 1

0.089

F(000)

324.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.13 × 0.09 × 0.06

Radiation
4.032 to 61.128
Index ranges

-

-

-

Reflections collected

18668

Independent reflections

4891 [Rint = 0.0496, Rsigma = 0.0570]

Data/restraints/parameters

4891/0/203

Goodness-of-fit on F

2

1.024

Final R indexes [I>=2 (I)]

R1 = 0.0460, wR2 = 0.0989

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0825, wR2 = 0.1132

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.35/-0.22
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7.7.12. Enzymatic preparation of Michael adducts
NC

O

+
O

Me

COOEt

Me

COOEt

M-S.R

CN
O

O

Enzymatic synthesis of (2S,3R)-ethyl 2-cyano-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2-methyl-5-oxohexanoate [(2S,3R)-46] with MS.R (W8F·T53M·F180Y·K210Y RA95.5-8).
In a 200 mL Erlenmeyer flask, an acetonitrile solution (1.50 mL) containing 1a (0.75 mmol, 132.16 mg, final concentration
5.0 mM) and 2b (3.75 mmol, 467.90 µL, final concentration 25 mM) was prepared. A buffer solution (148.50 mL, 25 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing the enzyme (0.75 µmol M-Si.1, 5 µM final concentration) was added and the
mixture was incubated at 16 ºC 300 rpm in an orbital shaker. Reaction monitoring was as follows: aliquots (5 µL) were
removed, diluted with methanol (95 µL), and analysed by HPLC under the conditions described above. When the maximum
conversion was achieved (24h), the aqueous phase was saturated with NaCl and extracted with 4 x 30 mL EtOAc. The
organic fractions were combined, dried with sodium sulphate, and concentrated in vacuo. The crude product was purified
by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 1:4), providing partial separation of the two diastereomeric pairs of enantiomers.
Pure fractions of (2S,3R)-3b were pooled and concentrated under vacuum to give a colorless oil (106 mg, 0.35 mmol, 47%
isolated yield). NMR analysis was identical to the chemically prepared Michael adduct (2R,3S)/(2S,3R)-46. Only traces
(<2%) of other stereoisomers were detected by chiral HPLC analysis. [

24

D

= -43.2º (c = 0.78, CHCl3). HRMS (EI, M+):

calc.303.1465, found 303.1457.
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7.7.13. Chiral chromatographic analysis of 46
NC

O
+

COOEt

CN
COOEt

O

O
42

44

O
46

Supplementary Scheme 3 Chiral chromatographic analysis of the stereoisomers of the Michael adduct 46 obtained using the enzyme variants RA95.58, M-R.R, M-S.R, M-R.S, and M-S.S as catalysts. Peaks of the 46 stereoisomers were identified by comparison of their retention times and absorption
spectra with chemically prepared standards. Additional peaks indicate the presence of small amounts of extraction solvents and Michael substrates that
were not removed during sample preparation.
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7.8.
7.8.1.

Expansion of donor substrate scope
Spectrophotometric screening

Plate assays were performed, with some modifications, as described above. Transformed E. coli cells were plated on LB-1

kanamycin sulfate) at densities of ca. 200 colonies per plate. Round bottom 96-well multi-titer plates
-1

kanamycin sulfate, were inoculated with single colonies from the LB-

agar plates using sterile toothpicks. These pre-cultures were incubated at 37 °C and 750 r.p.m. overnight. Two mL 96-deep-1

kanamycin sulfate),

-

culture and incubated at 37 °C and 750 r.p.m. At around OD600 0.4 protein production was induced by addition of IPTG
(1 mM final concentration), and incubated for 5 h at 37 °C and 750 r.p.m. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and the

HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, DNase I (Roche), RNase A (AppliChem) and 1 mg mL-1 lysozyme. After incubation at room
temperature for

-well UV Microplate (Nunc).

The substrate, (±)-59 or (±)-60, was added and the progress of the enzymatic retroaldol reaction monitored at 350 nm in a
96-well plate reader (Varioskan, Thermo Scientific; M2 Spectramax, Molecular devices). The final concentration of aldol

than the parent enzyme were isolated from the pre-culture plates for further experiments.

7.8.2.

HPLC screening assay

Crude lysate preparations of the libraries to be screened were generated as described above. Small-scale analytical reactions
were set up in 96-well polypropylene plates (Nunc), for a tota
HEPES buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5), 3-phenylpropanal (1 mM final concentration) and the selected
aldol donors (0.2 mM final concentration). Once prepared, the plates were sealed with parafilm and placed in an orbital

the organic layer was
transferred to a 96-well polypropylene plate and sealed with a HPLC-compatible silicone lid. Chromatographic analysis
was carried out using the Dionex UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system. The column was supplied by Morvay Analytik GmbH
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Basel, with matrix Reprosil220 nm. HPLC solvents used were (A): ddH2O with 0.1% TFA (v/v) and (B): Acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA (v/v). Plates
were analysed using the gradient described in Supplementary Table 15. Variants that showed conversion of the starting
materials to aldol adducts were isolated from the pre-culture plates for further experiments.

Supplementary Table 15 HPLC method used for plate screening and individual
sample analysis

7.8.3.

Flow (mL min-1)

No.

Time (min)

1

0

% ACN

2

0.2

0.750

20.0

3

2.5

0.750

100.0

4

3.0

0.750

100.0

5

3.1

0.750

20.0

6

4.0

Start of Run

End of Run

Chiral analysis

Normal-phase HPLC analysis was performed either with 1) a Waters 717plus Autosampler (Waters Corporation) equipped
with two Waters 515 HPLC Pumps (Waters Corporation) and a Waters 996 Photodiode Array Detector (Waters
Corporation), or 2) a Jasco HPLC system equipped with a UV-2077 detector, PU-2080 Plus pump, and an AS-2055
Autosampler. Separations were performed using: a Chiralpak OJ-H (Chiral Technologies Europe) column (4.6 x 250 mm,
5µm) for 60, 65, 73, and 77; a Chiralpak IA column (4.6 x 250 mm, 5µm) for 63, 67, and 69; Reprosil 100 Chiral-NR (4.6
x 250 mm, 8µm) for 74; or a Chiralpak AS-H (4.6 x 250 mm, 5µm) column for 75. Optical rotations were measured with a
Jasco P-2000 polarimeter, using 3.5 x 100 mm cylindrical glass cells (Jasco).
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7.8.4.

Analytical scale reactions

Analytical scale reactions (200 µL total volume) were conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes incubated in a water bath
thermostated at 29 ºC. The aldehyde acceptors (0.5 µmol, 1 mM final concentration) and the selected donors (2.5 µmol, 0.3
M final concentration) were dissolved in acetonitrile (6.0 µL) and HEPES buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5),
and the enzyme solution (1 µM final concentration) was added. Conversions were measured at 3 h and 24 h reaction time.
Reaction monitoring was as follows: aliquots (5 µL) were withdrawn, diluted with methanol (95 µL) and analyzed by HPLC
under the conditions described above.

7.8.5.

Chemical preparation of aldol adducts for screening

The screening substrates were synthesised in analogy to List et al.122 Diisopropylamine (2.83 mL, 20 mmol, 2 eq) was dried
over alumina in a Pasteur pipette and transferred to a glass vial filled with argon. Diisopropylamine was dissolved in freshly
distilled THF (50 mL) in a round bottom flask, which was cooled to -78 °C in a mixture of acetone and dry ice. NButyllithium in hexane (16.4 mL of a 1.44 M solution, 20 mmol, 2 eq) was slowly added. For deprotonation of
diisopropylamine, the reaction mixture was warmed to room temperature for 10 min and recooled to -78 °C. The donor (20
mmol, 2 eq) was dried over molecular sieves, and the solution was stirred for 2 h before adding 6-methoxy-2-naphthaldehyde
(1.86 g, 10 mmol, 1 eq) dissolved in freshly distilled THF (5 mL). After 10 min at -78 °C, the reaction mixture was quenched
with saturated ammonium chloride solution (50 mL). The water phase was extracted twice with diethyl ether (50 mL). All
organic phases were combined, washed with brine (saturated sodium chloride), and dried over sodium sulfate. Aldols were
purified by flash chromatography, recrystalised and stored at -20 °C.

2-(Hydroxy(6-methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)methyl)cyclopentanone (59)
Purified by flash column chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 3:1). Isolated 2.33 g (8.6 mmol, 86%) of the desired compound as a
white solid. A 6:4 mixture of syn and anti isomers was obtained. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.83-7.67 (m, 3H), 7.42

(dd, J=8.7, 2 Hz, 1H), 7.23-7.04 (m, 2H), 5.43 (d, J=3.0 Hz, 0.6H, syn), 4.84 (d, J=9.2 Hz, 0.4H, anti), 3.93 (s, 3H), 2.56
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(m, 1H), 2.45 (m, 1H), 2.10 (m, 1H), 1.85 (m, 1H), 1.72 (m, 2H), 1.52 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 157.8,

157.7, 137.9, 136.6, 134.4, 133.9, 129.5, 129.4, 128.7, 128.6, 127.2, 127.0, 125.6, 124.7, 124.3, 124.1, 119.0, 119.0, 105.7,
75.4, 71.8, 56.1, 55.4, 55.3, 39.2, 38.8, 27.1, 22.9, 20.5, 20.4. ESI-QTOF-MS calculated for C17H18O3Na = 293.1154,
observed 293.1147.

2-(Hydroxy(6-methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)methyl)cyclohexanone (60)
Purified by flash column chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 3:1). Isolated 0.73 g (2.57 mmol, 26%) of the desired compound as
white crystals. A 2:7 mixture of syn and anti isomers was obtained. Five hundred mg of the diastereomeric mixture was
repurified by flash column chromatography to give 26 mg (0.09 mmol, 0.33%) syn-60, 138 mg (0.49 mmol, 7.18%) anti60, and 210 mg (0.73 mmol, 10.9%) as a mixture of syn and anti isomers.
syn-60: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.78-7.66 (m, 3H), 7.26 (dd, J=8.7, 2 Hz, 1H), 7.20-7.09 (m, 2H), 5.52 (s, 1H),

3.92 (s, 3H), 3.2 (brs, 1H), 2.69 (m, 1H), 2.51 (m, 1H), 2.42 (m, 1H), 2.10 (m, 1H), 1.9-1.6 (m, 3H), 1.45-1.61 (m, 1H). 13C
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 215.6, 157.8, 136.6, 129.4, 128.7, 126.7, 124.4, 124.4, 118.9, 105.7, 70.7, 57.12, 55.3, 42.7,

28.0, 26.1, 24.9. ESI-QTOF-MS calculated for C18H20O3Na3 307.1310, observed 307.1291.
anti-60: 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.79-7.64 (m, 3H), 7.44 (dd, J=8.7, 2 Hz, 1H), 7.20-7.08 (m, 2H), 4.93 (d, J=8.9

Hz, 1H), 3.93 (s, 3H), 2.74{2.63 (m, 1H), 2.56-2.50 (m, 1H), 2.50-2.40 (m, 1H), 2.06 (m, 1H), 1.74-1.72 (m, 2H), 1.59-1.56
(m, 2H), 1.32 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 215.6, 157.8, 136.0, 134.3, 129.4, 128.6, 127.1, 126.1, 125.2.

118.9, 105.7, 74.9, 57.4, 55.3, 42.7, 30.9, 27.8, 24.7. ESI-QTOF-MS calculated for C18H20O3Na3 307.1310, observed
307.1310
The data were in agreement with the published spectra of Tanka et al.177

7.8.6.

General procedure for the preparation of chemical standards

Chemical standards of aldol products were prepared when little literature precedent existed, or if chiral HPLC analysis
displayed retention times significantly different from those reported in literature. A dried round bottom flask was charged
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with 10 mmol lithium diisopropylamide (Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in 20 mL anhydrous THF. The solution was cooled to 78 °C in a mixture of acetone and dry ice. Ten mmol ketone was added dropwise and the reaction was stirred for 2 hours
at -78 °C. Subsequently, 5 mmol of the aldehyde was dissolved in 5 mL anhydrous THF and added slowly to the reaction
mixture. After 15 minutes the reaction was quenched by addition of 5 mL saturated ammonium chloride solution. The
aqueous phase was extracted twice with diethyl ether (50 mL). The organic layers were combined, dried over magnesium
sulfate, and solvent removed in vacuo. Crude reaction mixtures were purified using flash chromatography.

2-(1-Hydroxy-3-phenylpropyl)cyclohexan-1-one (65)
Reaction was performed using 0.75 mmol of aldehyde. Purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 2:5). Isolated 120
mg (0.51 mmol, 69%) of a pale-yellow oil. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.31 – 7.25 (m, 1H), 7.24 – 7.11 (m, 4H), 4.12
(dt, J = 9.8, 3.0 Hz, 0.2H), 3.75 (ddd, J = 8.9, 7.3, 3.5 Hz, 0.8H), 2.98 – 2.62 (m, 2H), 2.46 – 2.26 (m, 3H), 2.13 – 2.01 (m,
2H), 1.96 – 1.36 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 215.91, 142.47, 128.65, 128.49, 125.88, 71.06, 56.17, 43.03,

35.63, 31.71, 30.86, 27.92, 25.10. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 233.1536 [M+Na], observed 233.1534.

2-(Hydroxy(4-nitrophenyl)methyl)-4-methylcyclohexan-1-one (67)
Purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 1:4). Isolated 0.72 g (2.7 mmol, 54%) of a dark orange, sticky solid. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 8.34 – 8.16 (m, 2H), 7.58 – 7.47 (m, 2H), 4.94 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 3.95 (s, 1H), 2.85 – 2.69

(m, 1H), 2.56 (dddd, J = 14.6, 11.4, 6.1, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 2.49 – 2.33 (m, 1H), 2.20 – 2.05 (m, 1H), 2.03 – 1.91 (m, 1H), 1.81
(ddtd, J = 13.4, 6.0, 4.8, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 1.61 (ddd, J = 13.4, 11.6, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 1.40 – 1.30 (m, 1H), 1.07 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H).
13

C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 214.97, 148.38, 127.83, 127.01, 126.60, 123.68, 74.18, 69.80, 56.47, 56.12, 52.81, 38.15,

36.07, 32.89, 26.64, 21.10, 18.15., 21.22. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 286.1050 [M+Na], observed 286.1048.
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5-Hydroxy-7-phenylheptan-3-one (73)
Purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 1:3). Isolated 0.55 g (2.6 mmol, 53%) of a pale-yellow oil. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3

– 7.28 (m, 2H), 7.21 – 7.18 (m, 3H), 4.09 – 4.03 (tdd, J = 8.6, 4.2, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 2.85 – 2.67 (m, 2H),

2.59 – 2.52 (m, 2H), 2.44 (q, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.87 – 1.64 (m, 2H), 1.06 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3
= 213.01, 142.15, 128.72, 126.15, 67.20, 48.85, 38.34, 37.05, 32.04, 7.82. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 229.1199 [M+Na],
observed 229.1198.

1-Hydroxy-1-(6-methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)pentan-3-one (74)
Purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 1:4). Isolated 0.73 g (3.01 mmol, 60%) of a white solid. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.75 – 7.71 (m, 3H), 7.44 (dd, J=8.4, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.16 – 7.12 (m, 2H), 5.30 (m, 1H), 3.92 (s, 3H), 2.93

– 2.88 (m, 2H), 2.50 – 2.45 (q, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.08 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 212.2, 158.0,

138.2, 134.4, 129.7, 127.4, 124.5, 105.9, 70.4, 55.6, 50.9, 37.1, 7.81. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 281.1148 [M+Na], observed
281.1148.

6-Hydroxy-8-phenyloctan-4-one (77)
Purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hex 1:4). Isolated 0.68 g (3.1 mmol, 62%) of a pale-yellow oil. 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3

– 7.18 (m, 5H), 4.08 (tdt, J = 8.7, 4.1, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.22 (dd, J = 3.5, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 2.78 (dddd, J =

53.8, 13.8, 9.6, 6.2 Hz, 2H), 2.66 – 2.51 (m, 2H), 2.41 (dd, J = 7.6, 7.1 Hz, 2H), 1.85 (dddd, J = 13.9, 9.5, 8.6, 5.4 Hz, 1H),
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1.77 – 1.54 (m, 3H), 0.94 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3
66.89, 48.94, 45.54, 38.06, 31.78, 17.08, 13.68. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 243.1356 [M+Na], observed 243.1358.
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7.8.7.

Enzymatic preparation of aldol adducts

(2S)-2-((1’R)-Hydroxy(6-methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)methyl)cyclohexan-1-one ((2S,1’R)-60)
In a 1000 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (94.8 mL) containing cyclohexanone (5177 µL, 100 mM final
concentration) and 6-methoxynaphtaldehyde (186.21 mg, 2.0 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25
mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing F112I RA95.5-8F (0.5 µM final concentration) to a total volume of 500
mL, and the reaction mixture was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by
HPLC. After 24h, the reaction mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over
sodium sulfate. Solvent was removed under vacuum. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography
(EtOAc/hexane 1:3). A fraction of pure aldol adduct (18 mg, 6.4% isolated yield) was isolated and characterised. Because
the synthetic reaction is thermodynamically unfavorable, the maximum attainable conversion under these conditions would
have afforded 36 mg, assuming a similar equilibrium constant as that reported for the synthesis of methodol from acetone
and 6-methoxynaphthaldehyde.76 The syn product was not observable by 1H NMR. The isomeric mixture was analyzed by
chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak OJ-H column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 40:1; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1
minor)

(syn,

= 5.5 min, 1.0%; t(syn, major) = 8.2 min, 1.9%; t(2R,1’S) = 15.9 min, 1.6%; t(2S,1’R) = 25.2 min, 95.5%). The absolute

stereochemistry of the major product was assigned by analogy to the major enzymatic product (2S,1’R)-33, and comparison
of the optical rotation value to known compounds. We assume that the neighboring peak on the chromatogram at 15.9 min
is the enantiomer of the major reaction product, based on column behavior with similar compounds (see 33, 37). The syn
products were not assigned. Diastereomeric ratio (anti:syn) = 97:3. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,1’R)/(2R,1’S) = 97.1:2.9. [ ] =
+9.50° (c = 1.12, CHCl3).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.87 – 7.62 (m, 3H), 7.46 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.22 – 7.12 (m, 2H), 4.96 (dd, J = 8.9,

2.2 Hz, 1H), 4.05 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 3.95 (s, 3H), 2.73 (dddd, J = 12.9, 8.9, 5.5, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 2.53 (dddd, J = 13.7, 4.5, 3.0,
1.7 Hz, 1H), 2.41 (tdd, J = 13.7, 6.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 2.21 – 2.04 (m, 1H), 1.85 – 1.46 (m, 4H), 1.44 – 1.22 (m, 1H). 13C NMR
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(101 MHz, CDCl3)

= 215.65, 157.76, 136.06, 134.35, 129.47, 128.62, 127.13, 126.11, 125.23, 118.99, 105.68, 74.91,

57.46, 55.33, 42.73, 30.94, 27.82, 24.74. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 307.1305 [M+Na], observed 307.1303.

Supplementary Figure 4 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis of chemically prepared 60 Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (2S,1’R)60 using F112I as catalyst; t(syn,minor) 5.5 min, 1.0%; t(syn,major) 8.2 min, 1.9%; t(2R,1’S) 15.9 min, 1.5%; t(2S,1’R) 25.2 min, 95.5%.

(2S)-2-((1’R)-Hydroxy(4-nitrophenyl)methyl)cyclohexan-1-one ((2S,1’R)-63)
In a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (8.97 mL) containing cyclohexanone (1035 µL, 200 mM final
concentration) and 4-nitrobenzaldehyde (28.78 mg, 5.0 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing F112I RA95.5-8F (5.0 µM final concentration) to a total volume of 50 mL, and
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the reaction mixture was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC.
After 2h, complete conversion of the electrophile was achieved, and the reaction mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted
with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was removed under vacuum. The crude material was
purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 1:3). A fraction of pure aldol adducts (58 mg, 92% isolated yield) was
isolated and characterised. 1H and 13C NMR analyses are consistent with a 16:84 mixture of syn/anti stereoisomers. The
isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak IA column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 97:3; flow rate
1.0 mL min-1

(2S,1’S)

= 24.4 min, 1.9%; t(2R,1’R) = 30.2 min, 9.8%; t(2S,1’R) = 35.7 min, 88.2%; t(2R,1’S) = 45.0 min,

<0.1%). Absolute configuration was assigned as described by Li et. al.,178 who reported that the four possible stereoisomers
elute from an equivalent AD-H column (isocratic hexane/isopropanol 97:3; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1
retention times: t(2S,1’S) = 25.2 min, t(2R,1’R) = 31.2 min, t(2S,1’R) = 34.0 min, t(2R,1’S) = 45.2 min. Diastereomeric ratio (anti:syn)
= 83:17. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,1’R)/(2R,1’S) = >99:1. [ ]

= +23.31° (c = 0.84, CHCl3) for the major product isomer. For

comparison, [ ] has been reported to be +9.6° (c = 1.1, CHCl3) by Doherty et. al.179
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 8.22 (dd, J = 8.9, 2.3 Hz, 2H), 7.57 – 7.48 (m, 2H), 5.50 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, syn), 4.92 (dd, J =

8.4, 2.2 Hz, anti), 4.37 – 4.06 (m, 1H), 2.72 – 2.60 (m, 1H), 2.55 – 2.30 (m, 2H), 2.25 – 1.48 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3)

= 214.84, 148.36, 127.90, 123.57, 74.00, 57.17, 42.67, 30.76, 27.66, 24.68. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 272.0893

[M+Na], observed 272.0896.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (2S,1’R)-63 using F112I as catalyst; t(2S,1’S) = 24.4 min, 1.9%; t(2R,1’R) = 30.2
min, 9.8%; t(2S,1’R) = 35.7 min, 88.2%; t(2R,1’S) = 45.0 min, <0.1%.
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(2S)-2-((1’S)-1-Hydroxy-3-phenylpropyl)cyclohexan-1-one ((2S,1’S)-65)
General method: In a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (4.3 mL) containing cyclohexanone (223 µL, 100 mM
final concentration) and 3-phenylpropanal (28 µL, 10 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing the b
reaction was gently shaken at 29 °C 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker for 50 h. The reaction was quenched by addition of NaCl
and the aqueous phase was extracted with EtOAc (3 x 20 mL). The combined organic extracts were dried over MgSO4,
filtered and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude was purified by flash chromatography (Hex/EtOAc 5:1) to
yield 1c as a pale-yellow oil. The isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak OJmm, column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 40:1; flow rate 1 mLmin-1

(2S,1’S)-1c

= 16.3 min; t(2R,1’R)-1c = 20.2

min). Comparison of the 1H NMR spectra and optical rotation with values reported in literature shows that the major reaction
products are the anti-diastereomers.180,181 For comparison, [ ]

of (2S,1’S)-1c has been reported to be -14.5° (c = 1.68,

CHCl3) by Yanagisawa et. al.180 The absolute configuration of the hydroxyl group was also assigned by analogy to the
reactions catalysed by the parental enzyme. Product characterization for each of the three catalysts used - F112I, F112L and
F112V RA95.5-8F - are shown below.
F112I Yield 30 mg, 0.129 mmol, 60%. Diastereomeric ratio (syn:anti) = 31:69. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,1’S)/(2R,1’R) = 98:2.
[ ] = -11.92° (c = 0.73, CHCl3). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) 7.32 – 7.15 (m, 5H), 4.12 (dt, J = 9.8, 3.2 Hz, 0.4H, syn),
3.80 – 3.70 (m, 0.6H, anti), 2.93 – 2.81 (m, 1H), 2.79 – 2.59 (m, 1H), 2.47 – 2.26 (m, 3H), 2.15 – 2.03 (m, 2H), 1.96 – 1.36
(m, 6H). ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 255.1356 [M+Na], found 255.1357.
F112L Yield 29 mg, 0.124 mmol, 57%. Diastereomeric ratio (syn:anti) = 9:91. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,1’S)/(2R,1’R) =
92:8. [ ] = -10.07° (c = 1.80, CHCl3). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) 7.32 – 7.15 (m, 5H), 4.12 (dt, J = 9.8, 3.2 Hz, 0.3H,
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syn), 3.80 – 3.70 (m, 0.7H, anti), 2.93 – 2.81 (m, 1H), 2.79 – 2.59 (m, 1H), 2.47 – 2.26 (m, 3H), 2.15 – 2.03 (m, 2H), 1.96
– 1.36 (m, 6H). ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 255.1356 [M+Na], found 255.1357.
F112V Yield 26 mg, 0.112 mmol, 52%. Diastereomeric ratio (syn:anti) = 26:74. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,1’S)/(2R,1’R) =
96:4. [ ] = -5.50° (c = 1.26, CHCl3). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) 7.32 – 7.15 (m, 5H), 4.12 (dt, J = 9.8, 3.2 Hz, 0.4H,
syn), 3.80 – 3.70 (m, 0.6H, anti), 2.93 – 2.81 (m, 1H), 2.79 – 2.59 (m, 1H), 2.47 – 2.26 (m, 3H), 2.15 – 2.03 (m, 2H), 1.96
– 1.36 (m, 6H). ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 255.1356 [M+Na], found 255.1357.

Supplementary Figure 6 Chiral HPLC analysis of 65: chemically prepared standard (blue); enzymatic preparation using catalyst F112I (purple);
enzymatic preparation using catalyst F112L (red), enzymatic preparation using catalyst F112V (black). The anti isomers were assigned according to
the literature.180,181 The syn isomers were not further assigned; the unidentified peak at 26 min is an impurity that has a different UV spectrum than the
aldol products.
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(2S,4S)-2-((1’R)-Hydroxy(4-nitrophenyl)methyl)-4-methylcyclohexan-1-one) ((2S,4S,1’R)-67)
In a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (10.0 mL) containing 4-methylcyclohexanone (1227 µL, 200 mM final
concentration) and 4-nitrobenzaldehyde (28.78 mg, 5.0 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing F112V RA95.5-8F (2.5 µM final concentration) to a total volume of 50 mL,
and the reaction mixture was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC.
After 2h, complete conversion of the electrophile was achieved, and the reaction mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted
with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was removed under vacuum. The crude material was
purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 1:3). A fraction of pure aldol adducts (57 mg, 54% isolated yield) was
isolated and characterised. 1H and 13C NMR analyses are consistent with a 4:96 mixture of syn/anti stereoisomers. The
isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak IA column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 9:1; flow rate
1.0 mL min-1

(anti, major) =

23.0 min, 99.3%); t(anti, minor) = 29.0 min, 0.7%). This is a compound known to literature,

and the absolute configuration of the stereoisomers was assigned as previously described based on NMR and HPLC data,
noting that an IA column contains the same column material as a Chiralpak AD-H column found in some references, and
thus the order of elution of enantiomers will be the same.182,183 Diastereomeric ratio (anti:syn) = 96:4. Enantiomeric ratio
(2S,4S,1’R):(2R,4S,1’S) > 99:1. [ ] = +4.44 (c = 0.42, CHCl3).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3

– 8.12 (m, 2H), 7.59 – 7.45 (m, 2H), 5.50 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 0.04H, syn CHOH), 4.95 (dd,

J = 8.5, 3.2 Hz, 1H, anti CHOH), 3.92 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H), 2.83 – 2.73 (m, 1H), 2.63 – 2.53 (m, 1H), 2.42 (dt, J = 14.6, 5.0
Hz, 1H), 2.18 – 2.07 (m, 1H), 1.97 (ddt, J = 13.5, 11.4, 4.8 Hz, 1H), 1.83 (dddd, J = 13.4, 6.8, 3.6, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 1.69 – 1.56
(m, 2H), 1.34 (dddd, J = 13.5, 6.0, 4.3, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 1.09 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3
127.83, 123.69, 74.19, 52.81, 38.16, 36.07, 32.89, 26.64, 18.15. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 286.105 [M+Na], observed
286.105.
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Supplementary Figure 7 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis of chemically prepared 67. Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (2S,4S,1’R)67 using F112V as catalyst; t(anti, major) = 23.0 min, 99.3%; t(anti, minor) = 29.0 min, 0.7%.
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(2S,4S)-4-Ethyl-2-((1’R)-hydroxy(4-nitrophenyl)methyl)cyclohexan-1-one ((2S,4S,1’R)-69)
In a 100 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (10.0 mL) containing 4-ethylcyclohexanone (1410 µL, 200 mM final
concentration) and 4-nitrobenzaldehyde (37.78 mg, 5.0 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing F112V RA95.5-8F (2.5 µM final concentration) to a total volume of 50 mL,
and the reaction mixture was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC.
After 3h, complete conversion of the electrophile was achieved, and the reaction mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted
with CHCl3, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was removed under vacuum. The crude material was
purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 1:2). A fraction of pure aldol adducts (32 mg, 47% isolated yield) was
isolated and characterised. 1H and

13

C NMR analyses are consistent with exclusively anti products; the characteristic

signal184,185 for the syn CHOH group was not observed. The isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis
(Chiralpak IA column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 9:1; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1
t(anti, major) = 20.9 min, 99.3%). From the reference Luo et. al.,
(isocratic hexane/isopropanol 4:1; flow rate 0.8 mL min-1

186

nm; t(anti, minor) = 18.8 min, 0.7%;

compound 3 elutes from an equivalent AD-H column
(anti, minor)

= 14.5 min, t(anti, major)

= 15.1 min. Diastereomeric ratio (anti:syn) = >99:1. Enantiomeric ratio (2S,4S,1’R):(2R,4S,1’S) > 99:1. [ ] = -19.55° (c
= 1.95, CHCl3). For comparison, [ ]
1

of (2S,4S,1’R)-3 has been reported to be -22.1° (c = 0.5, CHCl3) by Luo et. al.186

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) 8.25 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (dd, J = 8.9, 0.5 Hz, 2H), 4.94 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H, anti), 3.94

(s, 1H, anti), 2.78 – 2.66 (m, 1H), 2.57 – 2.47 (m, 1H), 2.44 – 2.38 (m, 1H), 1.97 – 1.88 (m, 1H), 1.75 (ddd, J = 11.9, 7.6,
4.4 Hz, 1H), 1.57 – 1.35 (m, 4H), 0.83 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) = 215.1, 148.35, 127.85, 123.69,
74.20, 52.94, 38.40, 33.61 (d, J = 13.6 Hz), 30.49, 24.68, 12.04. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 300.1206 [M+Na], observed
300.1202.
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Supplementary Figure 8 Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (2S,4S,1’R)-69 using F1112V as catalyst; t(anti, minor) = 18.8 min, 0.7%; t(anti,
major) = 20.9 min, 99.3%.
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(S)-5-Hydroxy-7-phenylheptan-3-one ((S)-73)
In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (20.0 mL) containing butanone (895 µL, 100 mM final concentration) and
3-phenylpropanal (132.9 µL, 10 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5) containing I133F RA95.5-8F (1 µM final concentration) to a final volume of 100 mL. The reaction mixture was
incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC. After 48h, the reaction mixture
was saturated with NaCl, extracted with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was removed
under vacuum. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 5:2). A fraction of pure aldol
adducts (19 mg, 61% isolated yield) was isolated and characterised. Residual starting material and the

-unsaturated

dehydration product accounted for the remaining mass balance. An enantiomeric ratio of 95:5 (S/R) was determined by
chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak OD-H column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 40:1; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1
4c

(S)-

= 28.3 min; t(R)-4c= 32.5 min). Absolute stereochemistry was assigned by optical rotation — [ ] = +10.35° (c = 0.58,

CHCl3) — in analogy with the aldol product obtained from the RA95.5-8F-catalysed addition of acetone to 3phenylpropanal, i.e. [ ] = +16.3° (c = 1.37, CHCl3).76
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.33-7.19 (m, 5H), 4.08 (m, 1H), 2.88-2.81 (m, 2H), 2.75-2.68 (m, 2H), 2.66-2.53 (m, 2H),

2.49-2.44 (dd, J = 14.70, 7.29 Hz, 2H), 1.08 (t, J = 7.32 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)

= 212.7, 141.86, 128.47

(2C), 128.41 (2C), 125.86, 66.93, 48.58, 38.07, 36.78, 31.77, 7.55. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 229.1199 [M+Na], observed
229.1200.
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Supplementary Figure 9 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis chemically prepared 73. Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (S)-73 using
I133F as catalyst; t(S)-4c = 28.3 min, 95%; t(R)-4c = 32.5 min, 5%.
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O
+

O

RA95.5-8F
I133F

O

OH O

O

(R)-1-Hydroxy-1-(6-methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)pentan-3-one ((R)-74)
In a 1000 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (94.8 mL) containing butanone (4479 µL, 100 mM final concentration)
and 6-methoxynaphtaldehyde (186.21 mg, 2.0 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM HEPES,
100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing I133F RA95.5-8F (0.5 µM final concentration) to a final volume of 500 mL, and the
reaction mixture was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC. After
24h, the reaction mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted with EtOAc, and the organic ph0 ase dried over sodium sulfate.
Solvent was removed under vacuum. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/Hexane 1:3). A
fraction of pure aldol adduct (15 mg, 6% isolated yield) was isolated and characterised. An enantiomeric ratio of 98.4:1.6
(R/S) was determined using chiral HPLC (Reprosil 100 Chiral-NR (8µm, 250 x 4.6 mm) column, eluent isocratic
hexane/EtOAc 3:1; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1

(S)-3a

= 6.9 min; t(R)-3a = 9.4 min). Absolute stereochemistry was

assigned by analogy to the elution profiles of (S)- and (R)-methodol on the same chiral column76 and the optical rotation of
the isolated product: [ ] = +32.59° (c = 0.42, CHCl3). For comparison, the optical rotation of (R)-methodol is [ ] =
+56.5° (c = 1.47, CHCl3).76
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 7.83 – 7.66 (m, 3H), 7.46 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.21 – 7.12 (m, 2H), 5.33 (dd, J = 8.8,

3.6 Hz, 1H), 3.95 (s, 3H), 2.97 (dd, J = 17.4, 8.8 Hz, 1H), 2.95 – 2.85 (m, 1H), 2.58 – 2.46 (m, 2H), 1.11 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H).
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)

= 211.95, 157.75, 137.97, 134.11, 129.47, 128.76, 127.19, 124.32, 124.27, 119.05, 105.68,

70.14, 55.32, 50.69, 36.93, 7.55. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 281.1148 [M+Na], observed 281.1149.
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Supplementary Figure 10 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis chemically prepared 74. Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (R)-74 using
I133F as catalyst; t(S)-4a = 6.9 min, 1.6%; t(R)-4a = 9.4 min, 98.4%.
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O
+

O

O2N

RA95.5-8F
I133F

OH O

O2N

(R)-1-Hydroxy-1-(4-nitrophenyl)pentan-3-one ((R)-75)
In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (10.0 mL) containing butanone (894 µL, 100 mM final concentration) and
4-nitrobenzaldehyde (20.0 mg, 1 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5) containing I133F RA95.5-8F (4 µM final concentration), to a final volume of 100 mL. The reaction mixture was
incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC. After 48h, the reaction
mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was
removed under vacuum. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 5:2). A fraction of pure
aldol adducts (19 mg, 61% yield) was isolated and characterised. An enantiomeric ratio of 98:2 (R/S) was determined by
chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak AS-H column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 4:1; flow rate 0.5 mL min-1
3b

(R)-

= 63.3 min; t(S)-3b = 93.6 min). We assigned the absolute configuration of the products based on the report that the

enantiomeric alcohols separate on an equivalent AD-H column (isocratic hexane/isopropanol 19:1; flow rate 0.7 mL min-1;
(R)-3b

= 66.2 min and t(S)-3b = 143.3 min.187,188 The optical rotation of the major isomer

confirmed this assignment: [ ] = +48.90° (c = 1.30, CHCl3). For comparison, [ ]
to be +51.4° (c = 0.45, CHCl3) by Banerjee et al.
1

for the (R) isomer has been reported

188

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) = 8.29 – 8.12 (m, 2H), 7.60-7.49 (m, 2H), 5.27 (dd, J = 7.9, 4.3 Hz, 1H), 3.68 (s, 1H), 2.85-

2.79 (m, 2H), 2.48 (qd, J = 7.3, 1.3 Hz, 2H), 1.08 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 211.36, 150.12,

147.34, 126.42, 123.78, 69.08, 50.24, 36.84, 7.48. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 246.0737 [M+Na], observed 246.0742.
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Supplementary Figure 11 Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (R)-75 using I133F as catalyst; t(R)-4b = 63.0 min, 98%; t(S)-4b = 93.6 min,
2%.
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(S)-6-Hydroxy-8-phenyloctan-4-one ((S)-77)
In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (20.0 mL) containing 2-pentanone (1064 µL, 100 mM final concentration)
and 3-phenylpropanal (132.9 µL, 10 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5) containing I133F RA95.5-8F (1 µM final concentration) to a final volume of 100 mL. The reaction mixture
was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC. After 48h, the reaction
mixture was saturated with NaCl, extracted with EtOAc, and the organic phase dried over sodium sulfate. Solvent was
removed under vacuum. The crude material was purified by flash chromatography (EtOAc/hexane 3:2). A fraction of pure
aldol adducts (29 mg, 66% yield) was isolated and characterised. An enantiomeric ratio of 88:12 (S/R) was determined by
chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak OJ-H column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 40:1; flow rate 1.0 mL min-1
4c

(S)-

= 22.4 min; t(R)-4c= 26.5 min). Absolute stereochemistry was assigned by optical rotation and analogy to similar reactions

catalysed by the parent enzyme in this paper. [ ] = +5.53° (c = 1.36, CHCl3).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)

= 7.36 – 7.09 (m, 5H), 4.12 – 4.04 (m, 1H), 2.93 – 2.66 (m, 2H), 2.66 – 2.51 (m, 2H), 2.41

(t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.85 (dddd, J = 13.9, 9.5, 8.6, 5.4 Hz, 1H), 1.76 – 1.56 (m, 3H), 0.94 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (101
MHz, CDCl3)

= 212.41, 141.89, 128.48, 128.42, 125.87, 66.89, 48.93, 45.53, 38.06, 31.77, 17.08, 13.68. ESI-MS (m/z)

calculated 229.1199 [M+Na], observed 229.1200.
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Supplementary Figure 12 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis of chemically prepared 77. Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (S)-77
using I133F as catalyst, t(S)-5c = 22.4 min, 88.5%; t(R)-5c = 26.5 min, 11.5%.
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(S)-3-Hydroxy-1-phenylnonan-5-one ((S)-79)
In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, a DMSO solution (20.0 mL) containing 2-hexanone (1235 µL, 100 mM final concentration)
and 3-phenylpropanal (132.9 µL, 10 mM final concentration) was mixed with buffer solution (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5) containing I133F RA95.5-8F (1 µM final concentration), to a final volume of 100 mL. The reaction mixture
was incubated at 29 ºC 300 r.p.m. in an orbital shaker. Reaction progress was monitored by HPLC. After 48h, precipitation
was visible within the flask, indicating denaturation of the enzyme. No product was observed by HPLC or 1H NMR analysis
after CDCl3 extraction of the reaction mixture.
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7.8.8.

Kinetics studies

Steady-state kinetic analysis. Kinetic characterizations with (2S,1’R)-60 and (R)-74 as substrates were performed by
UV/Vis analysis at 29 °C in assay buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing 2.7% acetonitrile. Formation
-1

of 6-methoxy-2-

cm-1). Data were fit to the

Michaelis-Menten equation.

6

RA95.5-8F

4

F112I
F112L
F112V
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I133F
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Concentration (2S,1’R)-60 [µM]
Supplementary Figure 13 Determination of steady-state parameters for the aldol cleavage of (2S,1’R)-60 catalysed by RA95.5-8F (blue circles) and
the F112I (green squares), F112L (black triangles), F112V (grey triangles), and I133F (purple diamonds) variants.
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Supplementary Figure 14 Determination of steady-state parameters for the aldol cleavage of (R)-74 catalysed by RA95.5-8F (blue squares) and the
F112I (green triangles) and I133F (purple circles) variants.
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7.8.9.

Deuteration studies

Cyclohexanone
Cyclohexanone (0.052 mL, 0.502 mmol, 61) was mixed with deuterated HEPES buffer (5 mL, 25 mM HEPES 0.1 M NaCl
pH 7.5, lyophilised and reconstituted with D2O). The enzyme (F112L/V/I RA95.5reaction

3
4,

(800

1

centrifuged, and the cleared extract transferred into an NMR tube. H NMR

spectra were recorded at each time point and the decrease in the area of the alpha protons was determined by integration.
The optical rotation of a sample obtained from the reaction with the F112V variant after 5h, when one proton had been
exchanged, was determined by removing CDCl3 under a gentle flow of N2
Assuming the mass of sample was 10% of the starting cyclohexanone mass, we obtained an [ ]
CDCl3), in excellent agreement with the published value [ ]

3.

value of +2.2° (c = 0.41,

= +2.5.127

4-Ethylcyclohexanone
4-Ethylcyclohexanone (0.017 mL, 0.123 mmol, 66) was mixed with deuterated HEPES buffer (5 mL, 25 mM HEPES 0.1
M NaCl, lyophilised and reconstituted with D2O). The enzyme (F112V RA95.53

layer was dried over MgSO4, centrifuged, and the cleared extract transferred into an NMR tube. 1H NMR spectra were
recorded at each time point and the decrease in the area of the alpha protons was determined by integration. The optical
rotation of the 24h sample, when one proton had exchanged, was: [ ] = +2.36° (c = 0.72, CDCl3).
2-Butanone
2-Butanone (0.045 mL, 0.503 mmol, 72) was mixed with deuterated HEPES buffer (5 mL, 25 mM HEPES 0.1 M NaCl pH
7.5, lyophilised and reconstituted with D2O). The enzyme (I133F RA95.5-

ded and the reaction was
3

layer was dried over MgSO4, centrifuged, and the cleared extract transferred into an NMR tube. 1H NMR spectra were
recorded at each time point and the decrease in the area of the alpha protons was determined by integration.
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Supplementary Figure 15 Enzyme-catalysed H/D exchange of cyclohexanone monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of deuteration was
monitored by calculating the ratio between interval areas I1 (decreasing) and I2 (constant). The highlighted blue integral area shows the splitting due to
incorporated deuterium atoms at the alpha position. The deuteration experiments were carried out in deuterated buffer with 100 mM cyclohexanone
with varying enzymes. Top left deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F Top right deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F F112L Bottom left
deuteration catalysed by RA95.5-8F F112L 10
Bottom right deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F F112I
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Supplementary Figure 16 Enzyme-catalysed H/D exchange of cyclohexanone monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of deuteration was
monitored by calculating the ratio between interval areas I1 (decreasing) and I2 (constant). The highlighted blue integral area shows the splitting due
to incorporated deuterium atoms at the alpha position. The deuteration experiments were carried out in deuterated buffer with 100 mM
cyclohexanone and
RA95.5-8F F112V.

Supplementary Figure 17 Enzyme-catalysed H/D exchange of 4-methylcyclohexanone monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of deuteration
was monitored by calculating the ratio between interval areas I1 (decreasing) and I2 (constant). The highlighted blue integral area shows the splitting
due to incorporated deuterium atoms at the alpha position. The deuteration experiments were carried out in deuterated buffer with 100 mM 4methylcyclohexanone with varying enzymes. Left deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F F112V Right deuteration catalysed by 0.
RA95.58F F112V
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Supplementary Figure 18 Enzyme-catalysed H/D exchange of 4-ethylcyclohexanone monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of deuteration
was monitored by calculating the ratio between interval areas I1 (decreasing) and I2 (constant). The highlighted blue integral area shows the splitting
due to incorporated deuterium atoms at the alpha position. The deuteration experiments were carried out in deuterated buffer with 100 mM 4ethylcyclohexanone and
RA95.5-8F F112V.

Supplementary Figure 19 Enzyme-catalysed H/D exchange of 2-butanone monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The rate of deuteration was monitored
by calculating the ratio between interval areas I1 (decreasing) and I2 (constant). The highlighted blue integral area shows the splitting due to incorporated
deuterium atoms at the alpha position. The deuteration experiments were carried out in deuterated buffer with 100 mM 2-butanone with varying
enzymes. Left deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F Right deuteration catalysed by
RA95.5-8F I133F.
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7.8.10. Crystallisation of RA95.5-8F variants
F112L
F112L RA95.5-8F was crystallised via sitting drop vapor diffusion at 20 °C using 100 nL of protein solution (20 mg/mL)
and 100 nL of mother liquor (0.1 M BIS-TRIS pH 6.14, 200 mM NaCl, 22.91% (w/v) PEG3350). The crystals were
cryoprotected with mother liquor containing 25% (v/v) PEG400 and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were
collected at 100 K using a wavelength of 1.00 Å with the X06SA-PXI bean line at the SLS (Paul Scherer Institute, Villigen,
Switzerland) and processed with XDS.189 The initial phase of F112L RA95.5-8F was determined by molecular replacement,
using the structure of RA95.5.5-8F (PDB: 5AN7) with Phaser in PHENIX software suite.190 The initial phase was calculated
with AutoBuild in PHENIX.191 The structure was modified manually with COOT192 and refined with phenix.refine.193 For
detailed statistics see Table S6. The structure was deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession code 6TFA.
I133F
Attempts to crystallise this protein variant with a mechanistically relevant diketone inhibitor, as described for the parental
enzyme RA95.5-8F,76 were unsuccessful. However, I133F RA95.5-8F was crystallised with pentanone via sitting drop
vapor diffusion at 20 °C using 100 nL of protein solution (15 mg/mL protein supplemented with 100 mM 2-pentanone) and
100 nL of the mother liquor (0.2 M NH4Cl, 20% (w/v) PEG3350). The crystals were cryoprotected with mother liquor
containing 20% (v/v) glycerol and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction data were collected at 100 K using a
wavelength of 1.00 Å at the Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland) X06SA PX beamline. The
diffraction data set was processed with XDS.189 The initial phase of I133F RA95.5-8F was determined by molecular
replacement by using RA95.5-8F structure (PDB: 5AN7) with Phaser in PHENIX software suite.190 The initial phase was
calculated with AutoBuild in PHENIX.191 The structure was modified manually with COOT192 and refined with
phenix.refine.193 For detailed statistics see Supplementary Table 18. The structure was deposited in the Protein Data Bank
with accession code 6TF8.
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Supplementary Table 18 Crystallisation data and refinement statistics for the RA95.5-8F F112L and RA95.5-8F I133F variants

F112L

I133F

19 (P212121)

19 (P212121)

75.1, 101.9, 120.5
90.0, 90.0, 90.0
46.92 – 2.16 (2.24 – 2.16)
17.7 (165.5)
5.7 (1.0)
99.5 (97.8)
6.0 (5.4)

75.9, 102.3, 121.1
90.0, 90.0, 90.0
47.3 – 1.9 (1.94 – 1.90)
9.6 (43.3)
13.1 (3.2)
99.2 (92.4)
6.5 (4.6)

47.0 – 2.16
49820
22.9 / 27.9

47.3 – 1.90
73792
20.2 / 24.7

8123
146

7916
25
469

46.4
43.1

24.6
21.6
29.0

0.003
0.580

0.004
0.596

Data collection
Space group
Cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å)
(°)
Resolution (
Rmerge
Mean I I
Completeness (%)
Redundancy
Refinement
Resolution (
No. reflections
Rwork / Rfree
No. atoms
Protein
Ligand / ion
Water
B-factors
Protein
Ligand / ion
Water
R.M.S. deviations
Bond lengths (
Bond angles (°)

Values in parenthesis are for the highest-resolution shell
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7.9.

Biocatalytic synthesis of chiral tertiary alcohols

7.9.1.

Analytical scale reactions

Analytical scale reactions (1000 µL total volume) were conducted in 1.5 mL centrifuge tubes incubated in a water bath
thermostated at 29 ºC. The ketoester acceptor ethyl-2-oxo-4-phenylbutyrate (90, 4 µmol, 4 mM final concentration) was
dissolved in acetone (2 mmol, 2 M final concentration) and phosphate buffered saline (850 µL, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM
KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, pH 6.5-7.6) was added. Enzyme was added to a final concentration of 1 – 10 µM. Conversions were
measured at 3 h and 16 h reaction time by LC-MS analysis.

7.9.2.

LC-MS sample preparation and methods

at 20,000 xg for

cap.0.2-

were injected in the LC-MS. For LC-

organic phase were evaporated at 40°C in
or methanol were added and the solution centrifuged at 20,000 xg for five

minutes. Liquid chromatography-Mass spectrometry analysis was conducted on a Waters Acquity UPLC H-class equipped
with a PDA detector and a Waters SQ-Detector 2. All separations were conducted using Fischer-Scientific optima LC-MS
Water and acetonitrile to which 0.1% (v/v) formic acid was added. Runs were conducted at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 at
40°C. The initial solvent composition was set to 95% water and 5% acetonitrile for 0.2 minutes. The solvent composition
was varied gradually up to 20% water and 80% acetonitrile over 1.3 minutes and then to 100% acetonitrile in a further 1.8
minutes.

7.9.3.

Chiral analysis

Chiral high-performance liquid chromatography was performed using either 1) JASCO AS2055 Plus autosampler, a JASCO
PU-1580 pump an LC-Spiderling Series II column selector, a Chiralcel ODa JASCO UV-2077 Plus UV-Vis detector 2) Waters 717plus Autosampler (Waters Corporation) equipped with two Waters
515 HPLC Pumps (Waters Corporation), a Waters 996 Photodiode Array Detector (Waters Corporation) and a Chiralcel
OD-H column (

.
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7.9.4.

Chemical synthesis
O
COOEt

Ethyl 4-phenyl-2-oxobut-3-enoate (96)194
Pyruvic acid (3.9 mL, 56.8 mmol, 1 eq.) was dissolved in methanol (28.8 mL, 2 M) and added to a 250 mL round bottom
flask. Potassium hydroxide (5.89 g, 105.0 mmol, 1.85 eq.) was dissolved in methanol (28.4 mL, 3.7 M) and added dropwise
with a dropping funnel to the round bottom flask cooled to 0°C. Benzaldehyde (6.4 mL, 62.5 mmoL, 1.1 eq.) was mixed
with methanol (62.4 mL, 1 M) and added dropwise to the reaction at 0°C. The reaction was stirred for 15 minutes at 0°C
and overnight at room temperature. The yellow precipitate was filtered and washed once with methanol at 0°C and twice
with diethyl ether to give potassium 2-oxo-4-phenylbut-3-enoate which was directly reacted to the corresponding ethyl
ester. Acetyl chloride (11.1 mL, 156.12 mmol, 11.15 eq.) was added to a 250 mL round bottom flask containing 90 mL
ethanol at 0°C. Potassium 2-oxo-4-phenylbut-3-enoate (3 g, 14.0 mmol, 1 eq.) was added and the reaction was stirred for
30 minutes at 0°C and 2 h at room temperature. The reaction was refluxed at 94°C overnight to give a yellow liquid and a
white precipitate. The liquid was filtered and evaporated in vacuo. Water was added to the product which was extracted
twice with dichloromethane and concentrated in vacuo. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 7.89 (dd, 1H), 7.66 (m, 2H), 7.44 (m,
4H), 4.42 (q, 2H), 1.44 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 183.18, 162.44, 148.89, 134.17, 132.06, 129.12, 129.08,
120.54, 62.59, 14.10. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 205.0859 [M+H], observed 205.0858.
O
COOEt
Cl

Ethyl 4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-oxobut-3-enoate (98)195
Pyruvic acid (2.4 mL, 34.1 mmol, 1 eq.) was dissolved in methanol (37 mL, 2 M) and added to a 250 mL round bottom
flask. Potassium hydroxide (3.54 g, 63.0 mmol, 1.85 eq.) was dissolved in methanol (17 mL, 3.7 M) and added dropwise
with a dropping funnel to the round bottom flask cooled to 0°C. 4-chlorobenzaldehyde (5.27 g, 35.5 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was
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mixed with methanol (37 mL, 0.96 M) and added dropwise to the reaction at 0°C. The reaction was stirred for 15 minutes
at 0°C and overnight at room temperature. The yellow precipitate was filtered and washed once with methanol at 0°C and
twice with diethyl ether to give potassium 4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-oxobut-3-enoate which was directly reacted to the
corresponding ethyl ester. Acetyl chloride (12.8 mL, 179.3 mmol, 11.15 eq.) was added to a 250 mL round bottom flask
containing 90 mL ethanol at 0°C. Potassium 2-oxo-4-phenylbut-3-enoate (4 g, 16.1 mmol, 1 eq.) was added and the reaction
was stirred for 30 minutes at 0°C and 2 h at room temperature. The reaction was refluxed at 94°C overnight to give a yellow
liquid and a white precipitate. The liquid was filtered and evaporated in vacuo. Water was added to the product which was
extracted twice with dichloromethane and concentrated in vacuo. The resulting yellow solid was dissolved in a minimal
amount of chloroform and purified by column chromatography in a 7:3 hexane to ethyl acetate mixture. 1H NMR (CDCl3,
400 MHz): 7.84 (d, 1H), 7.59 (d, 2H), 7.43 (d, 2H), 7.43 (d, 2H), 7.37 (d, 1H), 4.42 (q, 2H), 1.44 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3,
100 MHz): 182.58, 162.06, 148.51, 137.70, 132.54, 130.16, 129.45, 127.89, 120.93, 62.64, 14.08. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated
239.0469 [M+H], observed 239.0468.

O
COOEt

Ethyl 2-oxohex-5-enoate (100)
Magnesium turnings (2.24 g, 93.3 mmol) were stirred in a round bottom flask under nitrogen atmosphere overnight. 4Bromo-1-butene (4.06 mL, 40.0 mmol, 1.25 eq.) in 52 mL anhydrous tetrahydrofuran was added dropwise to the magnesium
turnings via a canula and stirred for 2 hours. The Grignard solution was transferred via canula to a round bottom flask
containing diethyl oxalate (4.35 mL, 32 mmol, 1 eq.) in 32.4 mL anhydrous tetrahydrofuran and 64.6 mL anhydrous diethyl
ether at -78°C. The mixture was stirred for 5 hours at -78°C. The reaction was quenched by addition of 40 mL saturated
ammonium chloride and warmed to room temperature. 20 mL ethyl acetate were added. The mixture was filtered and
separated in a separatory funnel. The aqueous phase was extracted twice with ethyl acetate and the combined organic phases
concentrated in vacuo. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 5.78 (ddt, 1H), 5.00 (m, 2H), 4.29 (q, 2H), 2.92 (t, 2H), 2.35 (m, 2H),
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1.33 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 193.76, 160.96, 136.09, 116.87, 62.38, 38.36, 26.88, 13.94. ESI-MS (m/z)
calculated 157.0859 [M+H], observed 157.0858.

EtOOC OH O

Ethyl 2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-phenethylpentanoate (95)
Lithium diisopropylamide in 2 M THF (1.4 mL, 2.8 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to a round bottom flask containing THF (8
mL) under inert atmosphere at -78°C. Acetone (200 L, 2.72 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added dropwise to the solution which was
then stirred for 30 minutes. Ethyl-2-oxo-4-phenylbutyrate (0.5 g, 2.42 mmol, 1 eq.) was added dropwise and the reaction
was stirred for one hour. The reaction was warmed to room temperature, quenched with saturated ammonium chloride and
diluted with ethyl acetate. The phases were separated, and the aqueous phase was extracted twice with ethyl acetate. The
combined organic phases were concentrated in vacuo. The product was purified by flash-chromatography in a 6:2 mixture
of hexane to ethyl acetate but minor impurities persisted. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 7.29 (t, 2H), 7.19 (m, 3H), 4.25 (q,
2H), 3.09 (d, 1H), 2.51 (d, 1H), 2.81 (ddd, 1H), 2.51 (ddd, 1H), 2.19 (s, 3H), 1.98 (m, 2H), 1.32 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3,
100 MHz): 207.28, 175.13, 141.28, 128.47, 128.39, 126.04, 74.79, 61.95, 51.72, 41.06, 30.79, 29.42, 14.22. ESI-MS (m/z)
calculated 287.1254 [M+Na], 287.1250.

EtOOC

OH O

Ethyl (E)-2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-styrylpentanoate (97)
DL-proline (28.2 mg, 0.25 mmol, 0.1 eq.), 4-phenyl-2-oxobut-3-enoate (500 mg, 2.45 mmol, 1 eq.) acetone (9.1 mL, 122
mmol, 50 eq.) and water (15 L,0.83 mmol, 0.34 eq.) were added to a round-bottom flask equipped with a stirrer. The
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mixture was sonicated for one minute and stirred for one day. After one day water (150 L, 8.3 mmol, 3.4 eq.) was added
to the mixture which was sonicated for one minute and stirred for further 3 days. Acetone was evaporated in vacuo to
approximately one quarter of the initial volume. The mixture was diluted with ethyl acetate and washed with water. The
aqueous phase was extracted twice with ethyl acetate and concentrated in vacuo. The product was deemed not to require
further purification. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 7.40 (m, 2H),7.34 (m, 2H), 7.29 (m, 1H), 6.88 (d,1H), 6.19 (d, 1H), 4.29
(dq, 2H), 3.28 (d, 1H), 2.95 (dd, 1H), 2.22 (s, 3H), 1.32 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 206.76, 173.77, 134.52,
136.02, 130.71, 128.96, 128.64, 127.07, 126.76, 75.23, 62.40, 51.76, 30.73, 14.11. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 285.1097
[M+Na], observed 285.1093.
EtOOC OH O

Cl

Ethyl (E)-2-(4-chlorostyryl)-2-hydroxy-4-oxopentanoate (99)
DL-proline (24.1 mg, 0.21 mmol, 0.1 eq.), ethyl 4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-oxobut-3-enoate (500 mg, 2.09 mmol, 1 eq.) acetone
(7.8 mL, 105 mmol, 50 eq.) and water (15 L,0.83 mmol, 0.4 eq.) were added to a round-bottom flask equipped with a
stirrer. The mixture was sonicated for one minute and stirred for one day. After one day water (150 L, 8.3 mmol, 4.0 eq.)
was added to the mixture which was sonicated for one minute and stirred for further 3 days. Acetone was evaporated in
vacuo to approximately one quarter of the initial volume. The mixture was diluted with ethyl acetate and washed with water.
The aqueous phase was extracted twice with ethyl acetate and concetrated in vacuo. The product was deemed not to require
further purification. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400MHz): 7.31 (m, 4H), 6.84 (d, 1H), 6.16 (d, 1H), 4.29 (dq, 2H), 3.27 (d, 1H), 2.93
(d, 1H), 2.21 (s, 3H), 1.32 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz):206.69, 173.61, 134.52, 133.73, 129.56, 129.00, 128.80,
127.97, 75.18, 62.48, 51.72, 30.72, 14.10. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 319.0708 [M+Na], observed 319.0703.

EtOOC OH O

Ethyl 2-hydroxy-2-(2-oxopropyl)hex-5-enoate (101)
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Lithium diisopropylamide 2 M in THF (0.9 mL, 1.8 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added to a round bottom flask containing THF (6
mL) under inert atmosphere at -78°C. Acetone (130 L, 1.8 mmol, 1.1 eq.) was added dropwise to the solution which was
then stirred for 30 minutes. Ethyl 2-oxohex-5-enoate (250 mg, 1.6 mmol, 1 eq.) was added dropwise and the reaction was
stirred for one hour at -78°C. The solution was warmed to room temperature, quenched with saturated ammonium chloride
and diluted with ethyl acetate. The phases were separated, and the aqueous phase was extracted twice with ethyl acetate.
The combined organic phases were concentrated in vacuo. The product was purified by flash-chromatography in a 7:3
mixture of hexane to ethyl acetate. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 5.79 (m, 1H), 5.00 (m, 2H), 4.26 (q, 2H), 3.07 (d, 1H),
2.87 (d, 1H), 2.22 (m, 1H), 2.18 (s, 2H), 1.97 (m, 1H), 1.75 (q, 2H), 1.31 (t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 207.32,
175.15, 137.56, 115.07, 74.75, 61.87, 51.70, 38.37, 30.76, 27.34, 14.16. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 237.1097 [M+Na],
observed 237.1094.

7.9.5.

Enzymatic synthesis
EtOOC OH O
(S)

ethyl (S)-2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-phenethylpentanoate ((S)-95)
Ethyl-2-oxo-4solution hexane (10 mL) was added. Phosphate buffered saline at pH 6.8 (6.65 mL) was poured into an Erlenmeyer flask.
RA95.5-8F F112L (4 nmol) was added to this flask from a concentrated stock in HEPES to a final concentration in the

and the reaction was stirred overnight. The reaction was worked-up by filtering the precipitated enzyme, separating the two
phases and extracting twice with ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were concentrated in vacuo. The residual liquid
was purified by flash chromatography with a 7:3 mixture of hexane to ethyl acetate. The product was obtained as a yellow
liquid (65 mg, 60% yield). The isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak IA column, isocratic
hexane/isopropanol 9:1; flow rate 0.6 mL min-1

10 nm; t(R) = 15.7 min, < 0.1%; t(S) = 34.5 min, >99.9%). Absolute

configuration was assigned and described by Jiang et al.196 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 7.29 (m, 2H), 7.19 (m, 3H), 4.25
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(q, 2H), 3.09 (d, 1H), 2.90 (d, 1H), 2.80 (ddd, 1H), 2.51 (ddd, 1H), 2.19 (s, 3H), 1.97 (m, 2H), 1.13 (t, 3H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3, 100 MHz): 207.28, 175.13, 141.28, 128.47, 128.39, 126.04, 74.80, 61.94, 51.72, 41.06, 30.78, 29.42, 14.22. ESIMS (m/z) calculated 287.1254 [M+Na], observed 287.1250. Optical rotation analysis pending.
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Supplementary Figure 20 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis of chemically prepared 95 Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared (S)-95
using F112L as catalyst; t(S) 15.7 min, < 0.1%; t(R) 34.5 min, > 99.9%.
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EtOOC OH O

ethyl (E)-2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-styrylpentanoate (97)
Ethyl 2-hydroxy-4-oxo-2-styrylpentanoate (43.4 mg, 0.21 mmol) was dissolved in a vial containing acetone (370 L, 5
mmol). To this solution hexane (2.
Erlenmeyer flask. RA95.5Erlenmeyer to a final volume of 2.5 mL and stirred gently. The organic solution was added carefully to the Erlenmeyer flask
and the reaction was stirred for 24 hours. Workup was conducted by filtering the precipitated enzyme, separating the two
phases and extracting twice with ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were concentrated in vacuo. The product was
obtained as a slightly yellow liquid. The compound was not isolated, but conversion was determined to be 63% by analysis
of peak ratios in the crude NMR. Crude 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 7.4 (m, 2H), 7.34 (m, 2H), 7.29 (m, 1H), 6.88 (d,1H),
6.19 (d, 1H), 4.28 (dq, 2H), 3.28 (d, 1H), 2.94 (dd, 1H), 2.21 (s, 3H), 1.32 (t, 3H).
EtOOC OH O
(R)

Cl

ethyl (R,E)-2-(4-chlorostyryl)-2-hydroxy-4-oxopentanoate ((R)-99)
Ethyl 4-(4-chlorophenyl)-2-oxobut-3-enoate (49.0 mg, 0.21mmol) was dissolved in a vial containing acetone (370 L, 5
mmol). To this solution hexane (2.5 mL) was added. In an Erlenmeyer flask phosphate buffered saline at pH 6.8 (1930 L)
was poured in an Erlenmeyer flask. RA95.5-8F F112L (250 L, 200 nmol, final concentration 80 M in aqueous phase)
was added to this flask to a final volume of 2.5 mL and stirred gently. The organic solution was added carefully to the
Erlenmeyer flask and the reaction was stirred for 24 hours. Workup was conducted by filtering the precipitated enzyme,
separating the two phases and extracting twice with ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were concentrated in vacuo.
The residual liquid was purified by flash chromatography with a 7:3 mixture of hexane to ethyl acetate. The product was
obtained as a white solid (31 mg, 49% yield). The isomeric mixture was analyzed by chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak IA
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column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 9:1; flow rate 0.6 mL min-1

10 nm; t(R) = 13.9 min, 95.8%; t(S) = 16.7 min, 4.2%).

Absolute configuration was assigned by X-ray crystallography analysis of the enantioenriched mixture. 1H NMR (CDCl3,
400 MHz): 7.4 (m, 2H), 7.34 (m, 2H), 6.84 (d,1H), 6.16 (d, 1H), 4.29 (2H, dq), 3.27 (d, 1H), 2.93 (d, 1H), 2.21 (s, 3H), 1.32
(t, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 129.57, 128.99, 128.51, 127.97, 62.49, 51.72, 30.72, 14.10. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated
319.0708 [M+Na], observed 319.0702. Optical rotation analysis pending.
Crystallisation: the product was added to a glass vial containing 200 L hexane and dissolved by adding 3 drops of methanol.
This vial was placed into a second vial containing 2 mL hexane which was capped. After two days crystals were formed
covering the bottom of the vial. A suitable crystal was selected and mounted on a Bruker Apex2 Duo (Mo) diffractometer.
The crystal was kept at 100 K during data collection. Using Olex2175, the structure was solved with the ShelXS structure
solution program using Direct Methods and refined with the XL176 refinement package using Least Squares minimisation.
Xray crystallography analysis was performed by the small molecule crystallization centre of ETH Zürich (SMoCC).
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Supplementary Figure 21 Top: Chiral HPLC analysis of chemically prepared 99 Bottom: Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically
prepared (R)-99 using F112L as catalyst; t(R) = 13.9 min, 95.8%; t(S) = 16.7 min, 4.2%.
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Supplementary Table 19 Crystal data and structure refinement for (R)-99.

Empirical formula

C15H17ClO4

Formula weight

396.74

Temperature/K

100.0(1)

Crystal system

Monoclinic

Space group

P-1 21 1

a/Å

5.9763(1)

b/Å

7.1312(1)

c/Å

17.3473(3)

/°

90

/°

96.033(2)

/°

90
3

Volume/Å

735.22(2)

Z

2

calcg/cm

3

1.340

/mm 1

2.398

F(000)

312.0

Crystal size/mm3

0.12 × 0.09 × 0.02

Radiation

Cu

1.54184)

2.561 to 80.116
Index ranges

-7

5, -9

9, -21

22

Reflections collected

10163

Independent reflections

3070 [Rint = 0.0563, Rsigma = 0.0537]

Data/restraints/parameters

3070/1/184

2

Goodness-of-fit on F

1.084

Final R indexes [I>=2 (I)]

R1 = 0.0537

Final R indexes [all data]

R1 = 0.0563, wR2 = 0.1132

Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

0.526/-0.506
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EtOOC

OH O
(S)

ethyl (S)-2-hydroxy-2-(2-oxopropyl)hex-5-enoate ((S)-101)
Ethyl 2-oxo-hex-5-8F

and stirred gently. The organic solution was added carefully to the Erlenmeyer flask and the reaction was stirred for 24
hours. Workup was conducted by filtering the precipitated enzyme, separating the two phases and extracting twice with
ethyl acetate. The combined organic layers were concentrated in vacuo. The residual liquid was purified by flash
chromatography with a 6:2 mixture of hexane to ethyl acetate. The product was obtained as a transparent liquid (14 mg,
30% yield). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): 5.79 (ddt, 1H), 5.01 (m, 2H), 4.26 (q, 2H), 3.07 (d, 1H), 2.87(d, 1H), 2.24 (m,
1H), 2.18 (s, 3H), 1.97 (m, 1H), 1.75 (m, 2H), 1.31 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz): 207.33, 175.15, 137.57, 115.08,
74.75, 61.86, 51.70, 38.37, 30.76, 27.34, 14.22. ESI-MS (m/z) calculated 237.1097 [M+Na], observed 237.1099. Optical
rotation and chiral HPLC analysis pending.

7.9.6.

TLC/Chiral HPLC screening assay

Crude lysate preparations of the libraries to be screened were generated as described above. Small-scale analytical reactions
were set up in 96-well polypropylene plates (Nunc), for a total volume of 200
HEPES buffer (25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5), ethyl 2-(4-nitrophenyl)-2-oxoacetate (102, 5 mM final
concentration) and acetone (26, 2 M final concentration). Once prepared, the plates were sealed with aluminium sealing
tape (Corning) and placed in an orbital plate shaker overnight at 29 °C, 300 r.p.m.. Product formation was determined using
TLC analysis, where 1.5

of each aqeous reaction was spotted onto silica gel 60 F254 plates (Sigma). Development in 1:1

hexane/ethyl acetate and visualisation under UV light showed wells containing significant amounts of product (RF 102 =
0.9, RF product 103 = 0.5, RF hydrolysed acid of 102 = 0.0). Reactions showing suitable product formation were then
methyl tert-butyl ether (Sigma) per well, mixing thoroughly with a Liquidator™, followed
by centrifugation at 4,000 r.p.m. for 5 min. 10

-well polypropylene plate
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and solvent was evaporated under a constant flow of air. Reaction products were resuspended in 150

of 1:9

hexane/iPrOH. The solutions were filtered using a 96-well filter plate (0.2 µm pore-size PTFE membranes, AcroPrep, Pall
Corporation) and centrifuged (2 min, 12 ºC, 2500 x g) into 96-well polypropylene plates (MicroWell, Nunc). The filtered
solutions were transferred into glass vials and 25 µL samples were injected and analysed by chiral HPLC as described in
Section 7.9.3 using an isocratic elution profile (hexane/isopropanol 95:5; flow rate 0.6 mL min-1

270 nm; t(R) = 16.0

min; t(S) = 22 min).

7.9.7.

Directed evolution

Saturation mutagenesis libraries indivudally targeting residues L9X, F89X, L131X, I133X, E135X, L159X and F184X were
prepared using RA95.5-8F as template and the primers listed in Supplementary Table 4, entries 1-7. (S)-103 selective
libraries saturation mutagenesis libraries targeting residues L9X, V12X, L53X, F89X, F112X, I133X and E135X were
prepared using RA95.5-8F F184V as template and the primers listed in Supplementary Table 20, entries 8-14. (R)-103
selective saturation mutagenesis libraries targeting residues V12X, I133X, L159X and F184X were prepared using the
templates and primers listed in Supplementary Table 20, entries 15-27. Ninety clones of each library were screened and
analysed by TLC. Variants with detectable product formation were subsequently analysed for altered stereochemical
outcome using chiral HPLC analysis (Chiralpak OD-H column, isocratic hexane/isopropanol 95:5; flow rate 0.6 mL min-1;
70 nm; t(R) = 16.5 min; t(S) = 20.9 min). Mutants with interesting stereoselectivity were sequenced.
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Supplementary Table 20 Libraries of retro-aldolase variants prepared and analysed in the first round of directed evolution for the stereodivergent
synthesis of 103.

Entry

Template

Randomised position(s)

Mutagenic primers

1

RA95.5-8F

L9

L9X fw, L9X rv

2

RA95.5-8F

F89

F89X fw, F89X rev

3

RA95.5-8F

L131

L131X fw, L131X rev

4

RA95.5-8F

I133

I133X fw, I133X rv

5

RA95.5-8F

E135

E135X fw, E135X rv

6

RA95.5-8F

L159

L159X fw, L159X rv

7

RA95.5-8F

F184

F184X fw, F184X rv

8

RA95.5-8F F184V

L9

L9X fw, L9X rv

9

RA95.5-8F F184V

V12

V12X fw, V12X rv

10

RA95.5-8F F184V

L53

L53X fw, L53X rv

11

RA95.5-8F F184V

F89

F89X fw, F89X rev

12

RA95.5-8F F184V

F112

F112X fw, F112X rv

13

RA95.5-8F F184V

I133

I133X fw, I133X rv

14

RA95.5-8F F184V

E135

E135X fw, E135X rv

15

RA95.5-8F F112I

V12

V12X fw, V12X rv

16

RA95.5-8F F112L

V12

V12X fw, V12X rv

17

RA95.5-8F F112V

V12

V12X fw, V12X rv

18

RA95.5-8F L210A

F112

F112X fw, F112X rv

19

RA95.5-8F F112I

I133

I133X fw, I133X rv

20

RA95.5-8F F112L

I133

I133X fw, I133X rv

21

RA95.5-8F F112V

I133

I133X fw, I133X rv

22

RA95.5-8F F112I

L159

L159X fw, L159X rv

23

RA95.5-8F F112L

L159

L159X fw, L159X rv

24

RA95.5-8F F112V

L159

L159X fw, L159X rv

25

RA95.5-8F F112I

F184

F184X fw, F184X rv

26

RA95.5-8F F112L

F184

F184X fw, F184X rv

27

RA95.5-8F F112V

F184

F184X fw, F184X rv
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Supplementary Table 21 sequenced hits from chiral HPLC analysis in the stereselective preparation of 103. The variants tested from previous
studies are highlighted in green. For each row, the template used for mutagenesis is shown in black, and the NNK-randomised position is shown in
red. Results are grouped according to the intended purpose of the library.

RA95.5-8F variant
V12

L53

F89

Single mutations from previous
studies

L9

F112

I133

E135

F184

L210

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

I

85.0

15.0

L

80.0

20.0

V

85.0

15.0

V

37.0

63.0

A

61.0

39.0

I

57.0

43.0

72.0

28.0

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

P

25.1

74.9

A

25.9

74.1

F
RA95.5-8F variant
V12

L53

F89

F112

I133

Libraries templated on wildtype RA95.5-8F

L9

E135

F184

L210

W

81.9

18.1

T

33.7

66.3

E

68.6

31.4

D

74.4

25.6

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

RA95.5-8F variant

Libraries templated on RA95.5-8F F184V

L9

V12

L53

F89

F112

I133

E135

F184

L210

E

V

75.6

24.4

V

V

75.6

24.4

G

V

87.8

12.2

G

V

18.2

81.8

T

V

18.5

81.5

D

V

19.2

80.8

C

V

19.5

80.5

H

V

11.6

88.4

Y

V

16.8

83.2
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RA95.5-8F variant
V12

L53

Libraries templated on RA95.5-8F F184V
(continued)

L9

F89

F112

I133

E135

F184

L210

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

W

V

21.8

78.2

M

V

22.2

77.8

W

V

71.4

28.6

Q

V

74.8

25.2

Y

V

81.6

18.4

Y

V

87.6

12.4

R

V

16.5

83.5

S

V

28.0

72.0

K

V

30.0

70.0

L159

F184

% (R)-103

% (S)-103

RA95.5-8F variant

Libraries templated on (R)-selective RA95.5-8F variants

L9

V12

L53

F89

F112

I133

L210

G

I

89.0

11.0

A

V

91.0

9.0

A

82.7

17.3

A

I
V

82.8

17.2

L

21.9

78.1

L

S

65.2

34.8

L

V

76.2

23.8

I

S

14.3

85.7

I

A

20.0

80.0

I

C

32.2

67.8

I

Y

71.0

29.0

I

L

L

I

74.4

25.6

T

44.3

55.7

L

I

46.0

54.0

V

Q

45.5

54.5

V

Y

75.1

24.9

V

M

79.1

20.9
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Supplementary Figure 22 Chiral HPLC analysis of enzymatically prepared 103 using different retroaldolase variants. t(R) = 16.5 min; t(S) = 20.9
min. Differences in retention time are due to variations in column temperature.
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7.10. Computational assistance in directed evolution
This appendix section will begin by describing general methods and procedures which applied to all computational subprojects, for example ligand preparation. Then, specific sections will be dedicated to the specifics of each computational
project in this thesis.

7.10.1. General methods
All code and scripts can be downloaded from https://github.com/duncan-git/thesis. The hundreds of decoys produced
per protein-ligand complex have been omitted, and only the best scoring pdb files retained in these directories.
Throughout this protocol ${ROSETTA} represents the directory in which Rosetta has been installed, and ${DIR}
represents the directory in which the input and run files for each sub-section have been extracted to, from github.
Manipulations in PyMol (version 2.3.4) and CDCC Mercury (version 4.3.1) were performed locally, and all Rosettarelated commands (build 3.11) were executed on the multi-processor computational cluster Euler at ETH Zurich. For
users wishing to replicate the results shown here, the use of a bash shell is assumed - other shells may need to modify
the syntax of the command. Commands to be run in the terminal are shown in italics and indicated with $ at the
beginning of each line. File contents for Rosetta-related protocols are shown in boxes. When describing commands or
file contents, variables to be replaced upon execution are shown as $variable. For example, $ligandname is to be
replaced with the three-letter residue code found in Table S9.

7.10.2. PDB file preparation
From the crystal structure of I133F (PDB: 6TF8), chain B was extracted due to completeness of the secondary structure
model and water molecules were removed. Water and organic molecules from the the single-chain crystal structure of
RA95.5-8F (PDB: 5AN7) were also removed. The .pdb file was opened in a text editor and the 3-letter residue code
of K83 was changed to to LYM (column 4) to indicate that this is a covalently modified sidechain (a .params file
describing this modification is included in ${DIR}/ligs/LYM.params). For I133F, the three-letter residue code of the
2-pentanone ligand was changed

from DRG to PEN.

The

modified .pdb files were

saved as

${DIR}/pdb_prep/I133F/I133F_B.pdb and ${DIR}/pdb_prep/RA95/RA95.pdb.
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7.10.3. Preparing ligand structures in CDCC Mercury
Ligand structures were generated in Mercury 4.3.1, available from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.197 Ligands
were modelled with the NZ, CE and hydrogen atoms of K83 as a Schiff base imine intermediate, and edited such that the
atom names had consistency particularly around the ligand-K83 connection point. The bonding carbon atom was named
C13. The resulting structures were then opened in the CSD-Materials Conformer Generation module, and rotamer libraries
were generated using the following options:
Output format(s): mol2; Maximum Number of Conformations: 2000; Maximum
Conformations to Sample: 1000000; Maximum Unusual Rotamers: 2, Minimum Rotamer
Probability: 0.05; Minimise input molecule: Yes.

Running the module generated an output file, conformers.mol2, which was then edited in PyMol to remove all NZ, CE and
“lysine” hydrogen atoms, and all states were saved in one pdb file (${DIR}/lig_prep/$ligandname/$ligandname.rotlib.pdb).
In ligands containing aryl nitro groups, the rotamer library was curated to remove conformers where the nitro group was
out of plane with the aromatic system. The first edited state of this conformers.mol2 file was saved as a
$ligandname_edited.mol2, and used to generate params files for use in the Rosetta simulation using the commands:
$ cd ${DIR}/ligand_prep/$ligandname
$ ${ROSETTA}/main/source/scripts/python/public/molfile_to_params.py –n
$ligandname –p $ ligandname --keep-names $ligandname.mol2

Where $ligandname is replaced by three-letter residue code for each ligand when running this command, detailed in Table
X. The params file generated in each ligand directory was manually edited in a text editor to append a line at the bottom
reading “PDB_ROTAMERS $ligandname.rotlib.pdb” to include the rotamer library produced in CDCC Mercury
(${DIR}/ligand_prep/$ligandname/$ligandname.rotlib.pdb).

7.10.4. Generating PDB input structures
For each protein-ligand pair, a starting PDB file was generated containing both the edited .mol2 ligand file (Section 7.10.3)
and the apo I133F chain B structure (Section 7.10.2). In the case of I133F structures, both ligand and protein were loaded
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into PyMol, and the ligand atoms C13, C12 and C11 were aligned to the native 2-pentanone ligand PEN. A fused PDB file
was created using the commands:
$ align I133F_B and resn PEN, $ligandname_edited
$ remove I133F_B and resn PEN
$ fuse $ligandname_edited and name C13, I133F_B and resn LYM and name NZ, mode=3
$ bond I133F_B and resn LYM and name NZ, I133F_B and resn $ligandname and name
C13
$ save I133F_$ligandname.pdb, I133F_B
Where $ligandname is the three-letter residue code for each ligand. For RA95.5-8F structures, the fused PDB file was
created using the commands:
$
$
$
$
$

align RA95 and resn LLK, $ligandname_edited
remove RA95 and resn LLK
fuse $ligandname_edited and name C13, RA95 and resn LYM and name NZ, mode=3
bond RA95 and resn LYM and name NZ, RA95 and resn $ligandname and name C13
save RA95_$ligandname.pdb, RA95

For structures using the I133F coordinates, but mutated back to wild-type, the fused PDB file was created using the
commands:

$ align RA_I133F and resn LLK, $ligandname_edited
$ remove RA_I133F and resn LLK
$ fuse $ligandname_edited and name C13, RA_I133F and resn LYM and name NZ, mode=3
$ bond RA_I133F and resn LYM and name NZ, RA_I133F and resn $ligandname and name
C13
$ save RA_I133F_$ligandname.pdb, RA_I133F

7.10.5. Files and commands used in modelling of asymmetric linear ketone-type aldol
adducts
Params files ($ligandname.params), rotamer library files ($ligandname.rotlib.pdb) and .pdb files for each protein-ligand
complex in Supplementary Table 22 were prepared as described above.
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Supplementary Table 22 Ligands used in the modelling of asymmetric linear ketones, with their respective proteins. The resulting protein-ligand
complex .pdb files are listed. The atom numbering scheme used in enzdes.cst files and .params files is shown in each structure around the ketone.

3-letter ligand
code

Ligand
OH

Protein-Ligand
complex file name

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_NB1.pdb

RA95.5-8F

RA95_NB1.pdb

NB2

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_NB2.pdb

PP1

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_PP1.pdb

PP2

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_PP2.pdb

BUT

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_BUT.pdb

PEN

RA95.5-8F I133F

I133F_PEN.pdb

PP3

RA95.5-8F

RA95_PP3.pdb

O

C13
C12
C14

O2N

Protein

NB1

(R)-75
OH

O

C13
C12
C14

O2N
OH
Ph

(S)-75
O

C13
C12
C14

(S)-77
OH O
Ph

C13
C12
C14

(R)-77

O
C13
C12
C14

O
C13
C12
C14

OH
Ph

O

C13
C12
C14

(S)-73

To accurately model the covalent bond between the ligand and Lys83, a constraint file was produced for each ligand
using the Rosetta format match/enzdes geometric constraint file.132 For a Schiff base imine connection, the file was set up
to describe a co-planar geometry around the imine, with all bond angles 120°
only 180° around the C13-NZ bond. The same file contents could be used for all ligands as the atom numbering scheme
was kept consistent, with the exception that $ligandname was replaced with each 3-letter code per ligand.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

# imine.enzdes.cst
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE:: ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE:: ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE:: ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE:: ATOM_MAP:
CONSTRAINT::
CONSTRAINT::
CONSTRAINT::
CONSTRAINT::
CST::END
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::

1
1
2
2

atom_name: C13 C12 C11
residue3: $ligandname
atom_name: NZ CE CD ,
residue3: LYM

distanceAB: 1.3 0.1 80.0 1 0
angle_A: 120.0 5.0 80.0 360 0
angle_B: 120.0 5.0 80.0 360 0
torsion_AB: 0.0 10.0 80.0 180 1

ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:

1
1
2
2

atom_name: C13 C14 C12
residue3: $ligandname
atom_name: NZ CE CD ,
residue3: LYM

CONSTRAINT:: angle_A: 120.0 5.0 80.0 360 0
CONSTRAINT:: torsion_A: 180.0 10.0 80.0 360 0
CONSTRAINT:: torsion_AB: 180.0 10.0 80.0 180 1
CST::END

Protein-ligand minimisation was performed using the RosettaScripts system.198 A control .xml file was
generated (${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/script/relax.xml) to meet the following criteria: 1) be generic to all
protein-ligand pairs 2) use no modelling constraints or biasing, with the exception of the Lys83-ligand connection 3)
include a random perturbation of the ligand before minimisation, to simulate docking behavior and sample ligand
poses outside of local energy minima 4) perform fixed backbone minimization,199 to reduce conformation search space,
permitted by the observation that differences between holo (PDB: 5AN7) and apo (PDB: 5AOU) structures of the

1. <ROSETTASCRIPTS>
2.
<SCOREFXNS>
3.
<ScoreFunction name="ref2015" weights="ref2015">
4.
# turn on score terms for enzdes-style constraints
5.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="1.0" />
6.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="1.0" />
7.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="1.0"/>
8.
</ScoreFunction>
9.
</SCOREFXNS>
10.
11.
<SCORINGGRIDS ligand_chain="X" width="20">
12.
<ClassicGrid grid_name="Classic" weight="1.0"/>
13.
</SCORINGGRIDS>
14.
15.
<TASKOPERATIONS>
16.
<RestrictToRepacking name="repack_all"/>
17.
</TASKOPERATIONS>
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18.
19.
<MOVERS>
20.
# adds enzdes-style constraints describing the lysine21.
# ligand covalent attachment
22.
<AddOrRemoveMatchCsts name="add_cst"
23.
cst_instruction="add_new" keep_covalent="true" />
24.
25.
# Perform an initial, random pertubation of the ligand to
26.
# sample outside of local energy minima
27.
<Transform
name="perturb_lig" chain="X" box_size="30.0"
28.
move_distance="0.5" angle="10.0" cycles="100"
29.
repeats="1" temperature="5" initial_perturb="5.0"
30.
initial_angle_perturb="30.0"/>
31.
32.
# Minimise the protein around the new ligand, with
33.
# backbone movement turned off
34.
<FastRelax name="FastRelax" scorefxn="ref2015"
35.
ramp_down_constraints="false"
36.
task_operations="repack_all">
37.
<MoveMap>
38.
<Chain number="1" chi ="1" bb="0"/>
39.
<Jump number="1" setting="1"/>
40.
</MoveMap>
41.
</FastRelax>
42.
43.
</MOVERS>
44.
45.
<PROTOCOLS>
46.
<Add mover="add_cst"/>
47.
<Add mover="perturb_lig"/>
48.
<Add mover="FastRelax"/>
49.
</PROTOCOLS>
50. </ROSETTASCRIPTS>

To setup the simulation, the ${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/ligs directory was populated with all relevant
enzdes.cst, params files and rotlib.pdb files. The ${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/pdb_inp directory was populated with
all protein-ligand .pdb files. The script directory was populated with the relax.xml script. A Rosetta flags file
(${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/relax.flags) was prepared, containing options generic to all calculations, with the
following content:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

# relax.flags
-ex1
-ex2
-extra_res_fa ligs/LYM.params
-parser:protocol script/relax.xml
-run:preserve_header true

The ${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/run directory was populated with sub-directories for each protein-ligand
pair, with the folder name format $protein_$ligandname. Commands for each protein-ligand pair were then submitted to
the Euler queue system (LSF). An example single command line for initialising the calculation for ligand NB1 on protein
I133F on the Euler multi-processor cluster (LSF submission system) is shown below:
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$ for i in {1..500}; do | bsub –n 1 –W 00:59 –o /dev/null
${ROSETTA}/main/source/bin/rosetta_scripts.hdf5.linuxgccrelease @relax.flags –
extra_res_fa ligs/NB1.params –enzdes:cstfile ligs/NB1.enzdes.cst –s
pdb_inp/I133F_NB1.pdb –out:path:all run/I133F_NB1 –out:suffix _$i | done

Note, if you wish to run this command locally, i.e. on a desktop or laptop computer, an example command line for the same
protein-ligand pair would be

$ ${ROSETTA}/main/source/bin/rosetta_scripts.linuxgccrelease @relax.flags –
extra_res_fa ligs/NB1.params –enzdes:cstfile ligs/NB1.enzdes.cst –s
pdb_inp/I133F_NB1.pdb –out:path:all run/I133F_NB1 –nstruct 500

Both sub-directory setup and submission of all protein-ligand jobs was performed using the bash script
${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/batch_submit.sh.
Upon completion of all jobs, output scorefiles in each protein-ligand sub-directory were collated with the python
script ${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/run/collect_best_scores.py, when executed from within the run output directory.
This script loads the pdb in each sub-directory with the lowest Rosetta total_score (units in Rosetta Energy Units), which is
assumed to be the native state of the enzyme complex. This output for each protein-ligand pair was collated for analysis and
-hydroxyl oxygen of the ligand, and the oxygen of Tyr51, is assumed to be a
metric for proton abstraction based on the catalytic mechanism of RA95.5-8F.

7.10.6. Files and commands used in the modelling of chiral tertiary alcohols
For modelling of chiral tertiary alcohols in wild-type RA95.5-8F, the crystal structure of I133F (PDB: 6TF8) was used due
to completeness of the secondary structure. Phe133 was mutated to isoleucine using the in-built Mutagenesis module of
PyMol, which places the best-fitting rotamer of the desired mutant. Any steric clashes, which are not minimised in PyMol,
would

be

alleviated

during

Rosetta

simulations.

The

resulting

structure

was

saved

as

${DIR}/pdb_prep/I133Fxtal_to_RA95/RA_I133F.pdb.
Params files ($ligandname.params), rotamer library files ($ligandname.rotlib.pdb) and .pdb files for each proteinligand complex in Supplementary Table 23 were prepared as described above.
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Supplementary Table 23 Ligands used in the modelling of tertiary alcohols, with their respective proteins. The resulting protein-ligand complex
.pdb files are listed. The atom numbering scheme used in enzdes.cst files and .params files is shown in each structure around the ketone.

Protein-Ligand complex file
Ligand

3-letter ligand code

Protein
name

EtOOC OH O
CL1

O2N

CL

OL1

CL2

NKR

RA95.5-8F

RA_I133F_WT_NKR.pdb

NKS

RA95.5-8F

RA_I133F_WT_NKS.pdb

(R)-103
EtOOC OH O
CL1

O2N

CL

OL1

CL2

(S)-103

An enzdes style constraint file was used to describe the carbinolamine connection between the ligand and Lys83.
For a hemiaminal connection, the file was set up to describe a tetrahedral geometry around the carbon, with all bond angles
around the CL-NZ bond:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

#hemiaminal.enzdes.cst
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:

1
1
2
2

CONSTRAINT:: distanceAB:
CONSTRAINT::
angle_A:
CONSTRAINT::
angle_B:
CST::END
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
CONSTRAINT::
CST::END
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
CONSTRAINT::

ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:

1
1
2
2

angle_A:

ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:

1
1
2
2

angle_A:

atom_name:
residue3:
atom_name:
residue3:
1.49
109.5
109.5

atom_name:
residue3:
atom_name:
residue3:
109.5

atom_name:
residue3:
atom_name:
residue3:
109.5

CL CL1 CL2
$ligandname
NZ CE CD ,
LYX
0.05
0.50
0.50

400.0
200.0
200.0

1
360
360

0
0
0

360

0

360

0

CL OL1 CL1
$ligandname
NZ CE CD ,
LYX
0.50

200.0

CL CL2 CL1
$ligandname
NZ CE CD ,
LYX
0.50

200.0
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30. CST::END

Protein-ligand minimisation was performed using the RosettaScripts system.198 A control .xml file was generated
(${DIR}/2.Tertiary_Alcohol_Modelling/scripts/Relax_TertOH.xml) according to the general simulation citeria
described above. The .xml file contained the following items:
1. <ROSETTASCRIPTS>
2.
<SCOREFXNS>
3.
<ScoreFunction name="ref2015" weights="ref2015">
4.
# turn on score terms for enzdes-style constraints
5.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="1.0" />
6.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="1.0" />
7.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="1.0"/>
8.
</ScoreFunction>
9.
</SCOREFXNS>
10.
<SCORINGGRIDS ligand_chain="X" width="30">
11.
<ClassicGrid grid_name="Classic" weight="1.0"/>
12.
</SCORINGGRIDS>
13.
<RESIDUE_SELECTORS>
14.
#select all glycines and prolines as they should not be repacked
15.
<ResidueName name="GP" residue_name3="GLY,PRO"/>
16.
#select all residues that should be repacked
17.
<Not name="not_GP" selector="GP"/>
18.
# Catalytic apparatus, h-bond network
19.
<Index name="tyr51" resnums="51A"/>
20.
<Index name="lys83" resnums="83A"/>
21.
<Index name="asn110" resnums="110A"/>
22.
<Index name="tyr180" resnums="180A"/>
23.
<ResidueName name="lig" residue_name3="%%ligand%%"/>
24.
</RESIDUE_SELECTORS>
25.
<TASKOPERATIONS>
26.
#prevent repacking of glycines and prolines
27.
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="fixed_GP" selector="GP" >
28.
<PreventRepackingRLT/>
29.
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
30.
#restrict selected positions to repacking
31.
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="repack" selector="not_GP">
32.
<RestrictToRepackingRLT/>
33.
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
34.
#Default task oparations recommanded by the Baker lab
35.
<IncludeCurrent name="current"/>
36.
<LimitAromaChi2 name="aroTrp" chi2min="45" chi2max="110" include_trp="true" />
37.
<LimitAromaChi2 name="aroChi" chi2min="70" chi2max="110" />
38.
<InitializeFromCommandline name="commandline"/>
39.
<ExtraRotamersGeneric name="extra_rot"
40.
ex1="1" ex2="1" ex3="0" ex4="0"
41.
ex1aro="1" ex2aro="0" ex1aro_exposed="0" ex2aro_exposed="0"
42.
ex1_sample_level="1" ex2_sample_level="1"
43.
ex1aro_sample_level="1" ex2aro_sample_level="1"
44.
extrachi_cutoff="1" />
45.
</TASKOPERATIONS>
46.
<MOVERS>
47.
# adds enzdes-style constraints describing the lysine-ligand covalent attachment
48.
<AddOrRemoveMatchCsts name="add_cst" cst_instruction="add_new" keep_covalent="true" />
49.
# adds bb constrains
50.
<ConstraintSetMover name="add_bb_csts" add_constraints="true" cst_file="%%cstfile%%"/>
51.
# Perform an initial, random pertubation of the ligand to sample outside of local energy mini
ma
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52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

<Transform
name="perturb_lig" chain="X" box_size="30.0"
move_distance="0.5" angle="10.0" cycles="100"
repeats="1" temperature="5" initial_perturb="5.0"
initial_angle_perturb="30.0"/>
# Catalytic hydrogen bond network
<AddConstraints name="add_hbond_csts">
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_asn_tyr"
residue_selector1="asn110"
residue_selector2="tyr180"
atoms1="ND2"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_asn_lys"
residue_selector1="asn110"
residue_selector2="lys83"
atoms1="OD1"
atoms2="NZ"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="LYX,NZ,CE,CD,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_hemiaminal_tyr180"
residue_selector1="tyr180"
residue_selector2="lig"
atoms1="OH"
atoms2="OL1"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,OL1,CL,CL2,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_hemiaminal_tyr51"
residue_selector1="lig"
residue_selector2="tyr180"
atoms1="OL1"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,OL1,CL,CL2,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_3hydroxy_tyr51"
residue_selector1="lig"
residue_selector2="tyr51"
atoms1="OL2"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,OL2,CL3,CL1,1.4,109.5"/>
</AddConstraints>
# Minimise the protein around the new ligand, with backbone movement turned off
<FastRelax name="FastRelax" scorefxn="ref2015"
ramp_down_constraints="false"
task_operations="repack,fixed_GP,current,aroTrp,aroChi,commandline,extra_rot">
<MoveMap>
<Chain number="1" chi ="1" bb="1"/>
<Jump number="1" setting="1"/>
</MoveMap>
</FastRelax>
</MOVERS>
<PROTOCOLS>
<Add mover="add_cst"/>
<Add mover="add_bb_csts"/>
<Add mover="perturb_lig"/>
<Add mover="add_hbond_csts"/>
<Add mover="FastRelax"/>
</PROTOCOLS>
</ROSETTASCRIPTS>
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((${DIR}/2.Tertiary_Alcohol_Modelling/scripts/cstfile_from_pdb.py) which scanned across all residues within a supplied
.pdb file and determined which neighbors were within a specified cutoff distance (9.0 Å). For each neighbor pair, a line was
written to the file cstfile.txt in the following format:
AtomPair CA 1 CA 2 HARMONIC 3.7915561199188232 2.0
Where column (1) defines the type of constraint, column (2) is the atom type of neighbor 1, column (3) is the residue position
of neighbor 1 in Rosetta numbering convention, column (4) and (5) describe neighbor 2, column (6) defines the type of
functioned

-

(8) is the strength of the energy penalty applied per standard deviation, in REUs.
To setup the simulation, the ${DIR}/1.Tertiary_Alcohol_Modelling directory was populated with all relevant files
as described above, including the cstfile.txt. The ${DIR}/1.AsymmKetoneModelling/pdb_inp directory was populated with
all protein-ligand .pdb files. The script directory was populated with the relax.xml script. A Rosetta flags file
(${DIR}/1.Tertiary_Alcohol_Modelling/relax.flags) was prepared, containing options generic to all calculations, with the
following content:
1. -parser:protocol scripts/Relax_TertOH.xml
2. extra_res_fa /cluster/apps/rosetta/3.11/x86_64/main/database/chemical/residue_type_sets/fa_standard/r
esidue_types/sidechain_conjugation/LYX.params
3. -run:preserve_header true

The (${DIR}/1.Tertiary_Alcohol_Modelling directory was populated with sub-directories for each protein-ligand
pair, with the folder name format $protein_$ligandname. Commands for each protein-ligand pair were then submitted to
the Euler queue system (LSF). An example single command line for initialising the calculation for ligand NB1 on protein
I133F on the Euler multi-processor cluster (LSF submission system) is shown below:
$ for i in {1..500}; do | bsub –n 1 –W 00:59 –o /dev/null
${ROSETTA}/main/source/bin/rosetta_scripts.hdf5.linuxgccrelease @relax.flags –
extra_res_fa ligs/NKR.params –enzdes:cstfile ligs/NKR.enzdes.cst –s
pdb_inp/RA_133F_WT_NKR.pdb –out:path:all run/RA_I133F_NKR –out:suffix _$i | done
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7.10.7. Files and commands used in the generation of mutability landscapes
For generating sequence-energy landscapes, the crystal structure of RA95.5-8F was used as described above. Params files
($ligandname.params), rotamer library files ($ligandname.rotlib.pdb) and .pdb files for the protein-ligand complex in
Supplementary Table 24 were prepared as described above.
Supplementary Table 24 Ligands used in the generation of sequence-energy landscapes, with their respective protein. The resulting protein-ligand
complex .pdb files is listed. The atom numbering scheme used in the enzdes.cst file and .param file is shown in the structure around the ketone.

3-letter ligand

Protein-Ligand complex file

Ligand

Protein
code
OH

O

O3

C12
C14
C13

CSR

C17

O

name

RA95.5-8F

RA95_CSR.pdb

(2S,1'R)-60

An enzdes style constraint file was used to describe the carbinolamine connection between the ligand and Lys83. For a
hemiaminal connection, the file was set up to describe a tetrahedral geometry around the carbon, with all bond angles
-NZ bond:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

#hemiaminal.enzdes.cst
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP:
CONSTRAINT::
CONSTRAINT::
CONSTRAINT::
CST::END
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::
TEMPLATE::

1
1
2
2

distanceAB:
angle_A:
angle_B:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:
ATOM_MAP:

1
1
2
2

atom_name:
residue3:
atom_name:
residue3:
1.3
109.5
109.5
atom_name:
residue3:
atom_name:
residue3:

CONSTRAINT::
angle_A:
109.5
CST::END
CST::BEGIN
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP: 1 atom_name:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP: 1 residue3:
TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP: 2 atom_name:

C13 C12 C17
CSR
NZ CE CD ,
LYM
0.1
0.0
0.0

200.0
50.0
50.0

1
360
360

0
0
0

360

0

C13 O3 OH3
CSR
NZ CE CD ,
LYM
0.0

50.0

C17 C12 C13
CSR
NZ CE CD ,
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24. TEMPLATE::
ATOM_MAP: 2 residue3:
25.
26. CONSTRAINT:: torsion_A:
180.0
27.
28. CST::END

LYM
0.0

20.0

360

0

Protein-ligand minimisation was performed using the RosettaScripts system.198 A control .xml file was generated
(${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape/scripts/RA95_CXX_FD_SemiFixBB.xml) according to the general simulation
citeria described above. The .xml file contained the following items:

1. <ROSETTASCRIPTS>
2.
3.
<SCOREFXNS>
4.
5.
<ScoreFunction name="REF2015_lowfarep" weights="REF2015">
6.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="1.0" />
7.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="1.0" />
8.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="1.0"/>
9.
<Reweight scoretype="fa_rep" weight="0.0" />
10.
</ScoreFunction>
11.
12.
<ScoreFunction name="REF2015" weights="REF2015">
13.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="1.0" />
14.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="1.0" />
15.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="1.0"/>
16.
</ScoreFunction>
17.
18.
<ScoreFunction name="SC_HB_ONLY" weights="empty" >
19.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="1.0" />
20.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="1.0" />
21.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="1.0"/>
22.
<Reweight scoretype="hbond_sc" weight="1.0" />
23.
</ScoreFunction>
24.
25.
<ScoreFunction name="SCORING_HNETWORK" weights="REF2015" >
26.
<Reweight scoretype="atom_pair_constraint" weight="2.0" />
27.
<Reweight scoretype="angle_constraint" weight="2.0" />
28.
<Reweight scoretype="dihedral_constraint" weight="2.0"/>
29.
<Reweight scoretype="hbond_sc" weight="1.0" />
30.
</ScoreFunction>
31.
32.
</SCOREFXNS>
33.
34.
<SCORINGGRIDS ligand_chain="X" width="15">
35.
<HbdGrid grid_name="HDG" weight="1.0"/>
36.
<HbaGrid grid_name="HAG" weight="1.0"/>
37.
</SCORINGGRIDS>
38.
39.
<RESIDUE_SELECTORS>
40.
# Select catalytic network and ligand
41.
<Index name="asn110" resnums="109"/>
42.
<Index name="tyr180" resnums="179"/>
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
try
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

<Index name="lys83" resnums="82"/>
<Index name="tyr51" resnums="50"/>
<ResidueName name="lig" residue_name3="%%ligand%%"/>
# Select designable residue
<Index name="target" resnums="%%target%%"/>
# Select residues to be fixed throughout simulation
<ResidueName name="GP" residue_name3="GLY,PRO"/>
# Select residues that are not involved in design or catalysis
<Or name="GP_and_target" selectors="GP,target"/>
<Not name="not_GP_and_target" selector="GP_and_target"/>
<Not name="not_GP" selector="GP"/>
# Select residies that ARE involved in design or catalysis
<Or name="catalysis" selectors="asn110,tyr180,lys83,tyr51,lig"/>
<Or name="catalysis_or_design" selectors="catalysis,target"/>
<Not name="not_catalysis_or_design" selector="catalysis_or_design"/>
</RESIDUE_SELECTORS>
<TASKOPERATIONS>
# generic TaskOps for full simulation
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="fix_GP" selector="GP" >
<PreventRepackingRLT/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
# TaskOps for initial low_farep_repack
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="repack_tetrad" selector="catalysis">
<RestrictToRepackingRLT/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="fix_scaffold" selector="not_catalysis_or_design">
<PreventRepackingRLT/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
# TaskOps for mutation to desired residue (FastDesign, phase 1)
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="Design" selector="target">
<RestrictAbsentCanonicalAASRLT aas="%%aa%%"/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
# TaskOps for FastRelax (phase 2)
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="Packing" selector="not_GP_and_target">
<RestrictToRepackingRLT/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
<OperateOnResidueSubset name="Scaffold_Packing" selector="not_GP">
<RestrictToRepackingRLT/>
</OperateOnResidueSubset>
<RestrictToRepacking name="repackonly"/>
</TASKOPERATIONS>
<MOVERS>
<AddOrRemoveMatchCsts name="add_cst"
cst_instruction="add_new" keep_covalent="true" /> # Adds Schiff base constraint
<AddOrRemoveMatchCsts name="rm_cst"
cst_instruction="remove" keep_covalent="true" /> # Removes Schiff base constraint
<AddConstraints name="add_hbond_csts"> # Set of nested constraints to describe hnetwork geome
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_asn_tyr"
residue_selector1="asn110"
residue_selector2="tyr180"
atoms1="ND2"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_asn_lys"
residue_selector1="asn110"
residue_selector2="lys83"
atoms1="OD1"
atoms2="NZ"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
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105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.

atom_definitions="LYM,NZ,CE,CD,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_cyc_carbinol_tyr180"
residue_selector1="tyr180"
residue_selector2="lig"
atoms1="OH"
atoms2="O2"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,O3,C13,C14,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_cyc_tyr51_hydroxyl"
residue_selector1="lig"
residue_selector2="tyr51"
atoms1="O2"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,O2,C11,C12,1.4,109.5"/>
<HydrogenBondConstraintGenerator name="hbond_cyc_tyr51_carbinol"
residue_selector1="lig"
residue_selector2="tyr180"
atoms1="O3"
atoms2="OH"
atom_pair_func="FLAT_HARMONIC 1.4 0.5 0.4"
atom_definitions="%%ligand%%,O3,C13,C14,1.4,109.5"/>
</AddConstraints>
<ClearConstraintsMover name="clear_csts"/> # removes ALL constraints

<ConstraintSetMover name="set_bb_csts" add_constraints="true" cst_file="cstfile.txt"/>
# adds SemiFlexBB constraints
132.
<ConstraintSetMover name="clear_bb_csts" add_constraints="true" cst_file="none"/> # re
moves SemiFlexBB constraints
133.
134.
<FastDesign name="FastDesign" scorefxn="SC_HB_ONLY"
135.
clear_designable_residues="false"
136.
ramp_down_constraints="false"
137.
task_operations="repack_tetrad,fix_scaffold,Design"> # initial optimisatio
n of ligand-network
138.
<MoveMap>
139.
<Chain number="1" chi="1" bb="1"/>
140.
<Jump number="1" setting="1"/>
141.
</MoveMap>
142.
</FastDesign>
143.
144.
<FastRelax name="FastRelax" scorefxn="REF2015"
145.
ramp_down_constraints="false"
146.
task_operations="fix_GP,Scaffold_Packing"> # realistic packing and minimis
ation
147.
<MoveMap>
148.
<Chain number="1" chi ="1" bb="1"/>
149.
<Jump number="1" setting="1"/>
150.
</MoveMap>
151.
</FastRelax>
152.
153.
<Transform
name="perturb_lig" chain="X" box_size="10.0"
154.
move_distance="0.1" angle="1.0" cycles="100"
155.
repeats="1" temperature="5" initial_perturb="1.0"
156.
initial_angle_perturb="5.0"/>
157.
</MOVERS>
158.
<PROTOCOLS>
159.
<Add mover="perturb_lig"/>
160.
<Add mover="add_cst" />
161.
<Add mover="add_hbond_csts"/>
162.
<Add mover="FastDesign"/>
163.
<Add mover="clear_csts"/>
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164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.

<Add mover="add_cst"/>
<Add mover="set_bb_csts"/>
<Add mover="FastRelax"/>
<Add mover="add_hbond_csts"/>
</PROTOCOLS>
<OUTPUT scorefxn="SCORING_HNETWORK"/>
</ROSETTASCRIPTS>

-

constraints

were

generated

as

described

above.

To

setup

the

simulation,

the

${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape directory was populated with all relevant files as described above, including the
cstfile.txt. The ${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape directory was populated with all protein-ligand .pdb files. The script
directory was populated with the xml script above.
The ${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape/run directory was populated with sub-directories for each proteinligand pair, with the folder name format $residuenumber_$aminoacid_Cyclohex_SR. Commands for each protein-ligand
pair were then submitted to the Euler queue system (LSF). An example single command line for initialising the calculation
for residue 3 with amino acid substitution alanine on the Euler multi-processor cluster (LSF submission system) is shown
below:
bsub -N -n 1 -W 119:59 -J 3_A_CSR_run -o logs/log_3_A_CSR.txt
/cluster/apps/rosetta/3.8/x86_64/main/source/bin/rosetta_scripts.hdf5.linuxgccrel
ease -beta -ex1 -ex2 -ex3 -ex4 -run:preserve_header true -enzdes:cstfile
ligs/CSR.enzdes.cst -extra_res_fa ligs/CSR.params -extra_res_fa ligs/LYM.params s pdb_inp/RA95_CSR.pdb -parser:protocol script/RA95_CXX_FD_SemiFixBB.xml parser:script_vars target=2 -parser:script_vars aa=A -parser:script_vars
ligand=CSR -out:file:silent run/3_A_CSR/3_A_CSR.silent -nstruct 300
Sub-directory setup and command line generation was performed automatically with the python script
${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape/script/directory_setup.py, which upon execution from within the “run” folder
would produce a file “batch_submit.sh” containing all command lines. This was submitted to LSF using the command bsub
source batch_submit.sh.
Outputs from each position-mutation directory were written as Rosetta silent files – a compact storage format. The
best

scoring

poses

were

extracted

from

the

${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape/script/extract_pdb_from_silent.py,

silent

files
then

using
the

the

script
script

${DIR}/3.Sequence_Energy_Landscape/script/tabulate_scores.py was used for data collection. This script would take the
average score of the top three poses in each directory, average, and subtract from the average score of wild-type structures,
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-separated .txt file which could be imported into Excel for data
visualisation.
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Supplementary Figure 23 Raw scores for the average of three best scoring poses out of 300 simulations per position-mutation, given in Rosetta Energy Units (REU). A larger negative score
indicates an increase in protei
-type amino acid is given for each position. Positions within 6 Å of the ligand are shown.
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Supplementary Figure 24 Scores for each position-mutation which have been subtracted from the wildnegative, this indicates a relative increase in proteinare shown in red, and the wild-type amino acid for each position is shown in yellow. Results are sorted by residue number.
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– REU(wild-mutations are colored as blue, destabilising position-mutations
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Supplementary Figure 25 Scores for each position-mutation which have been subtracted from the wildthis indicates a relative increase in proteinred, and the wildof the list.
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– REU(wildn-mutations are colored as blue, destabilising position-mutations are shown in
ons for each position, with the most beneficial at the top
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